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To MY FATHER 

Odin and his two brothtrs suon tumed their 
to Earth. Thp~ was much about Earth that 
beautiful, and( much that they loved. So they set a 
around the planet, out of which grew the magic 
Yggdrasil, which, by spreading its branches over the 
world held it safe for the cominog of man, Thus the 
Sibyl’s vision 

I know a tree, called 
tall tree and sacred, 
sprinkled with white clay, 
thencecomethedews, 
that fall in the da 
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Forewor 

BYE.F.SCHUMACHER 

Ten years or so ago I received, most unex 
America, sent by Richard B. 

efit to myself ? Well, it was. 
very simple. It said: ‘Gandhi used to say: “When you cannot 
make construtive use of your books any more, give them to some- 
one who can”. I am an old man and cannot do much any more. 
I have looked through my library and have picked out a number 
of books which till be more use to you than they are to me now. 
May they help you in your work,’ - or words to that effect. A few 
weeks later, a book parcel arrived and there they were, excep 
tional books, marvellous books, books which I should never have 
found myself (except for people like Richard G !). Among 
them was one with the title Tree - A Permanent Agricul- 
ture, by J. Russell Smith. (See p. 35 

I confess, 1 did not read this one t away. Its subject n3trncd 
to me too remote and, I admit it, too improbable. But eventually 
I did read it, and it made so much sense to me that I have never 
been the same since. tt mu& sense, ause it did not merely state 
that ‘civilised man has marched across the face of the and 
left a desert in his footprints’ - a remark I had found con&med in 
innumerablt places throughout 
than that: it showed what could ne and what &ou 
Most improbably (as it mad to mt) the anwver h 
all the time and w still available to us: Agriculture b for the 
plains, while silvicultun is for the hills and mountaim. When the 
plough invades 
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*I- ,, I FOREWORD 

so forth - so an cfficitnt si!viculture 
aff e&t, Without the e&t, much 

J. Russell Smith’s book mad\: a tremendc+us im 
His assertion - 

‘Therefore, the cropyielding urn fQr 
extending agriculture to hills, pla=S, 
and to the lands where rainfall is deficient. Ntw trees 
annual crop6 need to be crea for use on these four 
land.’ 

As my work took me all over the world, everywhere 1 could see it, 
tharb to Russell Smith: Agriculture in mountainous, rocky, or 
dry regions is a disaster, but 
annual crops’ did not have to 
care and attention, 
methodical science, 

who was thtre f I did not find many. 
As I am not directly involved 
important developments. I fol 
forestry in C&many. But I 
else, with the work of Mr P. 
pp. 138fQ whasc byline Sygtcm 
feet beauty of truth. 

‘Ibis book, in my layman’s opinion, bringing all th 
up to date and completing them the one thing that c 
done: It makes a viablt future 
abut THE GENEROWS EARTH. There is l 

the potenG&ies of Nature. Wt only have to diiver and utilii 
them. 

All my life has n a journey of discovery of the generosity of 
nature, I started out thinking that we had to do 
selves and, of course, we couldn’t. But thtn 1 
everything will be done for us, 

StWttO 
of Nature, and m 

I carat to the cone1 
xcept through 

Indian friends as follows : 
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ul man-made cx~ntriv 
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ot fail to add that w&I life could 
aEd the beauty of many lan 

This is the way, h at least one of the ways, to spiritual, moral, and 
cultural regeneration. 



_. .- 

con$titute one of in 

out them lifb on 

species, the TV of their prtskts for food and raw ma 
plaoting techniques and and guidance for the 1 

nical material to 





to increase wo 



xvi 
cause for grm disquiet. Hunger and malnutrition still &et vast 
numbers of people, while extensive tracts of land remain in 
wasted and degraded condition. The fact is that agriculture, as 
practiaed today, simpEy cannot supply, on an economic basis, 
enough food to satisfy the needs of the poor, especially in the less 
developed countries. Since the Food and Agriculture Organisation 
of the United Nations, the World Bank, and the United Nations 
Development Programme were established not long after the 
Second World War of rg3g-45, these authorities have cxpcnded 
heuge sums of money on their agricultural and related schemes 
and projects. In addition, there has been a flow of aid from 
bflatcaal donors to the less fortunate countries. Yet it is true to 
say that more people than ever before are currently suffering 
from hunger and malnutrition. Moreover, the various official 
o,rganisations have singularly failed to deal with the problems of 
severe droughts, land deterioration, falling food production in 
Africa and parts of Asia, loss of essential tree cover and general 
damage to the rural environment. To give but one example: Rent! 
Dumont, the well-karown French agronomist, stated in I 980 that 
during every minute that passes, some twenty hectares (nearly fifty 
acres) of tropical forest are being destroyed by human agency.* lt 
does not demand much imagination to realise the impact of such 
damage on the world climate and its effects in different countries. 
By cutting down tm”es at such alarming and rapid rates, so 
removing the protective mantle that guards our lands, man is 
creating droughts of massive proportions and causing the failure of 
traditional agriculture throughout the world, especially in regions 
where the balance of Nature is most delicate. 

The quotation from the Morse Sagas, (which will be found at the 
beginning of this book, was not reproduced without reason. The 
words ‘by spreading its branches over the world the magic tree 
held it safe for the coming of man’ apply equally to us today. 
Destroy this tree (that is the world‘s forests) and we shall be 
destroyed too, 

Can there be something wrong, therefore, with present official 
policies which govern agriculture, since the poor are not fed 
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properly, farm output falls in the pIaces where food is most 
needed, forests are being ruthlessly destroyed and expensive 
development projects do not fullfil their promise? 

In preparing a new edition of Forest Farming, note has been taken 
of some of the progress made in securing recognition of agri- 
silviculture or agroforestry during the past ten years. The book, as 
now published, contains additional material and further useful 
information intended to assist readers who are interested in 
studying or practising this concept of integrated cultivation and 
land protection. Fresh definitions are always being formulated, 
quite rightly, and am that seems particularly clear is that quoted 
recently by P. K. R. Nair: Agroforestry is a collective name for 
land-use systems and practises where trees and shrubs are delibcr- 
ately used on the same land management unit with agricultural 
crops and/or animals, either in some form of spatial arrangement 
or temporal sequence . . . with both ecological and economical 
interactions between different components.2 

To conclude, the authors of this book wish to thank all past 
readers and supporters for their interest and help, and to express 
the hope that both they, and those who will use the work in time 
to come, will find it helpful and valuable in the task that lies 
ahead: to extend and develop systems of agri-silviculture and 
agroforestry which will continue to bcncfit individuals and 
societies in their search for better living standards, improved 
incomes and happier conditions. Forest farming is not, of course, 
a panacea for all the problems of world hunger and land deteriora- 
tion, but it can make a very substantial contribution to human 
well-being and its applicability to many situations where 
agriculture or forestry alone, in enforced separation, could not 
prove viable is a matter of significance. Food, fuel and shelter are 
essential. for men, women and children. Tree sp<rps, in conjunction 
with arable and livestock husbandry, can provide a goodiy part of 
our needs. Let more food be produced in places where it is 
needed, let the exorbitant cost of energy be reduced by creating 
adequate supplies of firewood for poor families through extra tree 
planting, and let there be enough reasonably priced timber for 
construction purposes. Forest farming could be the to4 to achieve 
a large proportion of these goals, both through major schemes of 

aAgrolorw) S)dtms, wi I, pp. J-I I. 1981. 

VP4 



reclamation and by efkient social forestry for the benefit of 
individuals and ps, as well as in business-ori~need enterprises, 
Last, but not forest farming should be one of the main 
activities help in the saving and expansion of the economic 
forests and wo s which we must have to survive an 
for the prevention of the continuous deterioration of o 
environment, as well as for the renovation of our derelict 
and neglected regions. 
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Symb& : Square inch = sq, in ; Square foot = sq.fi ; 
Square yard = sq.yd ; Square mile = sq.m. 

Vdume 
Cubic incher; into cubic 
centimetres 

28.3 I 68 
Cubic fet into cubic 
metres 0.0283 
Cubic yards into cubic 
metres 

Symbols : Cubic inch = cu,in ; Cubic foot = cu.ft ; ubic yard = cu.y 

allons into cubic deci 



Gallons (U.S.) into litres 3.785 
Quarts into cubic decimetres I.1 36s 
Quarts into litres l-139 
Pints into cubic d,ecimetres 0.5683 
Pints into litres O.pii8 
Gills into cubic decimetres tM42I 
Gills into litres 0.142 

Sym&& : Gallon = gal ; Gallon (U.S.) = American gal ; Quart = qt ; 
Pint = pt. 

N.B. Sometimes an s is added to indicate the plural in certain cases, 
for example: 2 ydsl 3 ms, or 6 gals. 

Temperature 
TO convert Fahrenheit degrees (OF) into Celsius or centigrade 
degrees (“C) : deduct 32, multiply by 5 and divide by 9. 
o°C=oo Reaumur or 32*F. too°C= $0’ Reaumur or 2 I z*F. 
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tunity, and the mineral-rich subsoils which can most efficiently 
utilised by the powerful, questing and other 

is a tool of almost unlimit versatility, the u af 
which does not, in general, involve technical skilk 
capacity of the average human ing. It can grown in the 
form of extensive orchards or forests for tile pr ction of fruit, 

other edible and nonedible crops, or in the form of vast 
Its for the containment and reclamation of d 

the other hand, it can also grown in small stands 
ual farmer or ardener who wish to attain a m 
sufficiency. 

The world food crisis a problem which affects, actually or 
potentially, every human ing on earth. Its solution de 
only on governments and emational 
and initikives of millions of 

agencies, but on 
private individuals. 

The production of conventional m 
land-use is lagging so far of the world’s rapidly 
growing population that tven the advanced, industriali 
exporting countries are facing sho nutritional factors 
that are vital for all-round positi 
the affluent countries which can 
or toxic elements in food or the environment is 
parable to the suffering caused by sh r malnutrition in the 
countries. There are comparatively few 
health and happiness could not be enhanced if they had access 
to a comprehensive, balanced, natural diet consisting largely of 
fresh products eaten direct from 

nation and boldness will to bring into profit- 
uge neglected and %d regions that now 
quarters of the land surface of the 

Apart from the fertile farmlands, the rest of the world’s inhab- 
itable rural areas, considered from the standjpoint of their con- 
tributions to food and raw-material supplies, a 
ment simply for pastoral or low-density ranch 
ventional forestry or orcharding, and variaus enterpr 
contribute only marginally to the nourishmenf: of 
race. In addition, some of th nstoriously inefi- 

, output and ration. 
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The comprehensive answer to the problem of th 
landscapes’, as a leading farmer and forester graphicaily descri 
them, is to incorporate them into integrated rchemes of land-use, 
scientifically worked out to accord with soil and climatic factors. 
One of the most important factors in such schemes should be 
massive tree-plantings, for trees can provide food a shelter for 
human beings, livestock and crops and provide tim and other 
products for building, fuel and industry: they can heal erosion 
and control the movements of water in the soil; they can purify 
polluted atmospheres and generally conserve the environment. 

By such schemes the standards of living and nutrition of mil- 
lions of deprived people throughout the world could improved 
and assured. 

The organ&r-s of the International Biological Programme, the 
operational phase of which began in 1967, stated E ‘The rapidly 
increasing human population and the wide extent of malnutrition 
call for greatly increased foocil production coupled with rational 
management of natural resources. This can be achieved only on 
the basis of scientific knowledge, which, in many fields of biology 
and in many yrarts of the world, is at pmnt wholly inadequate. 
This is particularly noticeable as far as trees and tree-crops are 
concerned.’ 

Many cropyielding trees and shrubs are currently ignored by 
farmers, who allow the harvests of these plants to go to waste. 
With the right methods and rational management, these very 
same plants could form a vital segment of modem agriculture 
and industry. 

At present, agriculture in most parts of the world is virtually 
exclusively geared to cereal growing and/or livestock rearing by 
conventional means. Cereals, such as wheat, barley, rye, oats, 
millet, sorghum, maize and rice, as well as annual leguminous 
crops, such as soya beans, which constitute the staple diet of most 
of the world’s races, demand annual cultivations which are enor- 
mously expensive in labour or machinery, require large inputs of 
water and fertilisers, and are extremely vulnerable to the vagaries 
of the weather. Harvest failures, due to drought, flood or storm, 
can lead to disaster and even wholesale starvation in the affected 
areas, 

Livestock rearing in its traditional form, as still carr 
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most countries - dependent on a few strains af gms and clover 
and often OR low-grade pastures - is an 
type of food-production, and can also be 
areas are attacked by flood or drought. rough over-grazing, 

ionsB especially in the Sahd-Su zone i;Ef Africa, are 
ng into desert, an 

tribes is threatened with extinction. 3-z 
when pastures are eaten to the ks and herds and also 
when land is ploughed for the p 
vegetables, frequently leads , while rain and sun@ 
especially in tropical minerals from the 
Wth. 

In the wealthier co production, whether by 
traditional methods farming systems, consti- 
tutes a serious drain on ks of cereals and protein, which 
are desperately to human beings. A large 
proportion of the protein incorporated in compound feeding-stuffs 
for animals in Western countries comes from Asia, Africa and 
Latin America, w millions of human beings suffer from pre, 

ce of oil and the scarcity of fertilisers, both 
natural mineral sources, ,constitute a further 

onal standards in the poorer countries ially 
those that depend largely on cereals for their basic The 
‘Green Revolution’ - the breeding of highyielding, hybrid cereals, 
especially wheat and rice - which w& heralded in the sixties as 
foreshadowing the end of the world f& problem, has proved a 
d&trous failure in countries that have found themselves unable 
to afford the enormous kertiliser inputs that the new varieties 
demand. Memver, the new varieties also demand vast quantities 
i)f water and are therefore extremely vulnerable to the ever- 
present threat of monsoon failure in tropical areas. 

failure of conventiunal agricula 
of the world’s rapidly growing 

omists in many countries are turn- 
ing their attention to the numerous advantages of tree crops. 

First and foremost, trees offer the 
yields acre, Whereas livestock 
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of about two hun weight of meat per 
ing an avera of about one and a half tons 

per acre, apple ZIYS can yield at txvento acre, while 
kgumieow, bca , such as the ho locust, can 
provide fifteen to twenty tons of cerealquivalent. In tropical 

able from ~11 man 

SPEWES ANNUAL YIB;LD REMARKS 

Honreylocust 

Mulberri~ 

Persimmons 
c&stnuts 

WaInuts 

oaks 

PcCanS 

Olivts 
Hazelnuts 

Da 

Under cultivation in Malaya and 
pans of Ama. 
Under cultivation in India, Argexk 

sarai;lrs, with long frui 

Uniti State and France 
European, Asiatic, and other se- 
lect& cultivar$ 

in Portugal, north of South Amer- 
ica, North America, and Korea 
Improved orchk.r& in North 
ica 
Highquality strains 
Selected cultivar~ under 
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Advocates of factory farming or synthetic 
might claim that by such means s”cili higher 
achieved than by tree cropping. But it must 
sive acreages of cereals and protein crops, such as soya beans and 
linseed, are required to feed battery-hens and brrttery-calves, while 
the synthetic proteins with which scientists have 
menting demand large quantities of oil or coal - non-renewable 
resources which are becoming increasingly ex nsive and are 
urgently needed for other pur 

Moreover the nutritional v farm- 
ing and synthetic manufacture have frequent1 iontd, 
whereas the nutritional factors obtainable from the fruits, nuts, 
seeds and beans of trees are mostly of the highest quality. As a 
‘machine’ for supplying the necessary factors for sustaining 
human and animal life, the tree, with its deep, ever-questing roots, 
seeking out the riches of the subsoil, and its mass of fohage high 
in the air, utilising atmospheric minerals and solar radiation by 
the scientific process of photosynthesis, is far more ef’hcient than 
any system devised by man. 

Another outstanding advantage enjoyed by trees is that they 
can tolerate conditions in which every other form of food produc- 
tion would be impossible, such as steep cky mountainsides. 
Both olives and carobs, for example, can planted in the clefts 
of rocks where no soil at all is appxent; their roots will 
deep into the heart of a hillside until they find the n 
elements they require. 

The ability of trees to tap deep underground water-veins is a 
supreme asset in many of the world’s arid areas. Certain trees 
have roots which can penetrate as much as several hundred 
into the subsoil and rocky sub-strata in their search for su 
ranetn water. Drought-resistant trees such as the almond can sur- 
vive and flourish in apparently waterless conditions where all 
other crops fail, With their capacity for storing water for lo 

and shrubs can survive extendt 
that kill alll othtir forms of vegetable life. MO 

ths of the earth can 
plantations are able 

the entire water-table over a w 



bilitics of convention 
such activiti 

tion. 
The water taken up by 

osphere and falb as rain. The 

them to shed their 
a substantial contribution to the annual rainfall of a drou 

tion schemes than do 
schemes in neighbouring crops. 

Trees can be found which will tolerate both the rarified air of 
great heights and the polluted atm ere of industrial cities. In 
recent years, apple orchards have n established at heights of 
over 12,080 feet in Tibet, while J. Russell Smith, the American 
authority on tree crops, reported that, in the early years of this 
century, a honey locust had been seen bearing its long pods in 
foggy ILondon. Better than any other crop@ trees could supply the 
younger generation’s demand for self-sufficiency, Many suburban 
areas could produce more food than open countryside stocked or 
cropped according to the conditions of orthodox agriculture if the 
full t-growing potentialities of private gardens were exploited. 

These facts suggest an answer to the world food crisis which 
can be applied to every part of the earth where trees will grow 
and animals exist; it is capable of operation on the smallest or 
the largest scale; it is far less demanding in energy, machinery 
and irrigation than conventi iculture, and fa 
ing the environment, it co and improv 
water resources and purifies the 

This is the creation of balan al plant-an&animal 
communities, scientifically adapted to local climatic and soil eon- 
ditions, and with species carefully selected for their favourable 
relationships with each other. 

In the rggo’s Toyohiko Kagawa, the Japanese Christian evan- 
gelist, trade-union leader, social t and novelist - 
a man of extraordinary 
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human suRering who will surely come to as one of 
the outstanding pesonalities of the twentieth century - ame 

the plight of Japanese hill farmers whose soil 
a result of deforestation. Having read J. 

Tree Crops - A @culture, Kag- 
awa recognised the necessity for restoring cover, and, as 
conservation with ordinary trees does not yield early cash returns, 
he suggested the extensive planting of walnuts, the nuts to 
for the feeding of pigs, which could sold as a murce of c 
income for the farmers. carried out on an 

servation, tree crop and I 

in an experimental scheme for developing the 
uth Africa. Two 

types of drot@M&tant trees were se 
algaroba, both of which yield large crops o 
when ground into meal, are excellent for cattle fodder and 
for human food. Later, further work with 

men& cumbined with 1 I: planting confirming the 
sibiities of the new agrkilvi~lt concept. 

The general pattern of 
large belts ox blocks of econo 
grazing strips of grasses or other herbage 
of livestock, fed from the woodlands, and producing meat, milk, 
eggs, wool and other items. me system forms a natural biologi 
cycle, into which man fits the food har- 
vested f53rn the or produce of the for 
livestock, or sell of %ke animal5 is re 
the soil and encourages healthy and vigorous 
thus reducing the need for bought-in fertilisen 

Three4imensional fo offers more than a 
fying man’s basic needs 
nothing less than a neti way of life, which could provide re 
ing and pur ful occupations for large 
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aif rural dwellers to the towns is fostering ex ive urban ex- 
pansion in many parts of the world, and leading to the mush- 
rooming of shanty towns with their deplorable living conditions. 
By offering new schemes of land development the influx into the 
cities could be checked, and new, vital rural civilisations and cul- 
tures created. People could return to the countryside to partici- 
pate in agri-silvicultural activities which could provide profitable 
and meaningful tions for thousands of workless indivi- 
duals and famili Forest farming would provide many highly 
skilled jobs which could give the ambitious, technically-minded 
young men and women of &faction at least 
equivalent to any industrial worker, and cmi 
out in far more pl d healthy surroundings. 

EL F. Schumacher, in a s in 1966, said : ‘The central 
economic task of mankind is juncture, is to build up 
an efiicient and satisfactory way of life in the rural areas, to 
achieve an agrpindustrial structure which conquers rural unem- 
ployment, stops rural decay, and arrests the seemingly irresist- 
ible drift of destitute people from the tryside into the big 
cities, already overcrowded and rapidly ming unmanageable.’ 
Forest farming could make a considerable contribution to the ful- 
frlment of this aim. 



mountains afforded pastu 



TREES AND MAN IS 

pursuits of Greece in that age, and concentrated on the cultiva- 
tion of the olive and the vine, both of which can grow and even 
flourish on denuded sl together with silver and 

t artistic standard, made from veins of high- 
by the process of erosion, they founded the 

A similar saga - one covering millennia and fu!filled only in our 
own day - has unfolded in another Mediterranean land, Palestine. 
In ancient times the mountains of Palestine and Lebanon sup 
ported dense virgin forests8 which supplied ti 
of Egypt and Mesopotamia. Among cultivated 
dig and the date were of the greatest econo 
Bible relates that John the Baptist survived in the desert by eating 
‘locusts and honey”, The word ‘locusts’ here means ‘locust beans’, 
according to modern scriptural authorities. These are the edible 
fruits of the wild carob tree, and it is likely that they were also 
the ‘husks’ eaten by the Prodigal Son. Clearly, therefore, carob 
pods were used for animal feeding, as they are - in enormous 
quantities - today. As late as the tenth century A.D., despite con- 
stant wars, an Arab traveller mentioned carobs, together with 
olives, dried figs and n*aisins, among Palestinian exports, and spoke 
of the ‘luscious fruits’ of Ramleh, the ‘enormous grapes and in- 
comparable quinces’ of Jerusalem and the *apple orchards of 
Hebron’. But in the follovving centuries devastation set in. Under 
the Crusaders the “enchanted forest’ of the Vale of Sharon was 
eut down; later invading Arabs laid waste villages together with 
their orchards and vineyards, and under the Ottoman em&e a 
heavy tax was imposed on eveq tree, and in desperation many 
~&!MSI resorted to cutting down their trees in order to avoid 
the tax. The destruction of tree cover was practically completed 
in the early nineteenth century when the country was overrun 
by vast herds of goats belonging to Arab nomads. 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century and the 
of the present century the first pioneer agricultural colonres wer 
established by Zionist im ts, and these set about the restora- 
tion of the land, using tr ong their principal implements of 
reclamation. Watersheds were heavily forested to halt erosion 
and restore subterranean water supplies; hillsid 
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common article of diet in the legions of imperial Rome, particu- 
larly among soldiers stationed in outlying or frontier regions, 
such as Hadrian’s Wall in north Britain. Excavations undertaken 
in the ruins of old Roman cities like Porn ii resulted in the dis- 
covery of dried tree fruits in ab rice, notably walnt.&, 
mons, dates, pinenuts and care ns. During the Middl 
vast herds of pigs and other farm animals were fed almost entire- 
ly from the acorns, walnuts, ch 
by the great forests that then co 
economic trees were among the many plants in 
Europe by the Moo countryside round Gran 
under A&x&h ruler 

‘The hills 

plantations of mulberry 
silk. The vine clambered from 
rich clusters about the peasant’s cottage.’ 

In both North and !South America, the pods of the mesquite or 
native algaroba were known to the Aztecs and the Incas 
able and nutritious additions to the human diet and of 
for stockfeed. Prior to the Spa&h conquest in 1533 A.D., the only 
noteworthy farm animal in Peru was the llama. The state herds 

discriminately, for the 
more palatable than 0th 
the next. They were cru 
stone or wooden 

w plentifully in groves 
r and heights of up to 

Amerlcun Indian, University of 
Inc., New York. 
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rneal was removed and stored. Sections of the cakes were broken 
off and eaten as a snack or carried by travellers as food. The meal 
could also be made into a gruel or soaked in water to make the 
mesquite juice beverage. Loose ground meal was kept for making 
into porridge later. The mesquite bean was the most important 
staple, but the pple likewise gathered screw beans as a sub- 
sistence item, and of the four varieties of acorns available, those 
of Kelloggs oak were preferred for their taste and consistency. 
The capabilities of a woman were measured by her skill in lcach- 
ing and grsinding acorn meal. Very finely ground meal was made 
into cakes and baked in hot coals, while coarse meal was made 
into a gruel. Acorns which were not ground at the time they were 
gathered were stored in raised platform caches.’ 

African tribes, too, have for long been aware of the merits of 
several indigenous trees, which yfehd crops of beans and seeds of 
high value as fodder for cattle in the dry periods when grazing 
is scarce. But in Africa, as in other continents, there has been 
wholesale destruction of forests in many areas, resulting in 
increased desiccation and even the advance of deserts This has 
partly been due to the unplanned and misguided imposition of 
some European and American farming practices, especially wide- 
spread monoculture, on traditional African husbandry, which, if 
not highly efficient, was at least generally compatible with the 
conservation of the environment. 

All over the world, at various times and in different areas, the 
forests have contributed appreciably to man’s subsistence and 
often saved whole populations from starvation. It was therefore 
natural in former days, and certainly until the advent of the Indus- 
trial Revolution that the woodlands should have been looked upon 
by people generally as useful adjuncts to the farming economy. 
Drawing as they did a considerable part of their daily foodstuffs 
from trees and being directly dependent upon forest produce to 
fatten the animals that they killed for meat or kept for other 
reasons, everybody quite rightly considered the forested areas to 
be complementary to the cultivated arable farms and gardens. No 
artificial dividing lines or barriers existed marking off into rigid 
limits the different features of the countryside. 

Several factors, however, have combined during the past hune 
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dred years or so to destroy the self-sufficient subsistence economy 
of earlier times over the major part of the world. Increases in 
urban populations created new demands upon rural areas for 
extra production of grains, which could only be met by more 
intensive farming. The somewhat haphazard and careless gather- 
ing of forest fruits or nuts and the casual pasturing of herds and 
flocks in the woodlands proved quite inadequate to cope with the 
large requirements of the freshly created industrial communities. 
Society changed both in organisation and needs. While this was 
happening food production became specialised, breaking up into 
separate practices and disciplines. Forestry, which had previously 
been an integral and u seful part of the agricultural scene, was vir- 
tually relegated to the role of supplying firewood and timber. The 
new town-dwellers packed into the cities and factories and cut 
off from rural life, came to regard the woodlands as rude and 
savage habitats, the haunts of wild beasts, fit only for the hunt- 
ing of game, useless to progress and quite opposed in every way 
to the comparative civilisation of the farms. 

Imbued with such ideas industrial man indulged in a further 
orgy of dcquction, partially completing the work of his antes- 
tors who had ruthlessly cut down and burnled the once vast forests 
of the Sahara, the Thar, the Middle and Near East, and North 
Africa and turned them into barren and ruined wastelands. The 
new blow fell mainly in Southern and Eastern Africa (now suffer- 
ing from increasing desiccation as the result of the removal of 
much of the local tree cover) and in the North American contin- 
ent, where the notorious ‘dust bowl’ was created. The discarding 
of forestry as an integral section of agricultural production and 
the consequent upsetting of the balance of natural influences led 
inevitably to extensive soil erosion, frequent lowering of water 
tables, and the creation of unrivalled opportunities for the spread 
of plagues and epidemics. 

Until quite recent years, the exclusion of forestry from farmin 
was regarded generally as final and definite. Silviculturc: was 
iooked upon by the bulk of this century’s farmers as a separate 
technique, having no pussible relevance to the growing of food. 
The culture of fruits had been allotted to the horticultural sphere 
and orchards were cmsidered as falling into the domain of garden 



. There wtrt few cmtacts at scientific 
tsttrs and agricultauists and virtually none in the 
practical fitlds. Woodmtn had with&awn entirely from the 
production industrits and held almost no mmmunication 
workers in fortstry’s sister disciplines. Such 

science of silvi- 
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THE NATURAL ecological climax for most parts of the world 
where more than one type of 

t productive a 
tficial to the soi 

rng man. As trees exhale ox 
called ‘Nature”s lung’, and in conservationist circles much con- 
cern has been express4 that the who1 truction of forests, 
such as is proceeding in the Amazom basin, may lead to a reduc- 
tion of atmospheric oxygen below what is ntial for the 
world% human and animal population. The wtlbknown forester, 
Richard St Barbe Baker, who founded the Men of the 
in 1922, has stated that for minimum safety a coun 
have about thirty per cent of its surface under 
many countries tree cover is well below that 
Britain, for instance, it is six and a half cent, while several 
countrits in the drier parts of Africa have only a handful of 
to the acre. Some countries in the Sahel zone, where the Sahara is 
rapidly encroaching southward, as well as Botswana, on the tdge 
of the Kalahari in Southern Africa, are virtually treeless. 

The mixed forest is not a mere conglomeration of assorted 
plants, it is a highly complex system of checks and balan 
adapted to the climatic and soil conditions of the area. 

In Nature the diverse plant and animal s 
they - exist ,in isolation. The survival of e 
the presence of the others. An association 
known as a biocoenosis, is fo 
vironnental conditions. It includ 
substances (producers), animals 
ers), carnivores and parasit 
sumers, and organisms capable of min 
that create conditions favo 

do not - nor can 
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the number of individuals of the various s 
are also mutually conditioned. These nu 

rtions must advantageous to the 
hanisms evolved durin its historical development. 

It is commonly supposed that neighbouring plants rob, eG,:h 
other of sunlight, air, water and soil nutrients, and that thercfor 
economic crops must be grown in sterilised isolation, w 

titors ruthlessly eliminated, But, as the exu 
the tropical fo 

is a far more potent force in Nat 
done into the compl 

anisms by which different plants stimulate each others’ growth 
and neutralise each Others’ diseases and other antagonistic factors. 
It is well known, for instance, that the roots of many leguminous 
plants contain nodules which are the habitat of bacteria with the 
power of fixing atmospheric nitrogen. This is liberated when the 
roots decay, thus enriching the soil and fertilising neighbouring 
plants. Other plants, such as oaks, buckwheat and nettles, accu- 
mulate large quantities of calcium which are similarly released to 
the benefit of the entire biocoenosis. Furthermore, a soaplike sub- 
stance, called sczponin, exists in many plants, including common 
vegetables such as spinach, beet, tomatoes, potatoes and runner 
beans, and is also released in the disintegrating process. This is 
one of the reasons for the effectiveness of the traditional crop 
rotations practised by farmers and gardeners throughout the 
world. 

Both the biochemical elements and activities of plants and the 
habits and activities of the forest fauna are responsible for the 
complex mechanisms of biological control, by which 
diseases are kept in check, The p nce of predat 
to ensure that no one group of animals, birds or in 
dominating role and attains pest proportions. Also, if the forest 
contains a wide variety of plants, it is pn-obable that these include 
the natural food plants of potential ts, which are therefore not 
tempted to encroach outside their normal pre 
wh l n recent decad birds and in 

ome serious 
the wholesale destruct 
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life which is characteristic of modern western agricultural praca 
tices. Deprived of their normal food, such birds and insects have 
r rted to economic crops, sometimes with devastating effect. 
An example of this is the invasion of English orchards by bull- 
finches and their destruction of fruit blossom, following the wide- 
spread bulldozing of the hedgerows which used to be a charac- 
teristic feature of the English countryside, and which harbourtd 
the wild plants which were their natural food, 

Trees and other plants that are native to a particular region 
tend. over the millennia, to build up a very rich ecological associa- 
tion of birds, animals, insects, m and parasitic plants - far 
richer than exotic species, even though th havt been in- 
troduced centuries ago. An example is th ical wealth of 
the-&original English oak, which was a constituent of the virgin 
forest which once covered most of the British Isles, as compared 
with the ecological poverty of the sycamore, which was intr+ 
duced from Southern Europe in historical times. The presence of 
such primordial species in a forest, whether natural or man-made, 
is of the greatest value for biological control, and contributes to 
the positive health and prosperity of the whole organism. 

There is also evidence that certain plants, especially those 
which exude aromatic scents, have a prophylactic effect on neigh- 
bouring plants: this is another region where scientific research is 
required. 

The forest, unlike most agricultural set-ups, is a ‘multi-storey’ 
organism comprising both low-growing and high-growing trees, 
with canopies at different levels: lightdemanding and shade- 
tolerant species; low shrubs, and a carpet of small plants and fungi 
- all co-existing harmoniously and each one making its individual 
contribution to the energy and productivity of the whole. 

Moreover, the layering is repeated below ground; the roots of 
the highest trees penetrating to the deepest strata of the subsoil, 
those of smaller trees and bushes occupying intermediate layers, 
while shallow-rooting annual an rtnnial plants send out a mat 
of roots just below the surface. nerals and other nutrients exe 
tracted from the different strata are interchan 
various root-systems by the burrowing activit 
and other soil-organisms, which also help to m 
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tion of minerals, water, g 
pores in the soil. At th 
highest trees from spring-veins in the depths of the subsoil is made 
available to thtir shallower-roottd ntighbours, thus assuring their 
survival even in times of drought. Above ground there is a similar 
intensity of activity, as ltavts extract minerals from the atmOS- 
phere and generate energy through photosynthesis; while on the 
surface of the soil a continuous corn ting process takes place, 
dead leaves mingle with other pla iduts and art activat 
into fertility by animal droppings. whole vast system of tht 
forest is therefore self-watering a lf-fertilising. The circula- 
tion of wat.r&orne minerals - equivalent to the circulation of 
blood in the human body - feeds and energises the entire complex 
organism. At the same time, the action of leaves and roots has a 

filtering effect on rainwater, ensuring that it is absorbed gently 
into the soil, to be stored in underground reservoirs as an assur- 
ante against drought. 

When a forest is felled or burnt, and the land ploughed up, all 
these advantages which benefit the surrounding landscape as well 
as the forest itself - art lost. The rains beat down on the bare soil, 
leaching its minerals, drowning its living organisms, and destroy 
ing its structure and circulatory systems. Much of the water, in- 
stead of being absorbed into the soil, is either evaporated from 
the surface or rushes down slopes, slashing them into erosion 
channels and guileys and carrying away topsoil, which eventually 
finds its way into streams and rivers and out to sea. The water- 
table, hitherto maintained near the surface by the suction effect 
of the forest’s multitudinous root-system, sinks deep into the 
subsoil, and the flow of springs, boreholes and wells diminishes, 
until they completely dry up. 

Under tropical conditions the process is far more drastic than 
in temperate climates. The effect on bare soil of a tropical storm 
can be destructive in the extreme; most of the elements of fertility 
can be annihilated in a few days, after which the tropical sun 
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tions of ruthless extermination that have too often n applied 
to it by man, in his anxiety to exploit its economic potentialities 
according to his own limited outlook and knowledge. On the 
other hand, some primitive me&&, though seldom particularly 
efficient, do no lasting damage to the environment. Even shifting 
cultivation and ‘slash-and-bum’ techniques allow for the natural 
regeneration of the forest. 

It is the wholesale destruction of forest cover, whether by 
nomadic tribes with their herds or by ancient Roman or modern 
African nt European agriculturists with their cereal monscul- 
ture, that leads to d conditions. Then the v t complexity of 
life yields to the si 

Today, the Sahara is encroaching on the good land fjf Africa 
with ever increasing momentum. The pie-Sahara (fringes of the 
desert) extends from one to three hundred miles all round the 
desert. In this area people with primitive farming techniques 
struggle against drought, locusts and the r soil left by wind 
and water erosion. 

The Sahara spreads rather like leprosy. Little bad spots here 
and there go unnoticed, until suddenly the whole area is infected 
- unless strong preventive measures are taken, 

Few people will now dispute that the Sahara was a region of 
forests in past times. In conjunction with probable climatic 
changes, a careless felling of tree mostly for firewood, the 
introduction of goats and camels and, as the situation deterior- 
ated, the practice of pasturing them on trees, were the main 
causes of present conditions. There is almost no alternative forage 
now except when wild flowers shoot up briefly in the desert dur- 
ing the spring. Coats and camels eat seedling trees and thus make 
natural regeneration impossible. They also consum 
growth and destroy mafforestation al y done. Thus any plan 
for reclamation must include provision for 
quirements, through the 

Much destruction of 
accompanied the spread 
the world. Typical insta 
hillsides of Greece, the 
wastes of Spain, and the 
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ry conquistadorev destroyed 
mg system of th 

the forcssts maintained by the state to deteriorate into worthless 
scrublands. 

Man has turned vast territories to tillage, but in the process he 
has broken up the bioc nit associations formed in the process of 
evolution; this has con rently affected the self-regulation of the 
populations of species. These disruptive influences have spread far 

ries of the areas planted to farm crops or used 
adows for liv stock. Man has thus practical1 
the concern of balancing the relationships 

lants and animals and their environment. A 
whole armoury of technical means is employed for this purpose, 
but unfortunately only too frequently in the blindest manner. 
That is why WC are now faced with problems of imbalanced agri- 
culture and crop protection, together with a worsening of en- 
vironmental conditions and serious erosion. 

A most urgent problem of today is the comparative geographic 
study of the laws governing the formation and existence of assoei- 
ations of species formed in connection with farming systems. 
‘These so-called ugrocoenuses differ considerably from biocoe- 
noses. The species constituents of the agrocoenoses are 
and their mutual ties are of a transient nature. As a wh 
association is either devoid of self-regulating mechanism 
are general!y weakened. A thorough investigation of vari 
coenoses will make it possible to determine the possibiliti 
fluencing their formation purposively. Such investigat 
also be an aid in outlining proper ways for applying agro-t 
and biological measures to achieve correct balance an 
stimulation of useful species within an economic fram 
Thcrc are important indications to show that t 
forestry for different purposes can make real contribu 
integrated agrocoenoses, fulfilling mod rn requirements a 
serving land health, as well as improving the environ 
which we live. 

In forestry circles tod re znost adva 
that, in creating a shelte 
or ornamental pur , man should conform 
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to the ecological conditions of the region. Rolf Cardiner, a land- 
nted three million tr on Cranborne Chase in 

nd, believed that the aim of afforestatisn should 
n’s natural ecological clim x. Thereby an 

agrocoenosis w formed which would fublky adapted to 
local soils and climatic conditions, while its constituent plants - 
as well as its wild-life - would relationships 
with each other. A new envi created, wit& 
much of the diverse and abundant vitality of the primeval forest, 
with its natural checks and balances, its mechanisms of biologi- 
cal control, but consisting entirely of economic s ties carefully 
selected to perform single or multiplr functions for *Ore fit of 
man. 

The expression multiple usage as applied to forestry may be 
open to various interpretations. Much depends on how far the 
person who employs the words is prepared to go in putting them 
into practice. Strictly speaking, any system of tree culture which 
extends the scope of forest plantings beyond the norms1 work of 
supplying timber could be justifiably defined as one of multiple 
usage. Within this sphere of activity there will of course be 
numerous divergencies. The farmer who establishes a windbreak 
which he stocks with gamebirds, the conservationist who lays out 
a protective belt of trees and shrubs to guard a new irrigation 
dam, the owner of hill land who plants new woods to shelter his 
deer, the grower who creates large orchards of nut-yielding species 
under the open canopies of taller deciduous types that produce 
timber - all these are engaging in one or more forms of multiple- 
use forestry. Because multiple-use systems of tree cropping have 
run parallel to or even preceded and perhaps included in their 
purview the growing of tree crops for different pur 
essential to know exactly what their general implicati 

Mention has already been made of how, at the start of the In- 
dustrial Revolution, forestry in western and other comparable 
countries came to be excluded from the main y of agricultural 
production, Its lengthy isolation, extending until very recent 
times, quite understandably gave rise to a pronounced reaction 
amongst its workers, Indeed, of all the applied biol 

try or silviculture still remains by and lar 
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conservative in its outlook and disciplin flowing of tr 
for conventional or tim has followed cir- 
cumscribed patterns and n confined within rigid limits. Sug 
gestions made for extending the 
science and practice were all too 
outside the objectives of the disci 
there appeared to cracks in this barrier of indifference and im- 
mobility. The agent in effecting change has n none other than 
the new techniques of multiple usage. By inducing forestry to 
become outward-iooking again and to seek fuller integration with 
farming and animal husbandry, rathe 
the pioneers of mzmltiplouse 
ful service. There is now every ex 
once more attain to significant in the world agricultural 
economy. Moreover, modem multiphzusage methods are vastly 
superior in their capacity for sustained output than were the old 
haphazard ways of silviculture. I’lwse developments represent a 
considerable break with ideas that have prevailed for over a cen- 
tury. The putting of woodland to additional productivity within 
the general pattern of multiple usage not only means following 
approved ecological principl land health but it also brings in 
appreciable financial adva idle forests or units devoted to 
monoculture frequemtly represent wasted resources. Unl 
can show really good profits they will eventually go the way of 
all uneconomic entities in this modem age. 
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livestock. Indeed, e 
tom stilt continues. 
tained from trees 

e world were in 

in the economies of different lands. The earth’s forests protected 
and nourished not only settled societies but earlier primitive man 
as well. Our remotest ancestors ate the fruits and nuts of forest 
species and relied upon the woods for shelter and raw materials. 
Without such sources of diet, human ings and their animals 
would have died from hunger at certain seasons. 

Out of all the world’s continents, Asia provides the largest col- 
lection of historical material concerning man’s agricultural habits. 
Even a cursory reading of some of the old manuscripts and tablets 
reveals the part played by tree crops in the farming of former 
periods. The idea that the forests could supply food for human 
beings and their livestock was never quite a novelty in Asia. In 
Oceasnia, too, several species of trees have been known and appre- 
ciated by countla generations of indigenous peoples. During 
recent years, however, there has been a tendency to neglect and 
discard such crops, mainly because the introduction of foreign 
methods of cash or extractive farming, as well as the development 
of plantation industries based on monocultures, have encouraged 
whole populations to turn away from traditional practices. 

Probably one of the most interesting developments in the field 
of forest farming in Asia h n the work undertaken in India 
recently along the eastern l-s of 
panse of barren and infertile land lies 
Decaan and the irrigated valley of th 
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Despite its present aridity, there is evidence to show that in 
former times the Thar was a comparatively well watered and pros- 
perous region. When the Aryans entered India between XXKB and 
I~O B.C., they apparently found many thriving communities al- 
ready establish in the area now called Rajasthan, which today 
includes withi its boundaries most of the Thar desert, After 
driving out the indigenous peoples, the newcomers proceeded 
to cut down and destroy the woodlands that had protected and 
sheltered the soil for centuries. These activities resulted eventual- 
ly in the loss by erosion of practically all the fertile land, so that 
now, after the 1 of hundreds of years of wilful neglect and 
improper usage, sthan is more or 1 a sterile and worthless 
wilderness. Yet the state covers an are f 132, x50 square miles, 
appreciably larger than Bengal and Bangladesh. India’s popula- 
tion is rising rapidly and the country as a whole is still 
unable to produce enough food to give its inhabitants an adequate 
level of diet. Development of the empty wasted lands of the Thar 
desert could make an enormous difference and supply badly 
needed extra nourishment. Another danger also exists. The 
desert is advancing and threatening to engulf the agricultural 
holdings of the Jumna and Ganges valleys, especially around 
Delhi. To ward off this menace, a scheme of tree planting was 
initiated, under United Nations auspices, for the purpose of inter- 
posing a protective belt of forest, ~a0 miles long by two miles 
wide, along the eastern border of the desert, In addition to provid- 
ing useful cover for the fertile lands to the east of Rajasthan and 
checking the spread of the sandy wastes, these woods might be- 
come eventually a starting point for the reclamation of the whole 
region. The bulk of the plantings have n Prosopis spp. (alga- 
roba), which can yield large crops of cereaLsubstitutes. It is com- 
mon practice in Rajasthan to use the beans or s of algarobas to 
feed goats and cattle. Up till the present time, however, hardly 
any thought was given to the intensive cultivation of such tr 
for food production. The results so far secured with stand 
belts of algaroba and other t of t-r in the Thar 
encouraging. enced at from two to thr 
and could no doubt be s ed up by the introduction o 
varieties. 
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have for generations 

tained as a by-product. Pmm 
the Hawaiian islands in I 
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notably in Japan, Siberia and on the Chin mainland. There are 
numerous varieties and strains of these trees, many of which are 
very resistant to frost and winter cold. Nourishing meals for pi 
cattle. and other stock prepared from the nuts. 

Carob trcces were first planted in California tween 1870 and 
1880. The local climatic conditions have suited the crop and as a 
result of intensive breeding programmes some very high-yielding 
strains have been developed. The work of Coit’ in this field has 
proved most valuable: some is varieties or cultivars produce 
harvests of over 1,000 pounds r tree yearly. Where about fifty 
trees are planted to the acre the total yield can ex twenty 
tons annually. It was found that budding is 
budwood commands high prices. There is tod 
well established carobgrowing industry on the west coast of the 
United States, turning out livestock feed and other items for gen- 
eral consumption. 

Recently, efforts have been made to improve by selection the 
honey locust (c;ledits& grjacmthos), which is native to the north 
American area. Good specimens of this species can give very high 
yields of edible pods or beans, often more than a foot in length 
each. In addition to the identification of superior strains, work 
has begun on the hybrid&g of the= tree with types like the 
Siberian pea tree, a species especially tolerant of cold, and the 
carob and algaroba. For years, knowledgeable American farmers 
have planted honey locusts in their fields to supply forage for 
winter feed. 

Algarobas may be found all over the Americas and flour or 
meal prepared from their formed the basii of the majority 
of aboriginal diets. Indian knew and appreciated the merits 
of Prosopis spp., from Texas to Chile. Th many types of 
algaroba tree, the United States .having six s growing within 
its borders and Argentina Gfteen species. Both heat-loving and 
frost-resistant kinds are common. In some areas, like Arizona, two 
crops of beans a year can be gathered, the First in early July and 

second at the beginning of September, Considerable work has 
n carried out on algaroba at the New Mexico Agricultural 

* Dr J. Eliot Colt, University of Califwnia. Numerous pubkrdons on c 
cultbation in CPUfornia. 
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Experiment Station. In Argentina, the trees are often gram in 
irrigated plantations to supply fodder for livestock? 

The value of mulberries far pig feeding has been recognised for 
many years in the swthern states of America. In North and South 
Caralma and Georgia, practically every pig-lot is planted with 
these trees. lt is generally thought that one gaod bearing plant can 
support one pig during the fruiting season of at least two months. 
In the case of the ever-bearing varieties, Price’ calculated that a 
single tree, producing from May to July, would provide for two 
hogs weighing one hundred pounds each and keep them in a 
healthy condition far that period. are normally set out at 
between 35 and v to the acre. Persimmons (Diospyros spp.) can 
be used in a similar manner. They have long fruiting seasons and 
are eaten with relish by cattle, horses and other farm live-stack, 
which, however, normally will not touch the leaves. There is 
much variation in persimmons and about two hundred species of 
the trees are known to exist in different parts of the world. In 
consequence careful choice of types is necessary. 

Chestnuts have been called ‘tree cam’, but until the develop 
ment of blight-resistant strains, production could be hazardous. 
Now that suitable types are available, the uses of chestnut meals 
or ePour are being mare widely appreciated by farmers. Native 
American chestnuts were always renowned far their delicious 
flavaur, as well as far their rapid regenerative abilities after cut- 
ting. In fact, many varieties bear fruits even more quickly than 
do orchard apples. Before the Eurapean settlement of the eastern 
seaboard of what is now the United States, extensive forests of 
Castaneu dentutu cavered the land fram as far north as Lake 
Champlain down to the region of the Alabama river. The natural 
harvests of the trees provided Cje indigenous Indians with an 

*Nourishing cattle food is; harvested on a commercial basis today in North- 
West Peru and Bolivia from Prosopls ~dlf/ara and P. tamarugo. The Plant 
Production and Protective Divisian OB the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations, Rome, has drawn attention to the value of th 
crops. In the Pampeanr formation and the ChrqueRo subregian of Ar 
P. c&knis and P. n&u are grown extensively for the same pu 
have been sponsored by the !kcretaria de Estado de Agricultura 
at San Ms. 

a Profcwr J. C. C. Price, Agricukural and MechanicJ College, 
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important item of diet and also furnished useful food for the 
early pioneers. 

Another valuable crop was gathered from various oaks, some 
of which bear their acorns in great num rs,. The nuts themselves 
are palatable, while the tannin in certain kinds is easily removed. 
In the forest regions of Texas taday Quercus s ties play an essen- 
tial role in the farmi,lg ecanamy. Ness’ has commented : ‘In the 
eastern part of the state, acorns furnish a very important part of 
the pig feed. As to the classes of this feed, there are two, namely : 
(i) from the white oaks, that is the oaks that mature this fruit in 
one year and yield what is call “sweet mast”, which is con- 
sidered equal to the t of our cultivated grains as hog food. 
Among the oaks of this kind may be mentioned the post oak (Q. 
minor), because of its number and fertility, and the white oak 
proper (Q. &u), an account of its excellent quality and size of 
the acorns, as well as their abundance; (ii) from the black oaks 
(Q. trilobata, Q. rub, and Q. moryhndica) which mature the 
acorns in the second year after flowering. This is called the “bitter 
mast”. It is very abundant, but is considered inferior. These five 
trees, when full grown, are heavy yielders. The white oaks that 
produce the sweet mast are especially abundant yielders of nutri- 
tive foad far pigs. Where the trees are properly thinned so as to 
develop freely, an acre of Iand set with either the white oak or 
the post oak is equal to an acre of corn . , . management would be 
very effective in increasing the yield. I wish to say that the pos- 
sibility by proper forest management of obtaining large quantities 
of feed is very great. Oaks can easily furnish in the fall and 
throughout most of the winter, the major part of the large amount 

ary far raising and fattening h Thinning and 
judicious selection of gaad bearing trees would a measure of 
high economic importance. It is not only pigs that thrive and 
fatten on the mast of the forest, but also goats. Buring the early 
part of the season they an the underbrush and sprouts from 
the stumps of trees and when fall comes they fatten readily on 
the acorns and other fruits. My rience is that in east 
Texas stock can be raised the 
advantage is taken of the far 

4 Profcsmr He Ness, Chief Horticultwist, 
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land covered with forest is of such nature that it cannot be readily 
put into cultivation, owing to the unevenness of the ground in 
some cases or to poor drainage in others.’ Oak trees, of different 
species, can be found throughout the Americas. In Colombia, 
amongst the Cordilleras, massive stands of Quercus types bearing 
acorns over four times larger than any to be seen in northern con- 
tincnts grow freely. 

Walnuts have For long been a commercial crop in the United 
States, both for animal feeding and for human requirements. 
There are numerous species and cultivars available, many of 
which will withstand winter temperatures well low zero. The 
nutritional value of the nuts is excellent. Furthermore, because of 
the deep root systems of most walnut trees and their thin open 
foliage, grass and herbage will grow quite satisfactorily beneath 
them. Another productive crop is obtained from pecan or hickory, 
which is cultivated in orchards east of the Mississippi river, or in 
meadow pastures in Oklahoma and Texas. 

Southern Europe and the western and central parts of the 
Mediterranean sea coasts offer many old examples of L Ldblished 
tree cropping. From ancient times, species such as the carob, the 
chestnuts, the oaks, various kinds of pines, walnuts, and several 
others have been cultivated in these regions. The contribution 
made throughout the ages to the economy of the whole continent 
and its southern neighbours has been most significant. Going as 
far back as the Etruscans and the Greeks of antiquity, we find that 
the value and uses of food-yielding trees were fully appreciated. 
Homer’s heroes, the Spartan defenders of Thermopylae, the legion- 
aries of Imperial Rome and the peasant peoples of medieval times 
- all relied to greater or lesser extent upon food supplied by Forest 
species for a latge portion of their daily nourishment. Similarly, 
in North Africa and on the various islands of the Mediterranean, 
dependence upon tree crops has always been widespread. 

The passage of the years has not to any appreciable degree 
diminished the part played by forest produce in many areas of the 
Mediterranean basin, or indeed in the general agricultural pro- 
grammes of certain European countries. At the pre nt time. such 
crops arc still regarded with considerable favour. Extc 
tations of carobs exist in Sardinia, Sicily, th 
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ria and Tunisia and other lands. rob thrives on 
und, under arid conditions, it is frequent- 

hillsides where the cultu of citrus fruits would 
impracticable. In France, c ut~ are includtd in farm cr 

n as much as one t 

asants of Portugali, oaks 
are a valuable ,source of animal Acorns are harvested both 

n oak (,Q. ilex) The 
found under cultivation throu 

rphazardly around their 
fields, but there are many well cared-for orchards, from which 
nuts are exported to different places. 

The stone pines of Italy, with their spreading rounded canopies 
of light green foliage, form a striking feature of the landscape in 
parts of that country. The reddish brown, shining and ovate cones 
with pyramidal scale apices are prized for their edible seeds or 
pignons. The crops obtained from P. pinea occupy a significant 
place in the local agricultural economy and Italian pjgnolio are 
sold in many areas of the world. Pinenuts are fairly rich in oil and 
pleasing to the taste. The Aleppo pine (P. halepensis) is native to 
south-eastern Euro and another species 
P. cembra, 05 the Sw ne pine, also a p 

Honey locusts have n introduced into France during recent 
years and efforts ntly being made there to extend plant- 
ings of this important north American species. In Spain, algaroba 
(IVosopis spp.,) grows wild and is known locally as a@rrobo. Up 

n no attempt to cultivat 
intensively. However, 

where water is scarce 
stock suffer from inad 
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to establish. Another crop of some importance is almonds, of 
which there are many varieties, either hard-, or soft-shelled. Ex- 
cellcnt flours or meals can be prepared from both fil 
mom&, which are commonly grown in orchards and plantations, 
as well as in gardens. 

There is little don at the planting of tree crops in different 
areas would tod on a much larger scale if more adequate 
support from official sources was forthcoming. 
often the shortage of good stocks of high-quality 
ing material. A typical example sf this kind of obstacle can be 
found in the following quotation contai in a communication 
from a forestry department in Southern Afrrca : 

Though we have several indigenous trees which are potentially 
wonderful fodder species, they must Host be improved by breed- 
ing and selection. The reason so little has been done is that it 
requires systematic and painstaking breeding work. Research 
work by state departments is also often hampered by shortage of 
both staff and funds? Yet, West’ has pointed out that the inten- 
sive planting of selected native fodder trees in the savannah area 
of the African continent c&d revolutionise livestock farming 
within a decade. Similarly, when Neilson’ wished to hybridise the 
honey locust with the Siberian ptree (Carugma urborescens) in 
order to produce a new species tolerant of extremely cold winter 
weather, the United States Department of Agriculture informed 
him that money for the experiment@ work was then unobtain- 
able. 

While in certain cases, breeding and selection of 
vars may take a lengthy period, in other instances 
By choosing the best types from natural stands it is often 
to develop a higher yielding strain within a camp 
time. In rg+7, J. S. D. selected vigorous, heavy cropping, thorn 
less algaroba types in Mawaii for introduction into the Limpopo 

6 Private communkat~on from the Departxnent of Forestry, Pretoria, Traw 
vaal. 

Q Dr 0. West, Pamphlet No 1520 of 1930~ Ufnistry of lisbury, 

J, Neikn, Department of Horticulture, Fart Hopa, On 
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valley in Southern Africa. The progeny of these tr 
thornless, as well as quick growing. The seed collected aFter the 
fist pods deve was of excellent germination percentage. 
&cond-generati ps were flourishing in the Limpopo valley 
within four years. 

When danger threatens an established industry, resources can 
generally be Found to ward off total disaster. The Federal Govern- 
ment saved chestnut growing in North America from the devasta- 
ting effects of blight by introducing and distributing several thou- 
sand trees of Chinese varieties, many of which were hybridiserl 
with indigenous kin to produce disease-resistant types. How 
‘much better it would if governments al! over the world were to 
sponsor intensive schemes of tr -crop improvement and selective 
breeding as part of an international effort to multiply su 
strains of high-yielding forest species. Such a project would at long 
last bring ample supplies of first-class tree seed and planting or 
grafting material within the reach of all farmers and do for tree 
crops what the work of plant breeders has already done for cereals 
and vegetables. 



5 
ing? 

THE FIRST suggestion by a modem Western scientist that large- 
scale tree-growing, other than in the form of conventional or- 
charding or viticultu might make a substantial cuntribution to 
human and animal nutrition came in 1929. in that year J. Russell 
Smith, Emeritus Professor of Economic Geography at Columbia 
University, published his epoch-making work Tree Crqx - A 
Permanent Agriculoure. This book put forward the thesis that cer- 
tain cropyielding trees could provide useful substitutes for cereals 
in animal feeding programmes, as well as conserving the environ- 
ment. 

Smith’s arguments were based upon his observations in a num- 
her of different countries. The example of Corsica was noted. 

There are in that island large staxis or orchards of chestnut trees, 
which yield annually harvests of food for men and beasts. For 
centuries countless Corsican families have supported themselves 
by gathering these nuts, while the nce of the chestnut forests 
has ensured that the land is protected from erosion. in contrast to 
conditions in Corsica, the circumstances prevailing in West China, 
when Smith visited the country early in the century, seemed ail 
the more shocking. There the hillsides had been ploughed and left 
treeless. As a result huge areas of formerly fertile soil had 
!ost irretrievably. Yet both the Mediterranean island and the prov- 
inces ruled by Peking are mainly mountainous regions, with simia 
1st~ problems and needs. ‘Why then,’ asked Smith, ‘are the hills of 
West China ruined, while the hills of Corsica are, by compa 
an enduring Eden 1’ The answer to him was plain. China ha 
destroyed by the spoiiation of her forests, but Corsica ha 

ctice of a tree-croppin 
to reinforce this view. 

honey locusts, wafnuts, mu1 
slmmon,s were known to p 
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and fruits which can be dried and processed into meal or ilour. 
Could not these additional types be grown and used in the same 
way that chestnuts were ? It should be possible to obtain su 
high-quality cultivars by selective breeding programme 
skilled planting. This would make the incorporation of forests or 
big orchards of such kinds of trees an essential part of agricultural 
dr.elopment projects and a source of profit and advantage to 
farmers. To meet what he rightly felt was a vital n 
proposed the progressive establishment of massive co 
tree farms. in his own words he saw a futur of ‘a miihon hills 

n with cropyielding and a million neat farm horn 
snuggled in the hills. The hills of my vision have farming that fits: 
them and replaces the poor pasture, the gullies, and the aban- 
doned lands that characterise today so large a part of our country 
[United States of America). “ibex ideal farms have their level and 
gently sloping land protected by terraces . . . their other parts are 
planted with crop trees - mulberries, persimmons, honey locust, 
grafted black walnut, grafted heartnut, hickory, oak, and similar 
harvest yielding species. There is better grass beneath these trees 
than covers the hills today. The crops are work4 out into series 
to make good farm economy.’ in addition to advocating wide- 
spread changes in patterns of national agriculture and forestry, 
Smith also formulated certain rules of procedure. Me recom- 
mended the reclamation of steep unpioughabie iands and th 
afforestation of rough pastures as well as the development of 
what he termed a ‘two-storey agriculture’ designed to enable far- 
mers to grow tree crops in combination with raising livestock, 
the produce of the trees being fed regularly to 

Shortly after Smith’s buok on 
read by Kagawa in Japan. i-ie d 
methods and adapt them in detail to 1 conditions, with the 
object of providing peasants farming on degraded hill lands with 
alternative means of livelihood. Much of the Japan mountain 
areas had n denuded of forest for timber and fuel cutting pur- 

ses and the sale of 
rng. Once deprived o 
gap to erode rapidly and large amounts of the 
soil were being washed away. Kagawa wa 
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tations eventually matu , the scheme en- 

a continuous su 

demonstrations 

of Japan, whidr then con to common world practices and 

and testing conditions and not without many 
ufficient to Justify further 



. 
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agriculturists. Also, within a short space of time the world war of 
1939-45 intervened; Japan became an active participant in the con- 
flict from 1941 onwards and communications with scientists in 
other areas were interrupted for several years. Although limited 
work continued on forest farming, the new applied science and 
practice of agri-siivicuiture was overlooked and relegated to vir- 
tual obscurity for the duration of the war. Not until 1946, when 
the world gradually returned to some semblance of order, was it 
possible to reopen contacts and exchange scientific information. 
The work undertaken in Japan on forest farming at last attracted 
some outside attention of the kind that it d 

From the mid-l95os to the late 1960s the joint author, J. S. il., 
undertook development programmes using forest species in 
southern Africa, with the object of assessing the responses and 
value of economic tree crops in new conditions. The research and 
field studies were planned and executed in collaboration with Dr 
H. Boyko, chairman of the International Commission for Applied 
Ecology and president of the World Academy of Art and Science, 
Rehavoth, Israel, and in cooperation with Unesco. 

In 1956-7 the concept of three-dimensional forestry was in- 
cluded in an experimental scheme for the development of the 
semi-arid area of the middle Limpopo valley north of the Zout- 
spansberg hills. This was a backward region of the hot summer- 
rainfzlll lowveld, typical of the southern African scrub savannahs. 
It carries a bush type of vegetation, with some medium-sized 
trees. The dominant species there is the mopaae (Copaiferu mo- 
pun@, a drought-resistant, resinous tree, which seeds and regen- 
erates freely. The average height of the mopane seldom exceeds 
thirty feet, but in areas of heavier rainfuii it can grow up to sixty 
feet tail. During the dry winter, the leaves of the mspane provide 
a valuable supplementary cattle feed, but are considered to give 
rise to slight taint in the milk of dairy cows consuming them and 
other drawbacks are that the sees use up practically ail the soil 
moisture, so inhibiting the growth and spread of the natural 
grasses. A tree of some interest from the picturesque point of 
view, also found in the valley districts, is the baobab (Adunssniu 
digitata). it is now a protected s ties, and the same appli 
marula, which yields fruits suitable for jam making and contain- 
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ing edible nuts of delicious flavour. Th 
obtain an oil of 
table generally v 
7here is ample evidence of extensive underground sources of 
water, but in the dry n this is frequently saline. Neverthe- 
less, it is quite for irrigation, although it could give rise to 
soil-salinity pro we* it ever to without due care or 
over prolonged periods for horticult pping. There is vir- 
tuaiiy no intensive farmi in tie middle I,, area. 

About fifty valley floor on of the Lim- 
pope river su a wide variety of herbivorous big game, 
including elephants. There is evidence that the bulk of the smaller 
streams, now dry except in the wet seasons, used to contain run- 
ning water at ail times. Civilised man’s advent into these districts, 
which occurred just after the conquest of the Matabeie kingdom 
by Cecil Rhodes in 1893, has resulted in a general deterioration 
of the natural conditions, mostly as the result of mining, improper 
pastoral practices, indiscriminate cutting and clearing of bush 
trees and shrubs for fuel and other purposes, and until very recent- 
ly, the absence of any conservation programme. 

Two kinds of drought-resistant economic t were chosen for 
initial testing, namely, the aigaroba or m e (proso@ julj- 
fioru), and the carob (Cerutonicr siljqua), both leguminous species. 
Good aigaroba varieties or cuitivars can yield up to twenty tons 
of edible beans per acre annually. The meal is an excellent cereal- 
substitute, superior to common field grains in nutritional content. 
The carob is well known and of accepted utilitarian value. 

The aigaroba seeds were s&c in Hawaii from prov& high- 
yielding stock, while the carob ans were obtain& in Cyprus 
and from Paris. The latter we rown as rootsto&, budding 
material being imported from Californian orchards. Prop 
of seeds took place in nursery beds, protected by mattin 
against excessive sun scorch. Aigaroba seeds are sometimes diffi- 

ith boiling water and 

ction of the nur- 
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e level and trea 

were in flower, with appearing. By the end 
of eighteen to twenty months after se ut the initial harvests 
were ready for collection. Thereafter, production incre 

The carob6 were in a similar manner, but 

seedlings were some two inches high and a ball of 

roots, After the 

to enter the soil fr 

the horticultural station i 
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straightforward horticultural task, easily done with polythene 
strips. The carobs began bearing small crops at four years, there- 
after steadily improving their output. 

Both the algaroba and the carob establ them=hes well 
in the Limpopo valley areas. The initial pl 
by others, so that it was possible to 
of belts and blocks. Once the young had rooted, growth con- 
tinued unimpeded, and it was merely necessary to keep down 
any regeneration of the native bush until the foliage of the 
exotics provided effective over-shading and secured dominance 
of the sites in question, 

In addition to the two species already mentioned certain other 
types of trees were planted, on different sites. Th in&hi the 
Japanese honey locust (cleditsicr japonjc@, also a leguminous 
species, which produces edible pods or beans; various Acacias 
noted for their useful seeds which can ground into palatable 
meals for livestock feeding: African locust ns of PurkiQ spp., 
well known as providers of famine food in the form of large pods 
and seeds with especially high protein content; and Tallow trees 
(De&&m senegafense) of the savannah varieties. These last 
named yield fruits suitable for drying, and the which con- 
tain oil may be eaten, or the xmctd by press- and the 
residue employed as livestock In all cases the propagation 
techniques used were similar and idclud sowing of in nur- 
sery beds followed by transplanting into small baskets or other 
suitable containers for an adequate period to allow the develop 
ment of strong and vigorous root systems and then transfer in% 
field conditions within normal belts or blocks of afforestation. 
The distances and spacing were ad to the estima rswth 
capacity and eventual size of the 

Further field plantings unde 
recent years have included the true honey locust (cledifsju 
acanthus) and the Mexican hawtho 

ain and jering tr 
ted to the warm 
are very nutritious and 

alley, which is situat 
t Africa, forming p 
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are variable and there is flooding and water1 
but areas of lighter loam exist, with a wat 
twenty feet. Under such conditions the carob 
isfactorily, since the valley tern 
Above the valley, to the 
reaches heights of just over 5ooo feet abov a level. On this 
tableland a range of exotics, including the ho 
types of sweet chestnuts (Custuneu spp.,) the 
and various kinds of pinenuts, were selected 
gation practices followed normal routine and s 
field plantings were car out, with rewardi 
different species respon 
Wluguru mountains (maxt 
Tanzania are situated abo 
from the seaport town 0 
trict is largely devoted to 
a rainy season lasting from December to April. 
quate moisture to encourage sufficiently vigorous rooting by tree 
species to tap underground water supplies quickly and so enables 
them to survive the months of drought without difficulty. 
Amongst the by-products of the sisal plant (Agave sisclluno) is a 
quantity of succulent material which can be 
stock feed. If appropriate tree species are inte 
estate plantings and crops of cereal-substitu harvested from 
them, the combination of these two forages will contribute to the 
good health and output of dairy herds. The sisal then becomes 
a ground crop thriving under an open canopy of carob, algaroba, 
or other suitable types of trees. 

It has been found that when clearance 
pleted, the growth of local grass and herbage s 
within a single season. Such indigenous gr 
adapted to the local environments and only ne 
and attention to realise their poter.tial. 
petition from taller overshading shrubs 
ment of pasturage will occur. To supplem 
grazing strips, various useful plants sue 
pCex spp.,) Poly~onum spp., and similar herbage 
appropriate high-quality grasses of pro 
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duced when necessary. The s ia chosen should 
the places concerned and the al climatic and rela 

From this outline of the development of forest farming it will 
be clear that the aim of the system is to increase and diversify 
the productive capacity of woodlands, so that, instead of only 
timber and connected items, their output should also include a 
wide range of foodstuffs and other raw materials. Agti-silvicul- 
ture, in its broadest sense, defines all plant culture and livestock 
keeping as parts of one whole biological cycle, looking upon each 
farm unit as a progressing entity. F~rcs;t~y is integrated with 
farming, animal husbandry and horticulture to achieve both 
maximum output and optimum conservation of a given area= 

When the system is fully applied in practice it becomes three- 
dimensional, comprising as it does three major items : first, the 
trees, valuable in themselves as sources of timber, as conservers 
of the land against erosion, and as factors in some climatic ame- 
lioration; second, the harvests yielded by the trees which serve 
to nourish and fatten commercial types of livestock: and, third, 
the animals living around and among the trees and feeding off 

their produce, which become available for sale as meat or else 
supply milk, butter, cheese and eggs, as well as other useful 
goods. There are thus three benefits to be derived from this new 
system of cropping rather than the single one normally obtained 
from ordinary farming or forest exploitation. Added to these, 
there is a secondary output, which includes hides and skins, wool, 
honey from ancillary apiculture, gum in some districts, timber, 
charcoal, hay and silage. This list is by no means exhaustive. In 
emergencies the cereal-substitutes produced by the trees may be 
used for human food. 

This kind of layout calls for the creation of large belts or blocks 
of economic trees interspersed with narrower grazing strips of 
grasses or herbage along which move herds of livestock, fed from 
the woodlands and producing meat and other items. The cereal- 
substitutes harvested from the trees, supplemented by the pastur- 
age, support the animals. The system forms a na 
cycle into which man fi rfectly; he can eat the 
from the trees and the fl or produce of the forest- 
The manure of the animals is retu directly to the land and 

W-E 
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orthodox farming or 
impracticable or un 

expensive field operations or 
Labour needs are very low an 
work is lightened. 

The three-dimensional concept has igmd to conform to 
ecological principles . Each forest farm is intended 
to constitute a local 
previously barren or un , or substituted for hith- 
erto unprofitable existin 
fact, the technique sho 
regions, and it aims 
units of production. 

ThNzedimensional forestry achi a synthesis of farming, 
tree growing and animal husbandry: they do not just comple- 
ment one another but single integra whole. Unlike 
the medieval or traditional nt methods of forest utilisation 
which were haphazard and unscientific, modem forest-farming 
activities are intensive and well planned and they have to be cap 
able of adjusting to a wide variety of conditions according to the 
demands of specific environments. 

Forest farming has as its fundamental p 
one complete and integrated applied science i 
ventional separation of silviculture from 
which, by the way, is unknown to N 
tion in agriculture and dependence on monocultures have already 
inflicted great damage upon different regions of the world by 
interfering disastrously with the ecological balance to the detri- 
ment of its inhabitants, Tree cropping practi may 
considerable extent the obvious defects of orthodox 
forestry which im their effective in area where local 
conditions are too exacting for the extension of conventional 
methods. 7his possibilty of forest farmi 
where ordinary cultural practi 
C is a matter of importance. 
centage of the earth’&urfa 
are lying idle and derelict. 





‘&gins, which in som 

tical : the contrast is that 

more reliable, as trees arc far 
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survey Qf the t0 t Qf such studi 
to collect all the relevant information about a locality and its cro 
yielding potential. By doing this forehand, much saving of 
time and avoidance of waste of resources may 
haphazard procedures are eliminated. After 
information and its appraisal, practical work can proc 
smoothly. Since one of the aims of 
improvement Qf the environment, full details Qf the 
any selected areas is vital in order to succ 
substitute for adequate and reliable information. 

A convenient form of survey is given at the end of this chapt 
By following the prxxedure laid down, farmers or 
assecible a useful body of knowledge about the 
vailing on the land, as well as the economic 
growing and so acquire a good guide to whi 
ment may be best fQr forest farming. Much of the information 
CWI probably be obtained from maps, local records, meteor* 
logical charts and general soil and aerial surveys. Statistics in pro 
duction and marketing are also relevant. The factors bearing on 
new developments which concern farmers closely are those of 
climate, physiography and biology. Rainfall, mospheric humid- 
ity, wind, temperature, and light will all most significant. 
‘There is evidence to support the view that tree planting im- 
proves poor climates or mitigates their adverse effects. Physic 
graphic influences, such as elevation, sl , waterlogging, de- 
position, erosion and denudation and rela matters have their 
origins in the natural formation of the earth. Then there are the 
the edaphic or soil factors, including mineral content, mechanical 
composition, organic material, acidity, soil water and aeration, 
as well as the consideration of the soil as a developing entity. 
Biotic influences are created by the activities of li 
- plants, animals and man himself. All th 
their own effects in different ways. 

PLANS AND THEIR PREPARATION 

Once the collection of information has n completed and 
y carried out, the actual planning of th 
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Fig 2. Section of forest-farm layout 
Note the rectangular Mocks of trees ON flat valley lands and the 
contour-aligned belts in the hilly sections 

can begin. Several alternative types of appraisals may be em- 
ployed, but the basis for any scheme is the preparation of a map. 
This can be quite simple. even in the style of a sketch for small 
projects, though it is usually easiest to obtain standard sheets 
covering the area. Often, government-survey maps show a con- 
siderable amount of local detail, and if aerial photographs are 
available these can be of much assistance. Mark out on the map 
or sketch the boundaries of the land and trace the main featu 
including hills, valleys, rivers and streams, marshes, lak 
sandy flats if these are not already shown, in clear outline. 
reference points heights above sea level where necessary. 
Once all this has done, you will have a fairly clear idea of 
the general distri n of the important localiti on the pr+ 
posed farm, or in the case of places intended for reclamation, of 
the sites that need attention, 

By using the map you have prepared in combination with 
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information ixmtain d in the form of prelimin y survey, you 

can build up a comprehensive plan for the de opment or ye- 
habilitation o chosen area that conforms to these guidelines. 
Certain vital s must always be kept in mind : maximum 
conservation il and water, protection against prevailing 
winds, optimum safeguards from erosion and provision of good 
access to all sections. 

Experience has shown that it is advantageous to employ the 
focal-point technique in new developments. This means that the 
forest farmer selects one or more sites such facilities 

tentiai water sources, convenience of ing 
pansion zon p in ok3 words, all 

butes that are r jn a centre of operations. 
From nuclei like these, extension. can proceed smoothly. The 
focal points will contain a series of small complexes, including 
forest nurseries, arboreta or embryo plantations, service buildings, 
and if desired, housing on the job. A large project will probably 
have several such sites within its boundaries, but in a smaller 
scheme there need only be one, or at the most two focal points. 
The positioning of these centres should be done with due care, 

Fig 3. Trench or bonquette system 
Side view of hnquettes OY shallow trenches with inclined 



ations. Plantations ma in square or rectan 

AVINC 

as well as ability to u 
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marked by short posts, painted white for ease of recognition and 
driven into the ground at appropriate distances from one anoth 
If the marking out is clear and accurate, much time will be saved 
later when planting starts. 

Before finalizing any programme for tree cropping the eco- 
nomic aspects of the plans must be carefully considered. It would 
be utterly useless to develop a series of new crops in a region 
where there was little demand for them, or from which there 
was no possibility of profitable export. The question of costs is 
vi.tal. Markets should be serutinised at the beginning of any pre- 
liminary investigation, and careful estimates formulated to dis- 
cover if the capita1 outlay on development will bring in satisfac- 
tory returns. The assessment will include tentative expenditure 
and gross profits, together with anticipated net income as the 
scheme progresses. All plans should be flexible and capable of 
modification and adaptation, as need arises, or for novel and ex- 
ceptional circumstance. Remember, you are dealing with bio 
logical material, not just machinery of a static nature. The work 
of establishment may be said to be progressive and continuous : 
no scheme of applied biological scientific intent can ever be com- 
plete in itself or at rest. 

Layout must be designed to achieve optimum output. One of 
the main advantages of forest farming is that this type of culture, 
once established, should give a high return with no expensive 
field operations or outlay on machinery and it may be introduced 
in places where orthodox forestry or arable cropping would be 
impracticable. For ranching areas, too, the technique has distinct 
value, being more likely to be profitable than the customary 
habits of using paddocks or grazing stock over vast stretches of 
poor-quality grassland, known in different countries under the 
names of ranges, veld or outback. 

The tree crops may be arranged in orchard style on flat ground, 
that is spaced out preferably in quincunx or alternate manner, 
with grass cover between individual trees, or in long contour- 
aligned strips for hilly and undulat 

parate the plantations 
belts and blocks of forest is about 
length can employed. The inters 
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Fig 4. Quincunx pattern of planting 
An alternate method normally recommended for 

on the average some 50 to 100 yards wide. These distances allow 
for good production combined with easy field management and 
simplify general work programm . However, some variation is 
permissible in exceptional cases. 

Contour-aligned belts can stretch for many miles and make a 
most impressive sight, as they wind around and along hillsi 
In flatter parts, the blocks are best kept to a length of not over 
half a mile. It may be practicable in some places to introduce a 
secondary layer of low trees or shrubs underneath the main 
species, if the upper canopy remains open enough to admit some 
light. In exposed sites, it is often advisable to plant lines of guard 
trees along the edges of plantations to check strong winds. 
Owing to the nature of hilly or undulating ground, it will of 
course be obvious that the width of belts and strips cannot 
constant throughout heir length. Some variation and incre 
decrease must occur according to the horizontal direction o 
contour lines, The convenience may ari 
Ming the exact nu 
sated for by the camp) 
CO rvation of moisture that the co 
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Fig 5. Contour a&pment on hills 

The East task in laying out forest farms is to transfer from the 
planning map or sketch on to the ground the proper boundaries 
of the plantations and the open strips. At the same time, in big 
schemes, the sites for nurseries, water points, buildings, assem- 
bly points, and other essential facilities must marked out. 
Traces s..ould also be cut for roads of access and here ca 
necessary to ensure that these a well aligned, so that run-off, 
with consequent formation of gullies, will not arise at times of 
heavy rainfall. The master plan is the working guide for layout 
demarcation, but as field operations proceed, farmers and for- 
esters should be prepared to effect changes of detail here and 
there if closer examination of the land shows that there is justi- 
fication for them. This discrepancy tween tke ideal I 
drawn upon the map and the facts discovered by cleara 
the actual ground calls for the exercise of ingenuity and flcxibil- 
ity. No two areas are exactly alike and so plans difier in minor 
particulars according to the needs and circumstances of projects. 

Forest-farm layouts should always allow for s 
to all sections of the plantations. If 
Ie for conversion into roads can 

y livestock kc shocsld as far as practicably 
or grazing stri , since in I 



tions on flat Ian 

Note alterm 
herbage 



Fig 8. Fan pattern of fo farm bbc 

initially, a larger extent 

a circular layout. In this 
case blocks take on the approximate sha 

hillsides, a trench ty 

forest are lined by a shallow ditch, the bo 
direction of the lower si 

marshy localities, maintenance of cover 
and similar measur Renovation of d 

treated wit 01 

trunks which can 
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a useful pur in increasing the quanti nt in 
the soil. Dra , natural or artificial, is ntial, the object be- 
ing to encourage the absorption of rain water and its collection 
below the surface of the land, as well as to keep the so3 fairly 
porous, discourage the retention of stagnant 
good distribution of available moisture. On s 
contour drains are very effective. Terraces, I 
protected by cover crops of are other useful ways 
of improving the fertility of fn dry zones, irrigation 
is frequently installed to improve plant growth and yields and the 
siting of suitable channels with well itioned outlets calls for 
skilful field layouts. 

FOREST NURSER~ESANBARBORETA 

Tree nurseries are really a combination of plant maternity homes 
and ling cr&ches. Within the nursery, the important 
tasks of seed sowing, germination, propagation, transplanting, 
budding and grafting, and growing on take place. Because it is 
important to ensure that plants get good starts in life, the organisa- 
tion and layout of their early surroundings are matters of some 
consequence. The actual size of any nursery de nds upon the ex- 
tent of the area that it has to serve and the output that will 
demanded from it. Proper siting of nurseries assists efficient opera- 
tion and eliminates wasteful delays on the production line. 

It is best to find sites for forest nurseries within the areas selected 
for initial development. This obviates the trans 
over long distances and minimises losses from co 
ure. A permanent water supply is 
wind, light shade, and easy access. Places like sheltered hollows, 
provided that they are not too damp or susceptible to 
flooded, with streams running through them 
not, however, positions that may 
‘pockets’ or w r excessively from co 
cool areas. 

Arboreta are 
!#elected s 

ntations, in which 

grown for trial, or c 
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I er point 
Space for coma 

Fig 9. Typical layout for a tree nursery 

each arboretum will contain a number of different types of plants, 
chosen for their vigour and fine qualities. From these spscimrns. 
forest farmers can collect seed or grafting material to use in the 
main plantations. Every nursery should have arboreta located 
within the area it serves, of from one to five acres in area. The 
conditions in arboreta should reproduce on a small and condensed 
scale those that are likely to encountered in th 

Its, as far as may be practicable. Different sit 



evaluate the rcs 

LA 

cial attention is 
tive soil and water 

to blocks, which should be d 
the area in question. 
difficult to cope wi 

a belt or block of trees or throug 
vi& passageways for vehicles and 
ing. In casts of doubt, it is wart 

W-F 
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laid, the next moves are easier. All biological material is subject 
to change and progress or retardation. It cannot remain static, 
forest farming will either succ or fail very much accordin 
the planning of its compo men& of expansion 
potential should take into growth rates of 
tree , the capacity 0 d mark out con- 
tour and blocks and the ability of the nurseries to produce 
the necessary planting material. In addition, other questions such 
as the scope for the sale of produce and the arrangements for 
marketing require p I consideration. Pi10 

ions will test the 
1 circumstances an 

thrive and yield profits. But when it comes to su 
scale expansion it is vital that an 
should make provision from the 
sion as an integral part of the whole project. 

PROJECT : 

(a) Site: 
PARTI-ECOLOGY 

(b) Natuml vegetution: 
Trees S~UU~H Grasses 

sp#3cicies & 
Otherty 

Pus 
Present vegetation : 
(ififhanz by developments) 

(Note If dr&ght-resistant. conventional, or other ty 
(c) Habitat factors: 

(i) Climatic: 
Rainfall (monthly average in inches) 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. 
Nov. Dec. 

Humidity 
Saturation deficit 
Wind (prevailing and intensity) 



t. 

t. 

(iv) iotic: 

(d) CcneraI: 



PA II - IXONOMICS 

(a) Economic Fcrctors: 
(Mention markets and 

(b) Situation: 
(Transport facilities, and other important details) 

PART IIt- SILVICULTURE/PASTURAGE/LIVEST 

(a) Cultural facilities affordeti: (State briefly the conditions offe 
as deduced from Pm I.) 

Liv&stock (types) : 

(b) Qecid requirements: 
Protection : 
Environmental limits : 
(Weat, cold, aridity, 
salinity, etc.) 
Conservation : 
Controls : 
Buildings and equipment : 
Other needs : 
Any further frrctots: 



THERE ARE three principles which are fundamental to the suc- 
of a forest farm. III 

n should fit in satisfactorily with th 
ing for prog 

signed to ameliorate unfavourable conditions; 
2, the whole unit or series of units must capable of 

onious and balanced output; 
an economic basii of proved utilitarian 

value that will produce profitzs. 

The growth of and other plants is influenced by soils, 
climate, latitude, e, the form and slope of land surfaces, 
distance from the s e presence of ponds, lakes, rivers, streams 
and underground aquifers, local weather patterns and average 
rainfall. 

Over long periods s ies have adapted themselves to differing 
conditions, so that aracteristics of, for example, phaners- 
phytes or therophyt bear little resemblance to those of xero- 
phytes, succulents, or hydrophytes. Season,al variations exercise 
marked effects upon flowering and fruiting. In some colder re- 
gions the winter i nded and harsh, so plants undergo per- 
iods of dormancy. e other hand, at n locations in the 
tropics there is no nitive boundary n seasons, Sub- 
tropical areas normally have a dry or cool time of 
there are usually major and minor rainy months. Q 
ly, aberrations occur in the distribution of a year’s weather, caus- 

failures of crops and related hardships. 
Another significant influence is that of as 

hilly areas, where th are high rid 
places quite cl h other may 
tions, Even within lower lying lands, one 
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can possess cool and damp characteristics, due to partial shade, 
whilst the opposite parts may dry and warm, ing exposed to 
greater direct sunshine. Strong winds cause excessive evaporation 
and damage tc plants, as well as loss of good soil from erosion. 
The nature of the land, too, exercises profound effects upon 
climate. Sandy ground radiates more heat than doe-s clay, so that 
districts with light soils normally have higher daytime tern 
tures. At night, however, the fall in te ture is less in regions 
of heavy land than it is in neficial influences of 
irrigation in arid countries are well known, not only in the imms 
diate vicinity of the canals and dams but also over adjacent locali&\ 
ties. 

Land for tree crops may not or cl 
completely of any existing shou 
cut down to ankle height. If there is no native tree cover, or 
simply a sparse or negligible covering of grass and other plants, 
so much the better. The lines of the forest blocks or belts should 
be marked out with short white painted posts, normally placed 
at fifty-yard i r on very broken ground. 
According to ilized, different 
of planting holes must allow basin form 
the excavated soil around each one. Leave these holes open for 
up to a week or two before transplanting begins. This allows the 
earth to *ttle and avoids later caving in of ground around the 
young trees. Usually, holes some two feet in depth and up to two 
and a half feet across 

an&cl. An acre can contain from a 

potential. It is therefore n sure of the crop’s require- 

method of altern 

lid and unbroken front out- 

and the utilisation 
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of the average width of for its and blseks. On these, the land 
should be cleared to ground level and treated, if net 
arboricides and herbicides as quickly as 
of strips is often practised and can 

irrigation is available in plantations, 
in situ will normally 

rate zones at the 
conventional times empl 
grammes. Ihe removal of 

PROPAGATION 

The necessity of using 0nSy the quality material in forest 
farming cannot bt too much. This dictum covers both 
the question of the variety of any (or in more 
advanced terms the hyWd or cultivar) and th 

material should n 

stock. Perfect 
normally comes from plants which have n well cultivated and 
looked after and have received adequate nourishment. Again, un- 

them are frequently weak and slow growin 
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Similarly, in damp areas it is worthwhile to apply fungicides as 
a precautionary measul~. As a general rule seeds should be cov- 
ered with enough soil to equal the width at their shortest diam- 
eters, though there are many exceptions to this. Larger or slower 
germinating ones need sowing at greater depths than do quick 
developing types, while those in pots or boxes or planting baskets 
and containers require less covering than others sown in beds. 
Row awing should always be practised whenever possible, be- 
cause it simplifies nursery work. It is far easier to water and weed 
plants in rows than to attend to haphazard and scattered seedlings. 
Sometimes large seeds may be affected in germination by the man- 
ner of placement in the soil, causing deformity. Generally, the 
micropyle should point downwards, but some seeds like coco- 
nuts should be laid on their sides. 

Where immense numbers of young plants must be produced or 
where other difficulties of production arise, it is easiest to sow 
seeds in forest nursery beds, subsequently moving them with balls 
of soil around their roots to field positions. However, better re- 
sults with less losses may be secured by either transplanting the 
seedlings from the beds into baskets or various types of containers 
in the nursery, or sowing direct into the containers, subsequently 
transferring the partially established trees without any distur- 
bance straight out to their final sites. Sowing at stake, or in situ, 
in the belts or blocks may be practicable in some localities, but it 
can result in greater mortality of valuable plants and should only 
be employed where large or surplus quantities of seed are avail- 
able. If seeds ,are very small they can be mixed before sowing with 
a filler of fme sand or sawdust, which facilitates even distribution 
in the beds. Overcrowding of seedlings should be avoided, since 
it often leads to losses from fungoid disease or malformation of 
the young plants. Containers for nursery work can be made from 
polythene sheeting, grass or rushes, large leaves sewn together, or 
bamboos. Large tins, with holes punched in the bottoms, are also 
quite useful. Grass baskets are easy to make, simply requiring two 
bundles of fairly dry, but not brittle, material. These irre laid at 
right angles to one another, then bent up to form the sides lcav- 
ing a stretch of grass at the base to form the bottom of the basket. 
The tops are plaited and two strips of tree fibre tied at intervals 
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Fig IO. Making grass baskets for tree lings 
E. Lay bundles of dry grass at right angles 
2, Place a bottle or jar in the middle 
3. Bend up the grass. It may be dampened to facilitate the operation 
4, Plait the top and bind the side with fibre 
5, Remove the container to leave the basket 

around the circumference of the contaimer to hold it firm. Bam- 
boo pots are sections of the stems with one node left intact, ex- 
cept for a drainage hole. At planting out time, they must be split 
down each side and pulled slightly apart to permit egress for the 
roots into the surrounding ground. For s ies with long delicate 
taproots, such as carobs, it is a good pl prepare containers 

of four thin laths or lengths of wood filled with earth, 
and held together by encircling bonds of twine or wire. Th 
be up to three or more feet long, and 
development of the rooting system, 
eficient planting out when the time comes. 

To secure good germination, with rapid init growth, there 
should be enough moisture, adequate warmth, f air, and some 
protection from strong and scorching sunli 
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Fig XI. Planting container for trees with long delicate taproots, such 
as carob 
u. Four strips of wood are tied together with wire, or string 
b. Plant the container with the young tree in it. The ties are cut ‘to 

permit the developing roots t.t? enxrge 

testa is very hard, it will ry to treat the by pour- 
ing boiling water over them and leaving them to soak for 
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In forest nurseries the ground should cleared of vegetation, 
all debris being removed, and then well dug over and, where prac- 
ticable, levelled off. The beds may be made of any convenient size, 
but a satisfactory width is three feet with any desired length, This 
enables the attendan for the young plants without hav- 
ing to tread on the 
should be a walk or 

few inches above the surrounding 
where rainfall is Ii 

nd, but in dry localiti 

order. High beds can, however, 

always have a low retaining wall around t&m, about th 
inches in height. This can be made from planks, metal strips, mud 
plaster, or even flat stones. 

The surface soil of the nursery 
tilth by hoeing and raking and any stones remo 
fresh manure; use only dry dung, co 
sifted. Heavy soils, such as clay, can 
poration of sand or wood ashes, while light ground will benefit 
from the addition of plenty of organic matter. It is simple in most 
areas to make compost in pits, using table refuse. See that it 
heats up properly or me a problem, due to 
the presence of viabl 
manures are unobtaina 

in with, but later on 
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tion of a propagating shed. Here will also be kept such items as 
tools, budding and grafting equipment, labels and cans. In very 
arid localities, instead of sheds, pits may be employed. A pit is 
normally some three to four feet deep, with a roof of light pdcs 
or sticks covered with leaves or matting. At the ttom, a layer 
of sand, suitably moistened, will assist the maintenance of a more 
humid atmosphere in which cuttings may be rooted quickly, hard 
shelled seeds induced to germinate, and backward plants enco 
aged to form new growth. In cold regions, glasshouses can 
valuable for work of this kind. Supplies of planti 
materials for makin transplanting baskets and simi 
should be stored in a shed until required for use. The actual size 
of forest nurseries will naturally depend upon the extent of the 
area to be served, and the output expected from them, as well as 
the species to be cultured. Nurseries of about one quarter to one 
half of an acre are quite manageable, but there are no fixed rules 
and the matter is one of individual choice. However, room should 
always be left for expansion near by. 

Many species propagate easily from cuttings and in doubtful 
cases a rooting hormone should be employed. Suitable cuttings 
should be taken from firm and properly mature shoots and set 
in a good rooting medium made up of light soil or sand, kept 
moderately damp. The growing medium must be pressed down 
gently around them, with the cutting in a slightly slanting posi- 
tion. SheOter and appropriate warmth combined with adequate 
ventilation are necessary and good results are more likely to be 
secured in propagating pits, nursery sheds, or greenhouses and 
frames than out in the open. Taae ground end of the shoot should 
be cut across cleanly at an angle of some forty-five deg 
if there are many large upper leaves these should be pinched off, 
leaving only a minimum of foliage on the cutting. Tree cuttings 
should be slit or split a little at the bottoms before inserted 
in the rooting place. The best time for taking cuttings is at the 
beginning of the active growth season. In many ca 
shoots of crop-bearing trees will yield more produ 
material than the lower parts, Always see that cutti 
three to four eyes or buds underneath the m 
them. The point of severance from the parent stock must 



through or just below 

iven to the more obstinat 
fficacious, while bell jars, 

other common met 

arboreta. Marcottage is helpful in ca 
ordinary cuttings do not normally sue 

to obtain a heavy output of th 
termed, the trees should llarded to encour- 

from root cuttings or division of young plants. 
of rhizomes is generally con 

teristics. Clones cannot be further improved, except by optimum 
cultural conditions to a very slight extent. Sexually propagated 
plants can however vary considerably in their qualiti 

ticI type, it is 
ticable, For ks, on the other hand, Strom 
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together the wo sexes of dioecious trees on one stock, so ensuring 
consistent pollination of flowers. In all grafting and budding work 
it is vital to select stock carefully. Both stock and scion should 
have similar natural vigour and affinity. ‘The actual operation is 
best carried out in shade, the grafted or budded parts being pro- 
tected by wax or plastic strips until the union is complete. There 
must be direct contact between the cambium tissues of both scion 
and rootstock, otherwise union will not occur. Though grafting 
and budding may be done after planting out, it is normally easier 
to undertake the task while the plants are still in the nursery, 
where they can be checked more s ily and any failu 
placed. 

According to the sizes and types of the subjects, different 
methods of grafting can be employed. Whip or tongue grafts are 
popular in cooler areas, while saddle grafting is most suitable for 
shrubs and young plants. For larger trees, crown or rind tech- 
niques are excellent. In side grafting, scions are inserted under 
the bark of the stock. Inarching or grafting by approach is com- 
mon in the tropics, the pots or containers of stocks being placed 
under the specimen which is to furnish scions. When the parts 
have united, the scions are cut off individually from the parent 
WC. 

Budding is simply a form of grafting in which the bud with a 
small portion of bark attached to it is fitted into a cut of cones- 
ponding dimensions in the stem or branch of another plant. Before 
removing buds it is important to see that the sap is circulating 
actively in the subject of operation, otherwise it may be tiglp 
sibie to detach the bark satisfactorily, There are several kids of 
budding, including the techniques of shield or T budding, flute or 
tube, ring or annular, and graft or patch budding. Shield budding 
is the most common for fruit bearing s ies. Were, the well bevel- 
oped but dormant buds are extracted by inserting a sharp pointed 
knife some half an inch below the bud in question between the 
wood and the inner bark, then sloping it outwards to lift out a 
small piece of wood as well. In the bark of the young tr in 
which the bud is to be placed an incision is now made in the form 
of a T, the bark raised carefully and the bud pushed gently into 
the opened section. The cut is then bound securely with wax and 
tape or plastic strips to exclude air. Only the tip of the bud is left 
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. The job of budding must done quickly and skilfully, 
times being early morning or evening, when there is no 

strong sun overhead. Patch budding is similar, but instead of slid- 
ing the bud under the bark, a rectangular piece of the latter is cut 
away and the scion fitted into the space left. 

Special budding knives are available, as well as grafting wax, 
polythene plastic strips for budding and tying, and raffia or ta 
if preferred. Grafting or budding wax is made by mi 
parts by weight of powdered natural resin, two parts of 
and one part of tallow. These are iirst melted in a pan and then 
S thoroughly. Softened paraffin wax can 
gencies. 

The internal arrangements of propagati 
should allow for smooth progression from 
of cuttings to transplanting into contain 
out and tasks like grafting and budding. Proper organisation aids 
efficient and y multiplication of plants, so that the produc- 
tion line functions with the minimum of effort and confusion. 
Scrupulous hygiene and strict phyto-sanitary precautions must 
be observed. Smoking and deposition of rubbii should never be 
permitted in forest nurseries. To check the spread of disease, the 
attendants’ hands should be washed regularly and clothing of 
suitable standards and condition worn. Transplanting should 
carried out at a steady momentum, so that losses are reduced to 
a minimum. Apart from the necessary facilities such as sheds, 
propagating pits or shelters and tool and seed stores, the nursery 
should possess a good compost-making section and supplies of 
extra soil for replenishing and remaking seed beds, as the young 
plants are moved out and new lots started. By wing that every- 
thing is arranged conveniently, there will no hold-ups in 
growth and output. Because nurseries are key factors in the effi- 
cient working of forest farms, a little extra thought and care 
spent on them will well repaid. 

PLANTING 

The transference of you slants from the nu 

ing of a child or the despatch to 
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girls who have hitherto known only the sheltered conditions of 
home life. Plants suffer from shock just as people do, only the 
effects are entirely physical. Hence the im rtance of mitt 
the setbacks that planting out can give rise to if the work is not 
earslully done. As far as possible, removal from nursery to planta- 
tion should be undertaken at the start of a wet season, e 
if the young trees have not already been established in co 
If irrigation of some form is available, the grower will have a 
greater choice of times. The best period of the day to plant out is 
late in the afternoon in warmer regions, though this d 
ter very much in temperate or cold localities. Unl 
may be expected, a good watering should follow 
areas. In this connexion, it is worth pointing out that one ade- 
quate watering is better than a dozen sprinklings, which fail to 
penetrate the root zone and soon evaporate from the surface. 
Great care should be taken not to injure or bend improperly the 
young roots, but to give these ample room in the planting holes. 
Trees and shrubs should always be set out in rows, to facilitate 
harvesting or under-planting, and for forest farms the quincunx 
pattern is favoured generally. 

To obtain correct spacing, the areas should be lined beforehand, 
that is pegs should be driven into the ground at the appropriate 
intervals to mark the places where the holes are to dug. Make 
sure that the holes all lie on the same sides of the pegs in any 
given block or section of a bePt so that the direction remains 
constant. 

Holes of too small a size will cause stunted growth of plants. 
This is particularly noticeable in poorer land. While hole size will 
depend upon the type of material and the kind of soil, the average 
dimensions of holes are usually two feet d p and two and a half 
feet in diameter for most species, assuming a height of not over 
three feet at planting-out time. (For s ties such as Carutonis 
siliqua, a greater depth will be necessary accommodate the long 
taproots.) The bottoms of the cavities can be broken up by a erow- 
bar where the subsoil is hard or compressed. Filling in must 
done with care, the plants being left erect and the earth fir 
around them. In hot, dry regions, the soil can slightly lower 
in the planting ho!es than the level of th surrounding ground, but 
in very wet or cold places it is preferable to r&e up the height to 
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Fig 12, Planting holes 
Planting out tneS for cropping. A hole is excavated and the 
broken up. After planting is comple in is left to hold mo 

a few inches above that of the adjacent land. After a week or two, 
a check should be made to see that no cracks have ap 

is to conserve moisture and 

the plantation. As a 
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Planting out is distinct from transplanting. The latter usually 
takes place on forest farms in the nurseri , and consists of re- 
moving young ants from seed-beds to containers. Wh tab 
lished, budded grafted if necessary and up to two to three feet 
in height, the trees are ready to be planted out in the arboreta, 
blocks, or belts of the main field areas. In e 
are not employed, a ball of soil ma 
roats during moving. Puddling with 
efbxtive. The plantin 
forehand, and shoul ith water about an hour pre- 
vious to the arrival of the Containers with plants in them 

carefully into their individual holes and the scG1 
down firmly. In other instances, where young 

trees have their roots enclosed in soil or puddled, even gentler 
handling will be required. Finish the job by watering liberally 
and, if available, scatter a covering of dry or wilted vegetation as 
a mulch on top of the filled-in hole. In arid areas, the basins left 
around newly planted out trees will catch any rainfall. Some- 
times, small shades made from twigs, plaited palm fronds, or other 
material, can be ,fixed on two or three sticks over the recently 
moved plants. Any su uent field waterings will depend upon 
the season of the year, e incidence of natural precipitation and 
the progress of the stands. If damage is possible from farm animals 
or wild game, tree guards or protective barriers should be erected 
immediately. (See also p. I 52.) 

It is most important that each planting-out operation should 
be prepared for in advance. The holes should be dug beforehand, 
the water added to each one, and all arrangements made to ensure 

dy completio f the work. Del mean eventual 
The trees to moved should assembled in a 

convenient part of the nursery the day previous to that chosen 
for the operation, so that they can be transported quickly to the 
sites in the plantations. Efficient organisation is therefore vital. 

The correct distances for planting of difl’erent s 
in question and the local conditions. Tr 
on good land than they do in 

ral guideline is to spa 
equal to their allow 
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on better ground one can add about a third ~0 thie- N@w@rth@l-c- - --* . .-.- --V--m, 
in controlled forest farming, it is inadvisable to 
grow tuo tali, otherwise har 
trimming is practised there 
rule will conform to the p 
pace with optimum allowabie htight, 
its merits. The table givtn here sho 
required to set out per acre at distan 
apart. To find out any nu 
number of squart feet in 0 
apart you want the 
plants needed 

PLANTING DISTANCES 

Dism;nt;pm Num~h;~;wsto Distance opt Number sf plats 
Qk) to the ucfe 

I 

Ifi 
2 
2% 
3 
3% 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

IO 
II 
12 
13 
14 

i;$i 
*Q&N 
dp90 
48rto 

:::: 
1742 
1210 

1037 
889 680 
537 
435 
302 
257 
222 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
3s 
37 
40 
4s 
5s 

193 
190 
150 
834 
120 
108 
90 
95 
64 
55 
48 
42 
35 
32 
29 
21 
18 

ing a controlled height of forest-farm plantations of from 
to thirty feet, or occasionally a little more, the num 

s to the acre averages fr so8 to 48. If rt 
is practised, it is ry to plant tr 
aver thirty t and to do so would rtdu yields. Normally, 
abut twenty to twenwfive t is ideal, though smaller forms 
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Fia I 3. Layering or metk 
A bottom layer uf shorter trees or shrui~ may often 
bloaks of hclts of talks s c’ies where the up 
to admit sulficicnt light 

may be as cloese as ten to fifteen feet in plantations. The im 
tance of using only high-yielding, selected, good quality culti 
and strains must be emphz&ed if su riQr results are required. 

Planting is normally slightly closer than it is in, say, horticu 
tural work, which gives grtater density. For smaller species or 
shrubs, from ~,ooo to I 40 per acre is common practice, while i 
nurserits, plants for budding and grafting or growing on can 
spaczd as little as ont foot apart. 

Often sites for field plantings may prepared by cutting dow 
indigenous vegetation, if any, to a e levtt, thtreafter ccmtro 

its regentration by occasional sla ng or the application 
tive hetbiciek, ar~risides, and kikrs Once the new1 

introduced tr s grow t;rlP and form a canopy, with perhaps 
secondary ground layer of economic shrubs, th 
effectively any undesired nativr sp~ieq, On 
neccssjrry to e!iminatt ustless scrub and wort 
ground level, sometimes sprayin 
and if necessary res 

h soil- and foliage-applied chcmi- 

. Selective we 
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useful. ‘Where such treatments art not desired or possible, periodic 
cutting down of objectionable plants becomes necessary. Pn some 
places, stands of valuable native species may be found and these 
should be preserved, afttr thinning and proper attention, the most 
superior specimens being utilised for seed collection and propa- 
gation. 

Trees in belts or blocks require normal forest care and cultural 
trtatment, including sometimes trimming and removal of diseased 
or dead branches, or parts damaged in storms. The natural fall of 
leaves every seamn will provide the soil in plantations with vege- 
tablt manure and increase its humus content. In addition, decom- 
posed foliage helps the land to rttain moisture, discourages tro- 
sion or run off, checks radiation, suppresses weeds and improves 
general conditions for plant life. Before trees attain full maturity 
there will be several years during which forest farmers can raise 
catch crops between rows of young specimens. Such subsidiary 
or inttr crops yield immtdiate profits and bridge in part the gap 
or interval that must f4apse before forests begin to bear. More- 
over, they control regeneration of weed growth, so making up 
keep simpler and often assist in guarding against high incidence 
of pests. The surface cover or mulch provided is very beneficial. 
Apart from green manuring types, herbaceous perennials, es 
ally any belonging to the Leguminosat family, which fix at 
pheric nitrogen in tht soil in many cases, are vtry valuable. Cash 
crops, such as cassava, vegetables, tobacco, groundnuts, cotton, 
as well as essential oil-yielding species, fodder plants, species for 
drugs and medicinal use and many others art good choices. It is, 
of course, desirable to select kinds that require the minimum of 
cultivation. 

The suppression of scrub bushes and worthless trees on most 
Lqnd generally results in a marked increase in grass ground cover. 
Provided objectionable plants are eliminated, this should be 
encouraged. To supplement the native species, a wide 
exotic pasture or forage grasses and herbagt types may 
duced, according to the circu rices prevailing in tht areas in 
question. Sowing attempted at the start of wtt 
periods, the land ing raktd or harrowed and then seeded at th 
average rates of from fifteen to twenty pounds r acre. To aid 
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germination and es~blishment, the decomposing foliage of 
previous vegetative cover should 
been scattered on the land, or in 
of synthetic rub t and oil or latex 
sprayed over the tface to form 
grass plants have rooted. Any pasture and grazing strips should 
be supplied with ample and well distributed lots of animal man- 
ure by the passage of the herds of livestock along them at regular 
intervals. 

Minimal pruning gi tter control of tr,es and enables gtow- 
ers to compel plants to assum m that will facilitate ha 

to productivity, runing and heading should 
and shrubs are young. The aim is to create evenly ball- 

anced heads, with regular radiation of branches outwards from 
the centre. Uptight shoots greater vitality. The exact mode 
of trimming varies in different areas, but generally speaking the 
following points should borne in mind, remembering that no 
elaborate work, as rqui in orthodox fruit orchards, ot in tree- 
surgery, is necessaq for general put 

(a) Try to keep to moderate heights, with clean 
crowns and well spaced branches. 
(b) Allow good circulation of air and light. 
(c) If compelled to trim a badly balanced mature speci- 
men, use a sharp saw and cut in a slanting or upright direc- 
tion, so that any ends will throw off rain, and leave smooth 
surfaces. 
(d) In such cases, do not leave stumps on trunk or 
branches. Instead cut close to the outside of the part from 
which you are removing the useless portion. 
(e) Cover bad wounds with coal tar or suitable emulsion. 
(f) Do not trim during drought, or when trees are bearing 
or starting growth of new buds and leaves. 
(g) As minimal pruning is designed to enable better hat- 
vesting and higher yields to be obtained, remember to ad- 
just the operation to the needs of both the tr and the 
forest farm. 

Whenever possible, tr should encouraged to form low 



I 
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spreading forms with maximum bearing areas, the new shoots 
being aflotded ample room for upright growth to the permitted 
heights. On the othet hand, certain tions of tree growing units 
may be left to attain maximum heights for the production of 
timber for building purposes, or poles and posts for fencing. 

Collar pruning is employed to regenerate old shrubs, while 
thumbnail pruning refers to the nipping off of terminal shoots to 
encourage a branching top and must be do 
over six feet tall. Pollarding consists of cutti off the main stem 

to any convenient he 

wood, after proper cleaning and removal of dead material, A coat- 
ing of tar helps preserve the filling and prevent further deteriara- 
tion. 

As regards harvesting, tree crops ca 
very efficiently by suction methods a 
vices, such as those employed in commetcid olive groves. 

GUARD TREES 

In cold areas or exposed locali it is often desirable to plant 
lines of guard trees around sta f more tender species. 
such as Sitka spruce, Japanese larch, hardy pines and other 
of similar characteristics will give protection and shelter 
periods of winter weather to the blocks or belts of crop 
species very effectively. This is, of course, simply an extension of 
the shelterbelt or windbreak technique, much used in affor 
tion. 

Useful species include : - 
Acltciu &~~/buta, Silver Wattle. 
Acclcira decurrens, Black Wattle. 
cOn&u inermis, Angelin. 
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culophyll&Jm w 

Cedrela serrulata 

Cinnamomum camphorn, 
C~~pmsus &night&a. 
Cupressus mucroctqw. 
Euculyptus umygdelina, Peppermint Cum. 
Eucalyptus diversicolo 
Buculyptus margina 
Euculyptus obliqua, 
Eucalyptus robustcr, 
EugcriSa jam&w, Jambu. 
Grwille~ robusta, Sit 
lngi3 luutincf, Spanish Ash. 
Mesua ferrea. 
Michelin ailugiricu. 
Myroxylon toluifcrcl, 
Tecoma leucoxylon, 

(for tropical, subtropical, and warm tern rate regions, ac- 
cording to s ies) 

Abies species, Firs. 

Lurk species, Larch. 
Piceu species, Spruec. 
Tsugu species, Spruce 
Pinus species, hardy pines. 
Pseudoosugu Dou#rsii et al, 
(cooler and cold localit to approptiat 
conditions) 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE 

of adequate fire-breaks at suitable interv 
any conflagrations s 



Fig 15. A typic I layout with sup rting facilities 

summers. The elimination of any regeneration of useless and ob- 
jectionable bush should be undertaken as necessary. Fences or 
barriers must be kept in good repair and if there are thorn or 
other hedges they should be controlled 

31 terracing method, consisti 
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would otherwise be lost, have to emptied periodically and the 
material spread on the land or carried to the nurseries for use in 
seed beds or transplanting containers. Pasture or open strips, too, 
should be kept fr and similar growth. 

Good care and maintenance are essential to profitable agri- 
silviculture. It is quite p ess to introduce high-quality 
crops to a new area and il to look after them adequa 
This point has been cmphasised consistently over many years by 
workers concerned with the development of marginal lar,ds or 
the rehabilitation of degraded regions. Only too often work 
with enthusiasm and drive, but when the routine of regular 
vision and upkeep starts then the story omes a different one. 
Persistent etfort is vital to success. Attho crop should not 
require laborious cultivations like those n n arable culture, 
and work may be lighter and more interesting, there is a need for 
frequent and detailed checking of the progress and appearance of 
the crops, Moreover, tree growers must be quick to note any de 
fects or changes in direction, and to rectify etrors. In most ways, 
successful maintenance is largely a matter of commonsense and 
capacity for intimate observation of all parts of the forest farm. 
By its nature, estate work is many-sided, calling for versatility 
and ingenuity. Regular care Ices daily duties light. In short, do 
qot neglect any section and up to date in maintenance activi- 
tl@!S. 

Note: III southern China, much attention has IWII given 10 the 
dcvclopmm of multi-storcy plantaticdll coo~~pIcxcs, cornposcd of 
trcbc, shrub and ground cover spccics, in layers, having ecological 
affiuitics which aid irl mutual nuirimmi supplies, conlrol of pests 
and discascbs, Icmscr~ing and conditioning of tlrc soil, rcltmiou and 
cxcrclirui of moisture W acting sornctin\cs as water rcscrvoirs - 
aud scrvc as wiudhrcaks. The production from st~sll units may 
includt fmclhtiiffs, films, rssius, rjils, wood ami other valtlabtc raw 
materials. 
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The Choice of Trees 

i. Leguminous 

AN E NOR MQU s variety of productive, interesting and beautiful 
trees - many of them little known even to experienced foresters 
and orchardists - is available to the forest farmer of today. A care- 
ful study of tree literature will bring to light trees that will supply 
every nutritional need of human beings and animals as well as 
many other items of great commercial importance. There are 
trees that will supply fruit or nuts with the protein equivalent of 
the best quality meat or fish, tree-cereals, trees that provide edible 
oils, ‘milk’, and sugars, and trees whose leaves or shoots are as 
palatable as those of conventional vegetables. By tree-farming, in 
fact, communities could supply themselves with all their dietary 
requirements of proteins, carbohydrates, fats, minerals, vitamins 
and other nutritional factors, as well as their basic needs of fuel, 
clothing and shelter - and many profitable surpluses - without 
any of the arduous, expensive and uncertain processes associated 
with the cultivation of annual crops. 

By modern plant-breeding techniques it has become possible 
greatly to increase the climatic range, productivity, palatability 
and nutritional content of traditional tree crops, so that the forest 
farmer, in any reasonably favourable area, can find varieties or 
cultivars which satisfy all his requirements. The development of 
ix w ~LCQXS snd hybrids has meant that bearing can begin far 
earlier than used to be the case. It is essential to select only fast- 
growing, high-yielding types. The usual procedure is to draw up 
check lists of required characteristics and relate them to the cco- 
logical conditions of the area of o ration. Lists can thn bc drawn 
up of likely species of ue, together with thei 
requirements. By co rison, one can then see if th 
be met by the cond s prevailing on the sites or 
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be established there. The important point is to look for types 
known to thrive in similar places in other zones. Further study 
and evaluation should reveal some anticipated responses and prob- 
able profitability. In addition, by careful assessment of all col- 
lectcd data, it may be decided what extra facilities will be essen- 
tial to support good development possibilities in the new sites. 
These detailed analyses and comparative studies can often save 
much trouble and expense, and may obviate costly failures. 

Not only must the chosen species suit the growth conditions of 
an area, but they must also yield crops that are appropriate to 
the production that it is desired to establish in the forest farm 
concerned. Above all, it is vital that only the best seeds and plant- 
ing material should be employed, obtained from proved high- 
yielding, quick-growing strains. To employ poor-quality stock is 
simply a waste of time. It costs no more to maintain a superior 
planting than a low-grade one and the returns from the latter will 
seldom be economic. tt is no good thinking that you can get away 
with using inferior trees and plants in forest farming. You must 
take the same care in securing high-quality seeds and rootstocks 
or budding and grafting material for agri-silviculture that you 
would if you were an ordinary farmer raising cereals on arable 
land or sowing ground for leys and pasturage. A little extra effort 
in this direction at the start should reap rewards in the form 
of greatly increased dividends when the accounts come to be 
balanced. 

It is convenient to divide the trees available for forest farming 
into six groups: tree legumes; nut-bearing; fruit-bearing: oil- 
producing; types suitable for livestock fodder; and miscellaneous. 
Grasses and other pasture constituents may be classified as graz- 
ing and fodder types. 

Tree legumes have been used extensively in forest farmin 
jects in many regions, as they can not only supply large qua 
of highly nutritious cereal-equivalent crops, with a protein con- 
tent ranging normally from fifteen to twenty-five per cent, as com- 
pared with the six to fourteen protein content of common cereals, 
but also release nitrogen into the soil for the benefit of neighbour- 
ing plants. The roots of many leguminous species contain nodul 
which are the habitat of bacteria with the power of fixing nitro- 
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gen from the atmosphere; this is li rated when the roots decay, 
thus enriching the soil. Leguminosae are the second largest family 
of seed plants, containing some genera with 13,ooo species, 
and are cultivated throughout th orld, in both the tropirq ;Ind 
temperate zones. 

ACACIA 

?‘his genus groups together several hundred species very widely 
distributed throughout the warmer regions of the world, especial- 
ly in the dry areas of Australia and Africa. The leaves of acacia 
trees are normally bipinnate. In some instances, and often where 
the locality of origin is very arid, the leaflets are suppressed, their 
stalks or petioles being flattened and having the physiological 
functions of leaves. These stalks art arranged vertically. such 
orientation serving to deflect intense sunlight and thus preventing 
injury by checking any excess evaporation of moisture from the 
green surface which might arise if the whole organ was exposed 
to scorching. 

In general, acacias thrive in dry, sandy and hot conditions. The 
different species, subspecies and varieties produce a wide range 
of materials, from green fodder, pods and beans or seeds to gum, 
wattle bark, and perfume extract. Because the trees are suited 
chiefly to poorer land, they can perform useful functions in re- 
claiming gullies, stabilising stream banks, acting as wind-breaks, 
holding drift sand, giving valuable shade, making hedgerows and 
furnishing sources of firewood. Some types yield timber. In the 
Cape of Good Hope, large areas of sandy wastelands have been 
converted into usable condition by the planting of acacias. Never- 
theless, the trees need keeping under control, since, if they spread 
too widely, they can often constitute a nuisance to some farm- 
ing operations. 

AcaGa species are propagated normally by seed. There is often 
considerable variation in the quality of varieties of the same spe- 
cies and care should taken to plant only seed from proved and 
.s&cted trees. Three or four seeds may be sown togebher in the 
prmanent planting sites, the strongest seedling only 
quently allowed to grow on, or in containers in the forest nur- 
sery. As the outer coat or testa of most acacia seeds is very hard, 
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tk seeds should be placed in near boiling water and left to soak 
lor two to three days before sowing. When it is possible to cut the 
;eed with the thumb nail it will be soft enough to plant. 
times two treatments with hot water may be required to attain 
that conditian. shcaciu arabica or Babul can be found in the drier 
parts of tro@al Africa, India, Sri Lanka and other areas. This tree 
yields the Indian gum arabic. Production in mature trees is about 
two pounds per tree annually. In Sind, the species bears lat. It is 
well suite<1 to poor soils. The bark and pods are used for tanning 
and also as a dye in calico printing. The foliage gives good fodder 
and browse for livestock. A. boilcyano is originally native to New 
South Wales and bears very long sprays of rich yellow flowers, 
with good foliage. The blooms are sold commercially in the holi- 
day resorts of the western Mediterranean. A. uneuru, together 
with A. cibariu, A. longifoliu, and A. oswuldi yield useful pods and 
seeds which provide palatable foodstuffs. A. Jongifolia is popu- 
larly known as the Sydney golden wattle. It is a small spreading 
tree which blossoms twice yearly. A. sphuerocephuh or bull’s 
horn, is myrmecophilous, offering attractions for ant colonies; 
this constituting a drawback for practical usage. A. hirzdsii, indi- 
genous to Central America, is very similar in characteristics. 

The cutch or catechu tree of India (A. care&u) supplies a black 
gum resin, which is obtained by boiling chips of the heartwood. 
Catechu is astringent and is used for dyeing and tanning. One ton 
of the heartwood will yield about 250 to 3oo pounds of catechu 
or cutch. One form of cutch is popular for ch,ewing with betel 
leaf and a valuable gum is also obtained from it. The wood of 
A. catechu makes excellent charcoal, suitable for gunpowder. A. 
concinntl supplies edible s which can be roasted; A. leucoph- 
Iota yields both a hard and durable heartwood and seeds for mill- 
ing into meai and fiour. A. eultir”ornois is -leaved acacra, 
with fine foliage. The silver wattle or mimosa tree (A. deuh~tu) 
is a small evergreen Australian species bearing large heads of 
fragrant yellow bl m. It makes good shelter belts from wind 
and is an excellent plant, as well as a source of tannin. A. &al- 
batu is hardy and thrives in cold and ex sed areas where the 
rainfall is over twentyfive inches annually, The firewood of this 
tree burns well, The Port Jackson or Australian wattle or willow 
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(A. cyunophyH@ grows easily from very useful fire- 
wood, reclaims drift sand and is most v for Conservation 
and for forage. A. cy~iops, also called the Australian wattle or 
willow, is very similar, as regards growth habits, habitat and uses. 
A. kurroo or mimosa, suits very dry situations and hard soils. It 
is helpful in covering bare ground where other 
grow initially. A. litukunensis or withaak is a flat 
sized tree. St is drought-resistant and makes 
breaks and hedges. A. ulbida, A. hetemcantha and A. hsiopetah 
are other ty appropriate for hot and dry regions, 

me common or blat wattle, also termed th 
decurrens), is a handso t and quick-maturing t 
to sixty feet in height, indigenous to eastern Au 
thrive in the tropics on most 
6,000 feet above sea level. The s ies is useful for green manur- 
ing and windbreaks. It yields first-class fuel. A. 
decurrens dislikes very heavy rains. Wattle gum is one of the 
products of this tree. For wattle bark production the variety or 
sub=speeies rorsUissjmu is planted commercially. 

MounGn hickory or A. efutu is another Australian species with 
open, feathery and drooping foliage. A. fumesiam is a small tree 
or shrub, common in the tropics and subtropics, which produces 
the cassie-flowers utilised ia rfumery. A. mekmoxylon or the 
Australian blackwood, is not for its highly figured wood, em- 
ployed in cabinet making. The is durable and splits well for 
shingles. This speciezz is a gross er and the roots spread long 
distances. It stands wind well but grows fairly slowly. The tree 

wattle bark commercially. A odestu or phula is a 

a L *. es which spread in a plane and an erect 
stem. The golden or broad-leav wattle (A. ~y~nu~t~u) i 
ium sized, with a bark rich in tanni 
forty to fifty feet and yields 
of wattle bark. 

A I smegolensis or tru m arabie is a s e of the Sudan, 
which exudes gum natu from the stem and branches. Exud 
tion is aided by incisions cut in the bark. It is also 
age. A. tomer&xa is the elephant-thorn 
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thorns of three to four inches in length, while A. tortuosu or 
cushaw forms dense hedging for browse, under dry conditions. 
The Australian species A. homalopJ@Iti yields fragrant and dec- 
orative wood, and in Hawaii there is a species, the wood of which 
is excellent for making ukuleles, called the koa (A. km). A. seyul 
or shittah is mentioned in the Bible, A. armuta, with its heavily 
developed spines is the Australian kangaroo tree and A. $ruffue 
is the African camel’s thorn or the giraffe acacia. In Mauritius and 
Reunion, the species A. heterophyh is found, which yields forage 
and good timber. In Central America, in addition to th 
horn, a similar type called A, spa&Qefu is common in certain 
areas. 

Closely allied to the acacias are the Albizia species. A. gummi- 
fera and A. lebbeck suit hot and dry regions. The former is a large 
tree with fine foliage and excellent brown tim r, which dw not 
warp readily. it is also a host for the lac i 
is a small Arabian species, the bark of which is often 
vermifuge for livestock. The sau tree or A. moluccun 
growing and furnishes soft wood for making packing boxes, as 
well as fueL A. odorutissimu has very hard dark brown heart- 
wood, while A. stipdutu mblcs the sau tree but is distin- 
guished by its reddish colou 

Apart from their general merits, if used with discretion and 
under careful control, many of the acacia species are invaluable 
for initial plantings on bare ground or wastelands and sandy 
dunes. Once they are estabhshed they can create suitable condi- 
tions for the introduction of other s ies. In this way the acacias 
act as pioneers in the preparation of difficult lands for 
ing. 

AU;mobA (Pfosopis species) 
There are many 
warmer climates, 
nate in South and Central America a 
stands can now 
to be more nutr 
them, algarobas are normally 
yielding crops of brownish-yellow 

W-H 
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r&d size, extremely palatable, and with a fresh cereal 
e sweet pulp ssntains about twcntyfibc per cent gr 
ther with up to seventtxn per cent protc;n. The p 

ans are a gd livestock fed and are also tonsunwi by wnx 
pies. Algarobas have many uses : apart from their yields of 

tuffs, the wood is a satisfactory fud. the Lumber is usctf tar 
e pale yellow flowers which are borne on long cylin- 

drical spikes are the source of delicious honey. The best varieties 
are thornless, very quick-growing, being capable of bearing pods 
within two years after setting out. It is most necessary to choose 

with care. The bark contains tannin, and a1so a gum suitable 
for varnish and glue.. as well as medicin for dysentery. Algarobs 

ies mostly tolerate dry waste places thriving on light sand. 
n ground into meal or flour, the beans become a substitute 

cereal of delightful taste similar to maizemeal. One species, 
Prosopis spicigeru, or the sami tree, growing in north India, is 
sacred to the Hindus. P. ufricu~~u seeds are used in some parts of 
Northern Nigeria for food; I? dulcis pods are esteemed in South 
America as cattle fodder, and the ground into powder are 
an important part of the diet of hu beings in certain areas of 
Brazil. In Argentina, there are plantations grown in colder areas 
under irrigation for the raising of crops of algaroba beans as stock- 
fix4 P, julifhra often has roots cxtciding up to loo fc*c*l. Mow the 
surfx:c of the. gr0ild, and can rcsisl great droiightl 111 the Unit4 
States, thvrc arc six spccics of algarobas, ad as ninny as fiftcv!: ill 
Argcnlina. Two cr0ps of beans can bc pducrd 119 a year, ar9d 
yields (If high-quality ph9tings car9 wxxd twi9ty tol9s aI9 acre 

ai9mually. Owil9g to tl9c. cstci9sivc root dwd~;pi99~~I9t, it is i9uxssary 
to kwp strict b’wtr01 ofplai9tatiol9s. Hawsii 1x9s tlrousar9Js of duw4 

risdcr dgarol)a, at94 siahstai9tial Iw9dits luw rcwiltcd tllroql9 its 
ir9tnrrlrlctior9 thaw. Tl9i* buw Iwar (P. ~t~on9f~~~~~~~ w tcrri9ill0, is 
i&u a usi41l slwciw It IS in9p,rtai9t to si*k~t god-qdity sc~cl of 
sqwrior 3itbait:s. ~~99f9r~~v~~~99~~~9t ivcw \vill9 Illir; c’ro 9 i9ns hw9 ihc 
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riment Station disc the use of the algaroba or 

BAWl-lI1JIA 
ds of Ikwhinia thonningii, a small of tropical Africa, 

in the Suda d similar areas. 13. 
esculenta b@ars , which are much liked as an articl 
of diet. It is a woody plant and often cultivated. 

ouum (Ceratona siliqua) 
This is a small to m , originally native to th 
ern Mediterranean, but now cultivated throughout the subtropics, 
especially in Queensland, California, parts of North India and to 
some extent in Sou:,h Africa. It has pinnate leaves and bears heavy 
crops of sweet, sugary pods fmm six to ten inches in length, 
nearly one inch broad, dark brown in colour, dnd very palatable. 
These pods are a valuable food for farm livestock, but are also 
relished by human beings. Commonly termed ’ ans’, they con- 
tain over fifty per cent sugar, and may be eaten whoie or ground 
into meal and flour. Such products are excellent for incorporation 
in baby milks and foods, for diabetics and other invalids and for 
employment in a number of industrial l Carob 
yield gum of commercial quality and ca used as a substitute 
for coffee. The sweet, mucillaginous pulp from the 
as a confection called St John’s Bread. The tree is dioecious genera 
ally and in cultivation it is essential to graft selected varieties on 
to strong seedling stocks. Alternatively, male trees may have 
branches inset from a good fema 
male branches so as to ensure 
roots are delicate and must not be e 
is es ially important to the econ 
gum factories utilise the 
port. ‘Jnimproved carobs can be slow growers, but the new culti- 

productive life of tr is about 180 yeaw. Warv 
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ram-es of -8°C or ow will cause injury and in 
frosts can retard fruiting. For th 

reasons, carobs are not recommended for cropping in areas where 
the climatic conditions are too cold. Neither do they like excessive 
dampness, but are rather noted for their drought-resisting qualities 
and ability to utilise un round water supplies. For 1 
feeding, carob beans hav found slightly su 

FODD INCA (@a sdulis) 

This tree is cultivated in tropical parts of the Americas for the 
fleshy, edible pulp yield , too, are some- 
times eaten, but they re cry even after 
prolonged boiling. Seve are grown through- 
out Mexico and Centra nutritious beans or 
pods. I. Iaurina, or Spanish ash, makes a good shade tree for cocoa 
and other crops. 

MONEY LdCUsr (Gkditsia triacanthos) 

This valuable tree legume, well suited to cooler zones, can be 
found in bhrth America from Ontario d&wn to Texas. It has also 
been naturalised in Europe and introduced into parts of Africa. 
The trees bear pods or beans (about tw to eighteen inches long 
containing a sweetish succulent pulp, a content of twenty- 
seven per cent or so of sugar) which a ed by farm livestock 
and sometimes eaten by human beings. Honey locusts are of at- 
tractive appearance, have strong and durable wood, and are in 
addition rapid growers. They have fairly open top foliage, are 
regular in bearing habit, and can be propagated either by root 
suckers or seed. Crafting, too, is frequently practised. By employ 
ing superior cultivars, high yields may be secured, of the order 
of up to 1,008 pounds of beans per tree a year. The s curl 
slightly when dry and make an excelPent meal or flour. Gleditr,la 
triucaothas is frost-resistant, and will thrive without dificulty 01: 
lighter soils, the roots penetrating deep down into the ground. 
The merits of this species for hilly districts are considerable. 0e- 
cause of the o n canopies formed in plantations of honey !~~usts, 
it is possible to underplant with shorter kinds of trees ta form a 
secondary productive layer. Grass, too, will grow satisfactorily 
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under honey locusts. Another species, 6. japonicu, is native to 
J’apan. 

Among the advantages offered by honey locusts in forest farm- 
ing and for schemes of multiple usage, may be listed rapid growth, 
rmprovement of the soil, high production of cereal-substitutes, 
regular bearing, and easy harvesting of beans or pods. Work on 
the species has been carried out at the Experiment Station at Hays 
in Kansas, as well as at the Department of Horticulture in Port 
Hope, Ontario, Canada. The United States Department of Agricul- 
ture has also given attention to the selection of superior types of 
honey locusts. 

f NDIAN BEECH (Pongamiu ghbfu) 

This tree bears glossy pinnate leaves, which make excellent live- 
stock fodder. The timber is good and the juice of the roots has 
antiseptic properties. A native of the Indian subcontinent. rihe 
flowers are creamy white and very pleasantly scented. 

JEttEB-NUT (COdCUtJXi~ &?dUfiS) 

This is a small desert tree which grows north and east of the 
Sahara. The one-seeded pods, which are borne profusely, form a 
palatable ‘bean’. Fruiting begins when the trees are only about 
three feet in height and continues as they develop to full size. The 
seeds or beans are eaten as dry iegumes in Somaliland and other 
,uuntries. They can beground into a nutritious meal for livestock. 

NAMNAM (CynUmCtrUCUUliflofU) 

This species is a shrubby, spreading tree with small bipinnate foli- 
age, and a native of South-East Asia and India. The fruits are in 
the form of large. thick, fleshy pods, rather arc-shaped and pro- 
duced in large numbers on the trunk near ground level or on the 
lower portions of the branches. Pods are green and yellowish- 
green in colour, about half an inch thick and up to some three 
inches in length, with 21 taste similar to unripe apples. Nanmam 
thrives in moist, low-lying regions on deeper soiis. Pods can 
dried and ground into meal or flour. 
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OWALA (Pentucletkru mucrophyllu) 
A tropical African tree, the seeds of which, after roasting or boil- 
ing, are used as food. An oil is also extracted from the beans. The 
raw seeds contain a poisonous alkaloid, called paucine, but this is 
removed by soaking and cooking, as is done in the case of some 
varieties of cassava. 

PARKEA 

These trees may be found in fairly moist areas in southern Asia 
and Africa. Many of the species are noted the pods or beans 
and nuts which they hear, which are of g quality and make 
excellent and nutritious foodstuffs. The leaves also provide useful 
forage for livestock. Types such as Purkiu africana, P. speciosu, 
P. roxburghii, P. biglandulosa and P. filicoideu are well worthy of 
much more extensive planting, with progressive breeding and 
selections of improved strains. Several institutions in various areas 
are interested in the development of Purkiu species for cropping 
in forestry and farm work and enquiries for seeds could be dir- 
ected to such authorities as the Forest Research Institute, Sedan- 
gor, Malaysia, or African agricultural and forestry departments 
in tropical areas of that continent, The fruits of Purkiu species are 
often called nittanuts and African locust beans. 

POLYNESIAN CHESTNUT (hOCUtpUS t?ddiS) 

This species grows in the Pacific islands. The large, fleshy seeds, 
one or two to a pod, taste like ordinary chestnuts and are an im- 
portant food in Tahiti, Samoa, and neighbouring places. The tree 
has also been introduced to areas of suthern Asia. It grows to 
moderate size and has large shiny leaves. The native name is 
kayam. 

RAIN TREE (~itht?O~ObiUm WlUn) AND RELATED SPECIES 

This tree, as well as the Jering (Pitheolobium jiringu) which is also 
called the Guango, lnga and Pcnikaral, was introduced from tropi- 
cal America to South-East Asia about the middle of the nineteenth 
century, It has a rather shallow root system and grows rapidly. 
The brown, f!attish pods, about six to eight inches long, contain 
a quantity of sweet, sugary pulp, and are relished by cattl 



are eaten in many 
for several days, aft 
off and thrown aw 

SESBANfA CRANBIFLORA 

tains a height of from fift 

and cordage. S. uegyptiucu 
grows to a height of 
conditions. All the a 
found in cultivation 

ALLOW TREE OR BATKKK ( 

is tree is common in par 
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seeded pods with farinaceous pulp of sweet nature, which can 
dried and milled into meal. The bitter kinds should be avoided. 
Battocks are tall and handsome in appearance. 

TAMARIND (Tumarindus indicu) 

This is a large tree, probably a native of India, which is now culti- 
vated in many warm areas. The pulp of its pods, pressed and pre- 
served in large masses, is commonly sold in eastern bazaars and is 
the tamarind of commerce. It is sweetish-acid in flavour. The seeds 
contain oil and can be ground into a palatable meal. Tamarind is 
also used to make cooling beverages, as a seasoning in chutneys 
and preserves, and as a native medicine. The trees are drought- 
resistant, yield a termite-proof timber and bear brownish col- 
oured pods. The leaves are small and pinnate, and the blossom 
reddish-yellow. 

TREE LUCERNE (CJ’tiSUS $~t?CieS) 

These are small leguminous types, mainly appropriate to higher 
elevations in the subtropics. They produce heavy yields of valu- 
able livestock fodder. The leafy branches can cut and fed dir- 
ectly. Cytisus proliferus, or Tagasaste, is indigenous to the hills of 
the Canary Islands, where it is appreciated for cattle farming. Nor- 
mally two harvests are taken annually. Other species are C. steno- 
pet&m and C. pdidu, bearing yellow and white flowers respec- 
tively. The plants all require fairly light friable soils. 

VELVET TAMARIND (Didium ovoideum) 

These tall trees are normally found in dry, semi-arid districts of 
Sri Lanka and neighbouring lands. The fruits are dark brown, 
small, and velvety, each being about the size of a hazel-nut. The 
shells are thin and brittle, containing one or two seeds, surrounded 
by a sweet/sour farinaceous pulp. The timber is red in colour and 
handsome. The pulp is often sold in the markets, and when dried 
forms a good stockfeed. Another type. Diusliunr pkxmxx, with 
larger leaves, grows in West Africa, 
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WHITE POPINAC @mcuenu ghcu) 
A medium-sized species, robust, quick-growing, and drought- 
resistant, the white popinac is a native of tropical America and 
the West Indies, but now flourishes in many hot zones. It is also 
known as lucena. The tra mature rapidly and furnish good fuel; 
their foliage is relished by cattle, and the young fruits are eaten 
in the East Indies and parts of Africa by human beings. The ripe 
seeds are edible as well and when roasted ar used as a substitute 
for coffee. LRucuenu @iucu can closely, if net iy. to 
give ground cover. Nomrally, the attain a height of from fif- 

to twenty feet and the leaves, which are of fine bipinnate 
pe, make excellent green manure or compost. Lucena 

should not be fed to pigs and horses, but the 
cattle, sheep, and goats. It is reprted that swine have 
after eating them. I,. esculentu is another useful s 
to Mexico, where both the pods and the matu 
sumed. 

During recent years, considerable interest has been shown in 
and use made of Leucaena kucocephala, both for fodder purposes and 
for fuelwood. This tree is fast-growing, increasing up to thirty to 
fifty feet in five years. God plantations may produce as much as 
forty tons per acre of dry firewood, with close spacing and early 
thinning and replacement on a regular basis. The leaves are a 
valuable source of forage protein for livestock, and also provide 
green manure for the land. 

PARKINSONIA MICROPHYLLA 

This is a small tree, indigenous to Sonora in northern Mexico, as 
vwclI as ahc southern parts of Arizona and California. It vriahstands 
dry condil ions and is well suited for planting in semi-arid and arid 
areas. The su~ls may bc consumed fresh or can he rniIlcd into 
flour. which whm mixed with algaroba or rncsquitc mr~al, 
provides an cxr.cIIcnt porridge or bread aftrr cooking. The 
prcrducc of P. miuophylla is a cmmmm article of diet anirmgst the 
Rt*d Illdiarls of thcb south-west IJnircci Stales and Mcxiro. Oths 
sprcit+s of iniportancc arc P. us.uletila and P. leucuenio, both of which 
mcbrit dilrrhu planriq. Parkimonias have bum alat1IraIisc.d in parts 
of’ Africa, SouIh Anicrica arid the Near East, with good results,. 



Nwrs ARE of cd in the world econ- 
omy. some are 
Altogether about 105 kin 
countries. 

AL,MQND (Pnmus amygdalus) 
There are many varieties of sweet almonds. ahe nuts are high in 
protein - eighteen to cent - and have excellent cal- 
cium values. If the nuts a as food the skin should not 
removed because the concentration of calcium and iron in the 
skin is three times that in the kernel, Prunus amygdtilus is a spe- 
ties of the temperate zones1 longing to the family Rosa 
it thrives in places with a cha”xk subsoil, or where lime can 
plied. In exposed localities, the plantations should be 
from strong winds by belts of guard trees. Ground almonds form 
a popular item in human diet, and for livestock rations the whole 
seed should lx milled. 

BEECH (i%gUS Sucks) 

are indigenous to the northern 

are wdl known. American 
loam soils. There are recogni varietie5 or subs 
pubescens, kwuglincra and eoroliniana, growing in various areas 
from New Brunswick down to Florida. Euro ch has a lar 
range from Sweden and Norway to the Mediterranean and from 

sia to Iran and Asia Minor. gland, the mast or nuts of th 
ch were a common animai -stuff; in fact the county of 
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Buckinghamshire derived its name from the formerly famous for- 
ests of beech growing there, the old name of 
(Old EZnglish, boece or bece). In France, 
ing pheasants and fattening domestic fowls. The nuts also yield 
about seventeen to twenty r cent of a non-drying oil suitable 
for lighting, cooking or as ubstitute for salad-oil and butter. 
Varieties or sub-speCies of include atropunicea, 
or the copper beech; lacin h; and pendulu 
or the weepi 

Japanese hes include F. jqonicP and F. siebokdii, which 
have n now introduced into other areas. Antarctic 
belonging to the genus Nothofqus, are widely distributed in thd 
Antipodes and South America. 

0eeches are also noted for their valuable timber and the leaves 
form good forage. 

BRAZIL-NUT4: (&Irtholletia excels@ 

Belonging to the family l,ecythideae, this species grows under cul- 
tivation in South America and is indigenous to the basins of the 
Amazon and the Orinoco rivers. ‘The trees are tall, have long 
pointed leaves and need a hot, moist climate with deep alluvia! 
soils. The fruits or nuts hard brown shells in which are 
enclosed up to fifteen seeds - the Brazil-nuts of commerce. The 
thick shells must be crushed to extract the nuts, and to make mill- 
ing easier the seeds should be kept at freezing point for a few 
hours before grinding. Brazil-nuts contain fourteen per cent pro= 
tein and some sixty-five per cent fat. Unimproved strains are slow 
growing. Lecythis zubu nuts, are closely Ged to 
brazil-nuts, but possess 

BREAD-NUT (Artocurpus incisa (vur.)) 

This is a seed-bearing variety of the breadfruit tree, common in 
the West Indies. A solid, white fleshy mass is obtained from the 
fruits which, on roasting, r mbles the crumbs of a new Ioaf. 
It may be ground into meal or flour, and constitutes, as d the 
bread-fruit pro r in the South Pacific, an im mint arti& of 
local diet. Propagation is by , or preferably by root suck 
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and layering. Bread-nuts and bread-fruits belong to the family 
Urticaceae. 

CASHEW-NUT (Anucurdium occident&) 
The fruits of cashews consist of two distinct parts: the pear- 
shaped stalk or ‘apple’ about three to four inches long, and the 
nut, grey or brown in colour, and some one to one and a half 
inches in length. The shells of the nuts should not be used. ShePi- 
ing is not difficult and the seeds can be ground or milled quickly. 
7%~ trees are of spreading habit and medium size, being indigen- 
ous to tropical America and the West Indi p but have for Jong 

been naturalised in Africa and Southern Asia. An intoxicating 
drink is obtained in some areas by distillation of the hypocarp, 
while an insect-repelling gum can be obtained from the species 
and an indelible ink from the juice of the bark. Cashews thrive in 
moderately dry districts up to an elevation of about 3,ooo feet 
above sea-level. The nuts are important in commerce today. They 
constitute a nourishing foodstuff, containing eighteen per cent 
protein, forty-eight per cent fat, and a fair quantity of carbo- 
hydrate. The taste is excellent. The species belongs to the family 
Anacardiaceae. With good management and choice of superior 
strains, plantings can be very productive. 

ctttmm~l (Buchununia lucifoliu) 
Mainly a mountain tree, common in south India along the West- 
ern Chats. It has simple leathery leaves and hlongs to the family 
Anacardiaceae. The species Bears pear-shaped nuts, regarded as 
substitutes for almonds. A fine oil can be expressed from them. 

CHESTNUT (~UStUJWa S~CCkS) 

Chestnuts have for centuries played an important part in the 
forest and agricultural economies of many nations. The CW~ XC 
notable food producers, prolific seeders and, once established, are 
capable of withstanding considerable drought, owing to their 
deep rooting systems. Loose, poro nd moderately dry soils, 
slightly acid or neutral, provide the t growing conditions. TJw 
bark and wood of chestnuts are rich in tannin and the wood has 
many uses. Modern chestnut cultivation is conccntratcd on the 
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growing of blight-resistant ty s and hybrids, in areas where the 
chestnut blight is a problem. 

The main kind of chestnut trees are : American chestnut (Cns- 
tunaa &tutu), which was abundant in the eastern areas of the 
United States, before the introduction of the chestnut blight, es- 
pecially in the Appalachian mountains; Chinese chestnut (C. mol- 
liwimo), common in Northern China and Korea, and grown in 
other areas, noted for its well formed and tasty nuts; European 
chestnut (C. s&vu), the commercial tree of many countries, with 
a growing range from Scotland to India and Northern Africa to 
the Caucasus; Japanese chestnut (C. CIWIU~U), indigenous to Japan 
and Korea but introduced into North America, bearing nuts of 
slightly coarse nature tasting somewhat like a sweet potato. The 
Japanese chestnut is really a mountain species and is an abundant 
fruiter, 

Castanopsis (Custunop’s species), from which come castanopsis 
nuts, are evergreens suited to warmer conditions and are origi- 
nally native to South-East Asia and California. They produce nuts 
similar in taste to a cross beman an acorn and a chestnut. Cus- 
tuncu ulubumensis, the Alabama chinquapin of the South-Eastern 
United States, yields edible nuts and timber. Other chinquapins 
include C. pumilu or the Allegany, water or dwarf chestnut; C. 
ushei, the Ashe chinquapin; C. floridmu, the Florida chinquapin; 
C. henryi, the Henry chinquapin, a Chinese species; the Ozark 
chinquapin or C. oaurkensis; and the trailing or creeping chinqua- 
pin, C. ulnifolia. All these produce nuts for food purposes, but the 
trailing chinquapin is mainly of botanical interest. 

Numerous varieties of tnuts may be obtained for commer- 
cial production. The Chi well known as it 
should be amongst fo 
high elevations, is of squat habit ,with a 
thus being easy to harvest and care for in 
agri-silvicultural projects. Popular varieti include : Bartlett, 
Carr, Hobson, Milford, Reliance, Stokes, V 
Zimmerman, from nsturalised American 
Hybrids of different chestnu 

rtant in forat and eommercia 
lcction of the appropria 
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tions offers valuable sco for forest farmers in harsher climates. 
Chestnuts show great capacity for v getative reproduction 
through the development of vigorous and numerous co 
sprouts. These arise from the r t collar after removal of th 
in harvesting. 

Well known for its copra, the source of coconut oil, this s 
is cultivated throughout the tropics. It is a palm tree. There are 
numerous varieties and some, such a dwarf types, yield nuts 
within four years after planting out ccated coconut averages 
three and a half r cent protein. with moderation, it is a 
useful supplementary ration ingredient for livestock. The trees 
also provide fibre, timber, thatch and material for making domes- 
tic utensils, apart from the uses of coconut in the soap-making, 
margarine and other industries. A warm and humid climate is 
essential for the growing of Cocos nuciferu. 

In north-eastern Tanzania, coconut cultivation is integrated 
with cattle rearing, with excei!ent results. 

COUNTRY ALMOND ~hWthlh CUtU~~U) 

This is a medium-sized spreading tree, indigenous to Malaya, but 
commonly found in other areas of southern Asia. The fruits con- 
tain kernels, which are edible and of good flavour The species 
bears two crops annually, followed by two periods of leaf fail. 
It will thrive from sea-level to an elevation of about 2,000 feet. 
Propagation is normally by seed. The leaves are leathery and of 
large size. Terminuliu okuri or the okari nut, is native to New 
Guinea and yields nuts measuring about three inches long by 
three quarters of an inch in diameter. The produce is important 
locally, constituting a valuable item of diet. pecies are ther 
fore the sources of useful foodstuffs. They 
taceae. T, belesica also yields edible seeds. 

I~IlhER'I'OR HAZEL!COt'JdUS 

These die tern ies in general, some quite 
large trees while others are low shrubs. Fii rts are a very im 
tnnt nut&earing group of plants of comm iai significance. 
chief ty include : 
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lNX’ANlCA& NAMII 

Corylus umeficana 

6. cokmJw 

C. cdifornitx 

C. chinends 

c. welltuw 

6. muximcr 
c. ferox 

C. sieboldiana 

C. umericuna x C. 
avelland 

C. heteaophylla 

6. columa 

NAME 

American filbert or 
hazelnut 

Californian filbert 

Chinese filbert 

European filbert, 
!hazeinut or cobnut 

Giant filbert 

Himalayan filbert 

Japanese filbert 

Mildred filbert 
hybrid 

Siberian filbert 

Turkish filbert or 

GIN AND UJES 

Eastern North America 
Edible nuts 

Eastern North America 
Edible nuts 
West coast of the United 
States. Edible nuts 

Central and west China 
Edible nuts and tim 

EUHB 
Edible nuts 
Edible nuts 
Himalaya mountains 
Edible nuts 

Japan 
Edible nuts 
United States 
Edible nuts 
Siberia, China and Japan 
Edible nuts 
Turkey, southern Russia 

Constantinople hazel 4B Himalayan mountains 
Edible nuts and timber 

Commerciul cultivation: in Asia Minor, Eu and the United 
States, the European and giant filbert species popular, many 
economic varieties being grown There are also useful varietal 
selections well known locally in Asia, Si ia and China. The 
European filberts or hazels seldom attain heights e 
twenty-five feet, but the Turkish fii t can grow to six 
the Chinese type to as much as feet tall. Euro 
prefer a cool climate, with a definite period of winte 

r, fairly rich medium soil. The main da 
caused by strong cold winds and this can 

forest farming by windbreaks of various suitable 
rt belts or blocks. The roots 

the ground. Moderate shade is desirable and fii 
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second-storey crop under an open canopy of larger economic 
trees. 

In England. the practice is to prune hazels hard in the late win- 
ter after the pollinating period is over and then again in summer 
by controlling new shoots. In the United States, less pruning is 
done, but the branches are opened up to permit sunlight to reach 
ail fruiting spurs, with strict control of suckers. Poiiinisers are 
planted at regular intervals in filbert groves, allowing one poiiin- 
iser to every five or eight fruiting specimens. 

The American and the beaked filberts or hazels have been hy 
bridised with the Europen ty to breed hardier varieties which 
thrive in northern areas. Important work in this connexion has 
been carried out at the United States Department of Agriculture 
and the New York State Experiment Station. 

Varieties: Well known English cuitivars include the Kentish Cob, 
an oblong, wide and thick nut of excellent quality; and Prolific or 
Frizzled, a very heavy cropper which ripens early, with as many 
as twelve nuts in a cluster. Ken;ish Cob does well in quite stony 
soils. American varieties such as Barcelona and Du Chilly are 
popular, Royal is a giant-fruited variety of Oregon, while excei- 
lent hardy types are available for commercial cultivation in Ger- 
many. Turkish, ltaiian and Spanish cultivars are also good 
yielders. 

Treatment: Where there is time available to exploit the food- 
bearing qualities of filbert groves, the young trees may be left to 

develop freely for the first year or so. Then the b 
be cut back to an outward bud, to form a basin&a 
about six strong shoots, which in due cou 
twelve main branches. In turn, these will produce laterals in 
number, which when shortened, will the fruit arers. Older 
trees develop under this system into a squat formation, m 
ing some twenty feet across by not more than six f 
Harvesting then becomes very simple. Long shoots are removed 
annually, to maintain a horizontal shape to the trees or bushes 
and sold for basket making. Reproduction of stock is normally 
by detachment of ground suckers, which ara: planted in the forest 
nursct=y where Gey should root satisfactorily in a season. Nut 
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aring should commence in about the third year after planting 
t of the trees. 

HICKORY OR PECAN (Cdrj'U S ies) 
Hickory or pecan trees generally prefer a sub-tropical climate, 
with drier conditions, being indigenous to the tern 
North America and China, but they can withstand winter frosts 
and often bear fruit as far north as latitude 45;” (equivalent to 
cultivation in say, Vermont, Bbrdea 
Vladivostok, or British Columbia). The tr 
parts of Australia and South Africa. 
ferent s ies and varieti for the use of hick- 
ories or pecans in forest farming is considerable. It is, however, 
necessary to select the right ty ing situations, since 
pecans respond most favourabiy ic requirements that 
may be appropr to the given s ies or strain of tr 

Hickory and an nuts are a portant commercial food 
crop, of considerable nutritional value and good flavour. Note- 
worthy species include : 

BWANICAL NAME 

Curya cordiformis 

C. texana 

C. carolinae-septem 
tdonalis 

C. cut hay ensis 

C, fernowiuna 

C. oshei 

QP-I 

POPULAR NAME 

Bitter hickorynut 

Black hickorynut or 
Buckley hickory 

Carolina 
or southc 

Cathay hickorynut 

Femow hickorynut 

ORIGIN A)(b USES 

OrQinaliy nathe to the 
Eastern United States and 

ario, fui for thn- 
only 

Originated in 
Oklahoma an 
supplies edible nuts and 
fuel 

Native of China. 

Hammock hickorynut For tim 
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llc?w4lcAL IIAblQl 

ca tomentosQ 

C. myfhticueformiz 

C. glabfu 

c. ov~;i4ii 

C. pallida 

C. Iloridanu 

c. ovutu 

C. kiniosa 

C. leiodermis 

C. tonkinensis 

C. 0guoCicQ 

nut or bullnut 

Sand hickorynut or 
paleleaf hickory 

Sctub or Florida 
hickory 

Shagbark hickorynut, 
Little scalyba 
Tuscatine 

Shelibark hickory, 
bigle3 hickory, 
bottom hickory or 
big scalybark 

Swamp hickorynut 

Tonkin hickorynut 

Water hickorynut or 

Found in eastern United 
States and Ontario. 
Source of edible nuts and 

South-western Wni 

tern United States aand 

States and 
nuts and 

South-eastern United 
States. Supplies nuts or 

r feeding and 

Native to Florida. Fuel 

Eatem United States aicij 
,south=east Canada. Editte 

Indigenous to the central 
and eastern United States. 
Supplies edible nuts an4 
timber 

Found in Louisiana arrd 
the Mi ppi area, 
Edible and fu/:Lw 

Native of southern Chin 
and north Vietnam. Sup- 

s edible nuts and tim- 



BOTANICAL NAME 

C. illinoensis 

C. oliviformis 

C. illinot!nsis x C. 
hxiniosu 
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Maryland: Duvall, S 
Central Textrv: Barton, Burkttt, Clark, n Saba lmprov uir- 
rel, Texhan and tern. 
For colder areus: Mean hybrids such as Burton, 
Henke, Jay Un McCalister is a good pollinator. 
felter is a good f shagbark hickorynut. 

New and improved varieties are ing continuously introduc 
to cultivation. 

pwcr AubfoND (Cunurium commune) 

in hot and moist tropical a 
requiring a deep, wtll-drai 
and also produce a useful cooking oil. Considerable amounts warm 
expomcl from th Philippines. Canarium commune is a 
plantation tree. It lotigs to the family Combret 

generally, but even when tannin is 

Fagaceae, and there 
widely distributed i 

nine to twelve years, but in 
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age. The pork found at Evora, in the province of Aito Alemtejo, 
is esgeciaily good, and it is ail produced by animals fed on oak 
crops. Q. suber can flourish on sandy and stony ground, which 
frequently comes Gthin the ciassific.aticn of barren or marginal 
lands. The Eng‘ai::i nak {Q. roP;ur), ti2.z ‘a ~;rkej;. oak {Q. cerris), and 
the American species (2. &XI and Q. virginiana are other valuable 
types. Considerable scope exists for the selection and plan Gng of 
material chosen from welLknown, high-yielding, quick-growing 
individual trees. After grinding, acorns make an excellent meal 
which is lRLz.3 by farmstock. ‘The drawbacks of some strains he 
in the fact that production can vary in alternate years, but this 
may eventually be overcome by careful arrangement of forest 
stands so that the blocks and belts maintain a constant yield, some 
being at maximum in one year and others in succeeding seasons. 
However, as a iong-term forage crop, oaks Rave few equals if 
properly managed, and they also give very superior timber. I[n 
addition to the species already mentioned, the black oaks, Q. trilo- 
butu and Q. rubra, as well as the post oak, Q. minor, are heavy 
yielders. 

Oaks are widely distributed in the northern hemisphere. They 
are, of course, *asli known for their excellent timbers. Acorns 
have been used for feeding purposes from ancient times in differ- 
ent parts: of the world. The genus Qwrcus may be divided botanic- 
ally into three distinctive groups, termed the CycIobalsn~s, Leuco- 
balanus and the Erythrobalanus oaks. In Cyclobalanus trees, the 
invci1~crz.i bracts of tie acorn cups are fused together in concen- 
tric rings, but in the other two types the bracts are spirally ar- 
ranged. Leucobalanus types are known generally as white oaks 
and Eryt&robalanus are the black or red oaks. Oaks with evergreen 
foliage are often called live oaks. 

Some valuable species include : 

American O&S: Q. alba, or the white oak; Q. macrocarp, the bur 
oa!;; Q. stellatti, the post oak; Q. prinus, the chestnut oak; Q. mizh- 
uuxii, swamp chestnut oak; Q. lyrata, the overcup oak; Q. rubra, 
the eastern red oak; Q. velutinu, the black oak: Q. shumardii, the 
Shumard oak; Q. coccinea, the scarlet oak; Q. phellos or willow 
oak; and Q. virphkma, the live oak. The Gambol oak (Q. gumbelii) 
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grows in the Rocky Mountains, while in Arizona the Arizona 
white oak (Q. ur;‘zonicu) may be found, Oregon white oak (Q. 
gurryunu, California white oak (Q. lobutu), California black oak 
(Q. kellog@), the inter-ior live oak (Q. wislizenii), canyon live oak 
(Q. chrysolegis), the California live oak (Q. agaiEola’a) and the Cali- 
fornia scrub oak (Q. dumosu) are other notable types. 

Mediterranean oaks: Q. suber, the cork oak; (2. ibex, the evergreen 
holly oak. 

Eurasian oaks: The brown oak or Q. robur is the English oak, but 
also grows from western Europe to the Caucasus. Q. avris is the 
Turkey oak, found in the mountains of Asia Minor and Southern 
Europe. it can also be seen growing in England and the Eastern 
United States. 

Other useful species are the Kermes oak (Q. cocciferu), indigen- 
ous to the Mediterranean basin; Q. uegilops, found in Greece and 
on the Levantine coasts; and the Aleppo oak or Q. infectoriu. 

Various other types of trees, not related to Quercus species, are 
often given the popular name of oak. These include the silky or 
satin oaks of Australia; the tulip oaks, als- of rhat continent; the 
shee, beef and flame oaks of the genus Cusuurinu, and African 
oaks. 

in Great Britain, Q. robur is called the common or pedunculate 
oak. This species has hybridized with Q. petrucu, the sessile oak, 
to produce Q. rosacea. Q, borealis is locally called the red oak. It 
has a subspecies or variety, maxima. Q. rubru can also be seen, 
as well as Q. cm-is. 

PALMYi:A PALM (BOrUSSUS fZabeIlifer) 
The soft kernels of the nuts of Borussus flabcllifer, when young, 
are much used as foodstuffs. The trees prefer a dry climate with 
warm conditions. They are dioecious, and produce the loddy of 
south India. 

PEACH-NUT (Buctris utilis) 
This is a paim tree, much cultivated in parts of central America 
and Equador for its crops of fruit. The product resembles a large 
date, and the flesh is like that of chestnuts. Peach-nuts are highly 
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nutritious, and make an excellent meal after drying. The trees are 
slender and spiny and the leaves are pinnate in form. Each one 
can yield about 150 pounds of fruits annually. The species is suited 
to low and medium elevations and needs warm conditions. 

PINE (Pinus species) 
Here we have a large number of economic trees of much value in 
forest farming, especially for their yields of foodstuffs, timber 
and other items. Pine trees of different types are widely distri- 
buted in all areas of the world. The most important nut-bearing 
species include : 

European Q& Ash: P. halepensis, the Aleppo pinenut; P. pineu, 
a Mediterranean species, popularly called the Stone or Italian 
stone and Pignolia pine. P. cembru, the Swiss stone pinenut, called 
Pignolia, which extends across Siberia. P. griffithi or blue pine, is 
similar to P. pinea, but is native to the Himalayan mountains, 
thriving At altitudes of about 7,ooo-12,ooo feet above sea level. 

Chinese: P. bungeunu, lacebark pinenut, indigenous to north-west- 
ern China. 

Japanese and Korean : P. koraiensis, the Korean pinenut. 

Nurth American: P. cembroides edulis, Colorado pinyon; P. coul- 
teri, Coulter pinenut; P. subiniunu, digger pinenut; P. jeffreyi, Jef- 
frey pinenut; P. flexilis, the limber pinenut; P. cembroides, the 
Mexican pinyon; P. cembroides parryand, Parry pinenut; P. pon- 
derosu, Ponderosa pinenut; P. cem broides monophyllu, single-leaf 
pinyon; P. Iumbertianu, the sugar pinenut; P. torreyunu, Torrey 
pinenut or soledad; P. monticola, the western white pinenut; P. 
ulbicuulis or the whitebark pinenut; P. quudrifolia or Parry pin- 
yon. 

South American : Araucuri’u aruuccma, the Araucarian pinenut, 
piiion or pinyonie, a native of Chile. 

Pine seeds or nuts are borne in the axils of the cone scales. The 
export on a commercial scale of the nuts of Italian stone pines or 
pignolia has for long been an important industry, but the nuts of 
other Pintos species are chiefly consumed in their local growing 
areas, for both human and animal feeding purposes. 
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P. sylvestris or the Scats pine, make an excellent nurse or guard 
tree crop for other species, which can grow up sheltered by the 
conical growth of the strong and hardy pine trees. The species 
withstands win? and sea gales very well. 

Planting and propagation techniques for pine trees are well 
established and leaflets or booklets on the management and care 
of these coniferous species may be obtained from many local 
forestry authorities in different countries, especially those in 
which the various types may indigenous. 

PIsrACHIo NUT (Pistucia veru) 
This is a small tree, indigenous to Asia Minor, and much cultivated 
in the Near East and Central America for its nuts. When roasted, 
these have a pleasant aromatic flavour. They can be ground into 
a fine meal. The species belongs to the Anacardiaceae. Only good 
cultivars should be planted to secure high output. 

QUEENSLAND NUT (Macudemiu ternifoliu) 
This species is native to North-East Australia, and is of moderate 
size, with dark green narrow leaves. It yields hard, round nuts 
of agreeabie flavour. Propagation is usually from seed. The nuts 
must be crushed before grinding into meal, owing to their hard 
smooth shells. Macudemdu ternifoliu belongs to the family Prc:te- 
aceae. 

SOUARI-NUT (Curyocur nuciferum) 

A species, native to the Guyanas, which bears fruits containing :~p 
to five seeds or nuts each. The trees prefer warm and moist con- 
ditions, with deep alluvial soil or loam. The nuts have excellent 
flavour and about sixty per cent fat. Curyocur tomentosum is very 
simiIar, but quicker growing, yietding crops within five years 
after planting. It is indigenous to Brazil. These species belong to 
the family Caryocaraceae. 

WALNUT (]ugJuns species) 

Practically all walnut trees furnish some foodstuff in the form of 
nuts, which are eaten by wild animals, farm livestock or man. 
Commercial cultivation of the various types constitutes an impor- 
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tant world industry and the ]ugla;rs species form a. v&able sec- 
tion of forest-farming projects wherever their planting may be 
appropriate. In addition to nuts, w:~lnut trees yield timber of 
beauty and much popularity, 

The chief species and types are : 

South American: ]r.q.Ians australis (Argentine walnut), 3. boIiviana 
(Bolivian black walnut), 1. honorei (Ecuador walnut), i. colum- 
biensis (Columbian walnut). 

Ce;ltrul American: J. insularis (Cuban walnut), 3. mollis (Guate- 
malan walnut). 

Chinese: 1. cathaycnsis (Cathay walnut), !. mandshurico (Manchu 
walnut). 

lapanese: ]a sieboldiana (Japanese or Siebold walnut). 
European (or Persian): p. regia (Circassian, Europcan, Persian, et 
al., walnut). 

North American: 3. major (Arizona black walnut), 1. nigru (Ameri- 
can walnut), 3. cinzrea x sieboldiana (Bixby walnut), .J. culifor- 
nica (California black wa!nut), I. hindsii (Hinds walnut), 3. nigrd 
x regia (Intermediate walnut), 3. culifornica x nigru (Nigornica 
walnut), 3. hindsii x nip-a (Nigrind walnut), 1. nip x sieboi- 
diuna (Nigroldiana walnut), J. regia x sieboldianu (Notha walnut), 
1. cinereu x regia (Perbut walnut), 3. californica x regia (Regi- 
fornica walnut), 1. rupestris (Texas walnut). 

Miscellaneous: The heartnut or cordate walnut (I. sieboldiuna 
cordiformis) is a native of Japan. The Butternut or the Long or 
White walnut (J. cinereu) grows in the eastern United States and 
South-east Canada. 

Various alternative local names exist for many of the above- 
mentioned species. 

CULTIVATION : The Persian or European walnut has been grown 
for many hundreds of years in various countries. It is said to have 
been planted by the Romans in Great Britain prior to the second 
century A.D. Introductions from different areas have been made 
into North America for some time. For commercial purposes, wal- 
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nut trees are headed so that the height does not normally exceed 
twent- feet. The secrets of successful management and prod~~c- 
tion are to use high-quality varieties or cultivars, graft on to stock 
of the same species, employ pollinisers, aim for regular spacing 
with about a dozen to fi-fteen trees to the acre, .and ensure con’trol 
of we&, pests and fertilisation. Heading the trees low also pro 
vides shade for the trunks and helps to bring on full bearing at an 
early date. The nuts should be harvested normally when about 
ten per cent of the huils have broken open, the rest can then be 
loosened, if desired, with ethylene gas or the water sweat process. 
Prompt hulling and drying will give better produce for sale or for 
milling into meal. 

VdUZkblP varieties of European walnuts for commercial forest 
work include : Eureka, Placentia, Mayette, Concord, Franquette 
and Payne. Much work on the development of high-class walnut 
varieties has been done by the California Walnut Growers’ As- 
sociation, the East Malling Research Station in England, the Uni- 
versity of California, the Wnited States Department of Agricul- 
ture, the California Agricultural Experiment Station and the Ore- 
gon Agricultural Experiment Station. The University of Na:rking 
also pioneered the breeding and propagation of walnuts. Varieties 
of 1. regiu highly resistant to snow and severe cold can be found 
in the mountainous areas of Asiatic Turkey. 

The American or eastern black walnut (1. zx$ra) is grown com- 
mercially in the eastern United States. The Northern Nut Growers’ 
Association has sponsored the development of new selections. 
Popular cultivars include : P ilen, Adams, Creitz, Edmunds, Edras, 
McMillen, Myers, Ohio, Sifford, Snyder, Stabler, Stambaugh, Tas- 
terite, Ten Eyck, Thomas, “iodd and Wiard. Both hand-driven and 
motorised shellers may be employed to huh the nuts. On farms, a 
standard potato peeler and a hosepipe delivering water will shell 
and clean black walnuts rapidly. They can then be ground into 
meal for stockfeed. The Arizona black walnut bears a small nut 
which is suitable only for stockfeed. The Californian black wal- 
nut is of similar value. Hinds walnuts are of good quality, equal 
to the American or eastern black type. 

heartnuts or cordate walnuis, originally of Japanese origin, are 
suited to Imoderately severe northern regions, grow rapidly and 
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deve!op 5 broad and 1 sw-spreading crown with luxuriant foliage. 
The heartlike nuts sp!it readily after harvesting. Notable varieties 
are : Bates, Lancaster, Stranger, V/alters, Wright and Fodermaier. 
Siebold walnuts are larger than heartnuts, but more difficult to 
crack. 

The ‘Iexas black walnuts are shrubby and small trees, with 
small round nuts. These are sweet, but only suitable for livestock 
feeding. South and Central American walnut species, with their 
hybrids, still await further development. The Chinese walnuts are 
well suited to cold northern climates. 

Butternuts or long white walnuts are hardier than the eastern 
biack walnut and thrive in the North-eastern United States and 
Canada. 

Because of their growth habits, walnuts can be often under- 
p!anted with ground crops of legumes and grasses without any 
difficulty or with smaller economic food and forage trees and 
shrubs. If well chosen and good species and varieties are planted 
and where necessary sheltered with lines of guard trees the plan- 
tations will thrive in quite harsh conditions. The eastern black 
walnut, for example, has done well under winter temperatures 
of as low as -5 OC, whiie certain strains of the European walnut 
and the Chinese walnuts withstand far greater co’id. 

VARIOUS NUT TREES 

The following list identifies a further number of different species 
which yield nuts or comparable products, often used locally or 
internationally for foodstuffs and various raw materials which 
may be of additional interest to forest farmers or for multiple- 
usage projects. 

I\O?ANlCAL NAME 

Pyrulariu pubera 

POPULAR NAME 

Allegany oilnut or 
elknut 

ORIGIN AND USES 

Eastern North America 

Burlium species 

Orbignya oleifcra 

Arnut or earth chest- \Vestern Europe to the 
nut Cawasus. Feeding-stuff 
Babassunut Brazil. Valuable for food 

purposes and fuel oil, 
with other uses 
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BOTANICAL HAME 

/atrophc CUrCaS 

Morfijlga oleifera 

Areco catechu 

POPULAR NAME 

Physicnut 

Bennut 

Betelnut or arecanut 

Brosimum ah&strum Breadnut 

Aleurites moluccuna Candlenut 

Gevuina avellana Chilehazelnut 

Cyperus esculen tus 

Ophaiea triandra 

Attalea cohune 

Cola acumina ta 

lubuea spectabilis 

Irvingia gubo2ensis 

Attalea funifera 

Chufanut 

j;tmaican cobnut 

Cahounnut 

Colanut 

Coquitanut 

Dikanut 

Coquilla 

ORIGIN AND USES 

Idigenous to tropical 
America. Medicinal only 

Caribbean and India. The 
oil is employed by artists 
and portrait painters 

Eastern Pacific, natural- . . ised n-r other areas. This 
is a masticator-y nut 

Tropical America. Used 
for foodstuff. May be 
boiled or roasted 

Pacific islands. Qil is 
manufactured from 
candlenuts 

South-western south 
America. Used for feed- 
ing purposes 

Southern Europe. A use- 
ful food for pigs 

Caribbean and tropical 
America. Employed as 
foodstuff 

Central America, notably 
Honduras. The nut yields 
an oil for making soaps 
and margarine 

Western African species. 
Used for beverages and 
food. It is a stimulant 

South-western south 
America. Yields an oil 
for soap making 

West Africa.Useful food- 
stuff. Also produces oil 

Piassava palm of Brazil. 
The tree yields fibre 
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B0T4Nf:lAL NAME POI-qJL.AR NAME ORIGIN AND WSES 

AesmJus hippocas- Horsechestnut Europe. Starch may be 
ianum obtained from the nuts. 

Not edible 

Sin’ zordsia chinensis Jojoba nut or goatnut China, California and 
Mexico. Foodstuff. The 
oi; from the nuts is a 
good hair-dressing. Has 
also been used as a 
substitute for whale oil 



The Choice of Trees 
iii. Fruit, Oil and Fodder 

FRUITTREES 

FOR FRUITS fi>r human ccnsumpticn, reference may be made 
to num erOus standard works on horticulture; but, in the context 
of forest farming it is important to note that many fruits can 
also be used for livestock feeding. Apple-pulp, for example, has 
been suggested as a component of cattle-feeds; on the continent 
of Europe grape and olive residues are used for this purpose, and 
both figs and dates provide valuable fodder. The forest farmer 
might consider the cultivation of such fig trees as Ficus benja- 
mina, F. caponsis, F. sycomorus and F. rhodesiaca in the appro- 
priate areas. 

BOKHARAPLUM (??LIIZUS hkhh?;tSiS) 

A member of the rose family, P. bokhariensis is generally culti- 
vated in the Punjab, Afghanistan, and the surrounding areas. The 
chief merit of the fruits is that they can be dried easily and form 
an excellent foodstuff. The tiees grow vigorously. Large amounts 
used to be exported from Kabul into India. However there is 
much variation between individual trees and selection is impor- 
tant for high and consiste- *rields. 

CANDLE TREE (Parmentiera ceriferu) 

A smali tropical American tree, which bears cylindrical, fleshy, 
candle-like, yellow fruits along the stern and branches. The crops 
appear twice yearly and in great profusion. The fruits are up to 
twenty inches in length and are eaten locally. They can be dried 
for stockfeed. P. ceriferct belongs to the family Bignoniaceae. 
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HAWTHORN (&7ttZe$.fS S@eS) 

Hawthorns are shrubs or trees of the genus Crataesus belonging 
to the rose family (Rosaceae) and widely distributed in North 
America, Europe, North Africa and Asia Minor. They are not 
known south of the Equator. The wood of hawthorns is hard, they 
respond to trimming and cutting, make good hedges and barriers 
and bear small fruits resembling miniature apples. The foliage 
serves as useful forage. in certain cases, serious efforts are being 
made to seiect improved types of notable species which yield 
larger fruits suitable for livestp,ck fodder. When dried, these can 
be milled into a nutritious r;:a! for feeding purposes. There are 
probably over one thousand Crataegus species recorded today. 

Some notable types Pnclude C. oxyacantha and C. monogyna 
which are well ‘t<r~~~:.~ in Great Britain, bearing the common 
names of may, whitethorn or hedgerow thorn. The fruits of these 
species are called haws. The Washington thorn or C. phaeno- 
pyrum produces red fruits and grows in the South-eastern United 
States. C. calpodendron or pear haw, is native to Eastern north 
America and has orange-red coloured fruits. The cockspur thorn 
or C. crus-galli, a shrubby tree, is indigenous to eastern north 
America and bears red fruits. C. lavallei is a hybrid type, while C. 
amoldiana flourishes in the north-east area of the United States, 
producing pear shaped and brick red fruits. The red haw or C. 
mollis.is a tree of the central United States, with scarlet fruits, 
each about one inch in thickness. 

C. stipulosa or manzanilla, and C. oiientafis, are natives of 
Guatemala and Mexico in Central Aqnerica, yielding valuable 
fruits, suitable, when dried or fresh, r n- animal feeding and for 
making into tarts and preserves when ripe. 

Hawthorns are quite simple to propagate vegetatively. Exten- 
sive collections of Crataegus species may be found at Arnold Ar- 
boretum of Harvard University in Massachusetts in the United 
States. 

JACK-FRUIT (Artocarpus integrifolia et al.) 
The seeds of the jack-fruit as well as the large fruits themselves, 
make excellent cattle food, and other livestock relish them. Fur- 
ther useful species include : 
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SPECIES PRODIJCT 

Artocarpus !akoocha Edible seeds 

A. nobilis Pulp for drying and making into meal, and 
edible seeds 

A. odoratissima Sweetish pulp. Seeds 

A. rigida Pull‘ ar:>d seed? 

Artocarpus species are tropicai trees, suited generally to warm and 
rnoist areas. The seeds and dried pulp can be ground into meal for 
farm animals, or the fruits may be fed in fresh condition with ad- 
vantage. There are many varieties and care should be t>,ker to 
select good quality cultivars or strains. 

hiuLBERRY (M’orus species) 
Mulberry species are distributed in northern temperate regions 
and in the subtropics or cooler mountainous tropical areas. They 
are deciduous trees or shrubs and possess’ many advantages for 
forest farming. In general, the trees are easy to propagate, grow 
rapidly, bear very early, give regular crops.. have long fruit!r,g 
seasons, and recover speedily from any frost damage. The mul- 
berries produce both fruits and forage, not to mention the vaiue 
of the wood for fencing-posts or fuel. Reasonable planting dis- 
tances for most mulberries are about twenty-five to thirty feet 
apart each way. In colder areas, such as northern Scotland, the 
trees need shelterbelts alongside plantations for the best results. 
Propagation is normally by cuttings or layers. 

Morus rubra or the North American mulberry produces dark red 
berries. The black mulberry (M. nigra), originally native to West- 
ern Asia, was cultivated by the ancient Greeks and ??omans and 
was well known in Northern Europe as early as the ninth century 
A.D. The fruit is purple-black in colour. M. ulba or the white mul- 
berry, which bears near-white fruits, is of ancient Chinese origin. 
This is the chief species utilised in silkworm culture. Formerly, 
hf. nip was employed in sericulture in Italy, but was superseded 
by the white mulberry in the fifteenth century A.D. The varieties 
or sub-species of white mulberry include multicaulk or the Philip- 
pine mulberry, and others. The Philippine type is much esteemed. 
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Indian mulberry or RI. indicu yields small red cylindrical fruits of 
pocrer il;li*our, but which are palatable ro animals and birds. 
Apart front their valuable fruits, which can be dried and ground 
into z:eals for livestock feeding, the leaves of mulberries are an 
important fodder. 

Broussonetia pupyrifera, the paper mulberry, an allied species, 
yields bark for paper and cloth making. The leaves are large and 
ovate and edible. 

PANGI (Pun~ium edule) 
A native of Malaya, this species produ yes large brownish-red 
ovoid fruits about six inches in length. The fruits can be dried for 
animal feed, while the seeds, if boiled to remove the hydrocyanic 
acid present, are edible too. They also yield a useful oil. Pangi be- 
longs to the family Bixaceac. 

PERsw;ttoN (Diospyrm species) 
Persimmons are trees of a very large climatic range. There are 
hundreds of economic varieties and cultivars available to growers. 
As a crop for use in forest farming, the persimmon has the advan- 
tages of extreme tolerance as to soil conditions, since different 
t).pes can thrive on all sorts of land ranging from sand to clay. 
The trees are not usually discouraged by poor soils. The fruiting 
season is long and prolific bearing occurs before they reach a 
height of six Ieet. In the United States, commercial production of 
persimmons is well established in California. In the Gulf states, the 
trees are common in private gardens. Many species and varieties 
are frost resistant, but do not generally withstand temperatures 
below - 18°C. 

Persimmons have great merits as a food crop. Important species 
include : 

ROTANICIL NJ4XIE POPULAR NAME ORIGIN 

Diospyrus kaki Oriental persimmon China and Japan, intro- 
duced into Europe and 
the United States 

D. virginiana Native American 
persimmon 

Atlantic coast to prairies 
of North America 
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BOT.ANlcAL NAME i’fi3iJLAH KANE ORIGIN AN0 ‘Ct.515 

D. chinensis China 

D. conazotti Mexico 

D. sonorac Mexico 

D. rosei Mexico 

D. dorm Date plum Common in Italy 

Superior varieties of persimmons, for commercial planting have 
been developed by the Bureau of Plant Industry of the United 
States Department of Agriculture over many years. 

OIL-PRODWCINC TREES 

Fixed oils often constitute worthwhile and important products, 
whether for 1ocaI and domestic use or for sale. Various trees yield 
such oils, as well as food and other products and because many of 
these species are less well known, some suggestions are given be- 
low for planting in forest farming. 

BOTANICAL NAhEE 

Amoora rohituka 

POPUL.%R NAME ORlCli” AND USES 

Hingul 

Argania sidrroxylon Argan 

A mderately sized Sri 
Lankan species, belong- 
ing to the family Meli- 
aceae. The seeds produce 
oil that can be used for 
lighting and other pur- 
poses 

This is a Moroccan tree 
and is cultivated in the 
Maghreb. The seeds yield 
an oil for cooking equiva- 
lent to olive oil and both 
the leaves and fruitsmake 
excellent stockfeed. Fam- 
ily Sapotaceae 

Azadirachta in&a Margosa or neem The lndian neem tree 
Twhich produces an aro- 
matic oil of medicinal 
value. FolLlge edible. 
Family Meliaceae 
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BOTANKU.. NAME POPULAR NAME 

Balanites manghamii Manduro 

Balanites aegyptiaca Desert dates 

Bassia buryracea 

Bassia Ia tif olia 

Bassia !ongifoliu 

Calophyllum ino- 
phyllum 

Indian butter tree 

Mowra or mahua 

Punnainut 

ORIGIN AND USES 

Native to Mozambique. 
The nuts yield a clear oil, 
which burns well. Fam- 
ily Simarubaceae 

Indigenous to the drier 
areas of West and 
Central Africa. Edible 
fruits and seeds yield 
betu or zachun oil 

Grows in Central India 
at from r.ooo to 5,000 
feet above sea level.Thick 
oil or fat which re- 
sembles butter or ghee 
is produced by the seeds. 
The flowers yield a syrup 
from which spirits or 
sugar may be prepared. 
Family Sapotaceae 

Also common in central 
India. Mowra fat is ob 
tained from the seeds, 
used for cooking, the 
manufacture of soap and 
chocolates and in mar- 
garine 

Found in Sri Lanka, India 
and Malaya. Has fleshy 
seeds, which yield arippu 
oil, used in cooking. An 
alcohol can be prepared 
from the edible flowers. 
Mowra cake and arippu 
cake, left as residues after 
the extraction of the oil 
from the fruits or seeds, 
are excellent fertilisers, 
but are not edible 

Indian species. A medium 
sized tree, which yields a 
medicinal and burning 
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BOTANICAL, NAME POPULAR NAME ORIGIN At4JJ USES 

Calophyllum tomen- Keena 
tosum 

CCliO6;cr guiancnsis Carapa 

Diospyl*os embryop Tunka 
teris 

Dipterocarpus 
glandulosus 

Doranatel 

Dumoria heckeli Bakonu t 

Garcinia echino- 
carp 

Madotel 

Gynocardia odorata Gynocardia 

Hydnocarpus an thel- Kava tel 
min ticus 

oil from the nuts. it is 
dark green and scented. 
rollected in Sri Lanka as 
forest produce 

Grows in moist and high- 
er areas of Sri Lanka, the 
West Indies and Malaya. 
Thesecds yield an orange- 
coloured oil used for 
medicinal and domestic 
purposes. Keena oil is ex- 
F orted. Another and larg- 
er species is C. walkeri 

This species bears large 
fruits from which crab oil 
is extracted. The oil is 
used in medicine and for 
other purposes. Native to 
the Cuyanas 

Indian species. Medicinal 
oil 

A tall erect tropical tree 
of Asia. Resin exudes 
from the stem which 
yields a medicinal oil 

A tropical West African 
species. Large smooth 
seeds edible and rich in 
oil. May be used also for 
making soap 

A small tree of the trop- 
ics. The seeds yield a 
medicinal oil 

Tree of the eastern Hima- 
layan foothills. Seeds 
yield gynocardia oil 

Medium-sized species of 
Indian sub-con tinen t 
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BOTANICAL NAME 

H. wightiana 

POPULAR NAME 

frvingia olivcra Dika or caycay 

Kokoona zeyianica Kokun 

Eophira aiota Kiam 

Moringa pterygo- 
__ -... 3ycrma 

Mminga or horse- 
radish tree 

Pentadesma butyr- 
acea 

Tallow or butter 
tree 

ORIGIN AND USES 

Medicinal oil. 
The above four species 
belong to the family 
Bixaceae 

A tree of Vietnam, simi- 
lar to 1. gabonensis. 
Yields nuts rich in fat 
and edible. Family Sim- 
arubaceae 

A large tree of south In- 
dia. The seeds yield an il- 
luminating oil. Family 
Celastraceae 

The scrubby oak of Sierra 
Leone. Kiam or meme 
bu:ter is produced from 
the seeds. Family Dip- 
terocarpeae 

The horseradish tree of- 
ten grown in gardens in 
India and sl;i Lanka. It 
attains a height of about 
twenty-five feet. The 
roots can be eaten as a 
substitute for horserad- 
ish, the leaves are suit- 
able as a vegetable, as 
well as for pickles and 
seasoning, and the long 
unripe pods may be 
boiled and sliced like 
green beans. The flowers 
and bark are medicinal 
and oil of Ben is obtained 
from the seeds. Propa- 
gated by seeds or by cut- 
tings. 

A large tropical West 
African species which 
bears oblong fruits up to 
six inches long and three 
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BOTANICAL NAME POPULAR NAME ORIGIN AND USES 

Quilla ja saponaria Quiilai 

and a half inches in 
width. The large fleshy 
seeds contain oil, known 
as koma or okoto oil. A 
heavy fruiter, giving 
about 150 to 200 pounds 
of seed a tree annually. 
Family Guttiferae 

A Chilean species, the 
bark of which is sapon- 
ine. Known as vegetable 
soap. Family Rosaceae 

Sapindus emargin- 
atus 
S. saponaria 

Penela soapberry Tree of Indian sub-conti- 
nent. Small tree cl Carib 
bean, notably Jamaica. 
Both trees are saponac- 
eous,thefruitswhenfresh 
or dried making useful 
soap substitutes 

Schfeichera trijuga Ceylon oak or 
kusumb 

Taraktogenos kurzii Kalaw 

Trichilia emetica Malfura 

Tree of Indian sub-conti- 
neirt. The edible seeds 
are rich in oil 

Native to Burma and 
Thailand. The seeds yield 
chaulmugra oil, used for 
treatment of leprosy. The 
tree is cultivated in 
Hawaii 

An East African decidu- 
ous species which bears 
nuts rich in oil. This is 
edible and can also be 
employed in making 
soaps and candles. The 
residue after extraction 
is not edible but can be 
used as fertiliser 

EUCALYPTS 

The Eucalyptus species constitute very valuable types for affores- 
tation in certain areas. Apart from timber and shelter, these trees 
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in a nuLmber of cases yield quantities of commercial oil, which can 
be included as a cash product in forest-farming operations, as well 
as famine fodder in some instances. 

Generally, Eucalyptus species for oil production are grown 
more closely than for timber, while it is often customary to keep 
the trees or ‘bushes’ to low heights to facilitate leaf harvests. This 
demands variation of planting and maintenance techniques, but 
the value of the ground cover afforded by the plantations is in no 
way diminished for normal conservation purposes. it often pays 
to product a oil rather than timber, so provided the markets are 
available it can be quite an attractive proposition for foresters 
and farmers. 

Eucalyptus species vary in the climatic and soil preferences to 
some extent and account has to be taken of the local habitats 
when arranging introductions. Within these guidelines it is just 
as easy to plant high oil-yielding types as to use other species and 
varieties. Farmers interested in eucalyptus oils would profit by 
visiting growing regions, both existing and projected or new ones, 
and when armed with the necessary information, will be in a posi- 
tion to assess the prospects of securing useful and marketable oils 
from new areas. Almost everyone is acquainted with the popular 
eucalyptus oils, but there are many valuable species yielding 
equally interesting oils that are not so well known, nor indeed 
properly assessed yet. These might be of importance if more atten- 
tion were paid to their characteristics and qualities. 

Itinerant harvesting and field distillation of Eucalyptus species, 
as practised in natural stands of the trees or sometimes on forested 
lands, often means that the essential oils of several species are 
mixed up together. This gives the product a degree of variation 
and accounts for the unreliability of many lots. Quality can also 
be reduced and buyers are never quite sure of what they are pur- 
chasing, despite sampling. In pure stands of cropped trees in bush 
form on well laid-out modern farm plantations consistent yields 
of standard quality may be secured regularly. It is greatly to be 
desired that every possible effort to raise the purity and quality 
of eucalyptus oils should be made. This can be done best by plan- 
tation culture, selection of the most superior strains, good weed- 
ing and trimming and satisfactory plant husbandry. The crops need 
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efficient management and skilful field care, harvesting at appro- 
priate times and elimination of haphazard practices, which lower 
oil quality. By producing only high-quality oils of recognised pur- 
ity and value, forest-farmers can contribute immensely to the im- 
provement and extension of all types of eucalyptus for the pro- 
duction of the best essential oils as profitable sections of agri- 
silvicultural enterprise in suitable areas. (For a list of eucalypts. 
see Appendix III.) 

FODDERTREES 

cow-mEE (Rrosimum galactodendron) 
This is a large tree, belonging to the family Moraceae, and native 
to tropical America. It yields copious amounts of a latex resemb 
ling cow’s milk, which is wholesome and nourishing. It can form 
a useful feed for young stock, especially calves and pigs. 

CNETIJMGNEMON 

A paedj~tr9-czjzed c ".I. " ,pecies, belonging to the family Gnetaceae. It is 
native to South-East Asia, where it is often cultivated. The seeds 
can be boiled or roasted and are commonly sold in the markets. 
The leaves and flowers are also edible. G. pernon is a useful all- 
round forage tree in tropical areas. 

JUJUBE (Zizyphus ju juba) 
This tree is suited to dry areas, and bears fruit profusely. The seeds 
are large and the pulp surrounding them becomes farinaceous on 
drying, being utilised in parts of Africa and China for making por- 
ridge and bread. There are several varieties and propagation is by 
grafting or layering. The plant also acts as a host for the scale in- 
sects producing lat. Z. jujuba yields a valuable cereal substitute 
and owing to its ability to thrive in rather arid regions is of con- 
siderable economic importance. It belongs to the family Rhamn- 
aceae. The trees are small, of spreading habit and thorny, but it 
may be possible to select and multiply thornless stocks. 

KEI APPkE(~OV)'tlhCUffrU) 

A small thorny tree, very resistant to heat and drought. The foli- 
age makes useful fodder, often constituting a helpful supplemen- 
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tary ration for livestock in bad seasons. The species is also valu- 
able ror hedges and in windbreaks. 

LIXTUCE TREE (PiSOIliCl U&Z) 

This small evergreen species is specially adapted to sea coasts. It 
can be propagated easily by cuttings. The leaves are eaten as a 
vegetab!e in southern Asia, while they also provide a good source 
of cattle forage. The colour of the foliage is pale yellow, of rather 
striking appearance. P. alba belongs to the family Myctagineae. 

M.41DENH.41R TREE (Gingko bdObU) 

This handsome species, native to China and Japan, but also natur- 
alised in other temperate countries of slightly warmer climates, 
yields edible seeds which are relished in east Asia. It is not suited 
to very hot tropical areas. G. biloba belongs to the Gingkoaceae. 
The seeds can be milled to form a useful livestock feed. The trees 
have crowded fe rn-like !eaves. They are deciduous, prefer deeper 
soils and shelter from strong winds.’ 

MAPLE (Acer species) 

The maple family contains some two hundred trees and shrubs in 
two genera : the Dipteronia. two species, of central and south 
China: and Acer or true maples. The maple species are widely dis- 
tributed in the northern hemisphere. In general, the Aceraceae 
offer useful sources of forage and all maples yield a sweet watery 
sap. Types of notable interest include : 

IVestern North Americun : Big-Ieaf maple (Acer macrophyllum) 
is a commercial species supplying an important hardwood which 
grows from Alaska to southern California on the Pacific coastline. 
The vine maple or A. circinatum is an understorey type of the 
same area. Small American mountain species include A. negundo, 
the box elder; A granc!identatum or big-tooth maple; and A. glab- 
rum or the Rocky Mountain maple. 

Eastern North American: These may.’ be divided into hard, soft 
and mountain groups. Hard maples of note are A. snccharum, 
which provides timber, forage and maple sirup; A. barbutum or 

I Oftcrl knc~nn ,115 a ‘Ii\ ing fussii’, the Zingko is a relic of an ex!y geological 
period. before the advent of flo\j,ering and fruiting species. 
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the Florida maple and A. leucoderme or the chalk maple, both 
small trees; and A. nigrum or the black maple, a supplier of tim- 
ber. A. saccharum is found from Newfoundland to North Dakota 
and down to Georgia and Texas. It can attain a height of ninety 
feet and has hard pinkish wood. The black maple is indigenous to 
the North-eastern United States and the Great Lakes area. Soft 
maples include A. rubrum, the red maple, and A. saccharinurn, 
the silver maple. The red maple possesses leaves which are silver- 
white below, is 2 rapid grower, of medium size and has flamboy- 
ant crimson autumn foliage. The silver maple grows chiefly east 
of the Great Plains. Understorey species of the northern American 
forests such as A. spicatum, the shrubby mountain maple, and ‘4. 
pensylvanicum, the striped maple, are well known. 

Europe and \Vestern Asia: A. cumpestre, the hedge maple, is indig- 
enous to Northern Europe and Western Asia. It is a small tree, up 
to twenty feet in height, and is called the common maple in Great 
Britain, where it can be seen in hedgerows. A useful forage spec- 
ies. A. pseudoplutunus is the sycamore or sycamore maple, which 
provides timber. The juice of this species is not milky. A. plutu- 
noides or the Norway maple, with its variety or subspecies 
schwedleri, has greenish red to reddish bronze leaves and a milky 
juice or sap. Both the sycamore maple and the Norway maple 
grow to between forty and sixty feet in height. 

Asiatic types: The small Chinese maple or A. truncutum; A. gin- 
&I, the dwarf maple; A. paJrnatum and varieties of the Japanese 
maples; and A. carpinifolium, or the hornbeam maple, are note- 
worthy species. 

Maple sirup is a valuable product of the sugar maple and the 
black maple, which deserves to be more widely appreciated and 
which could be introduced into more areas. The crop was known 
to the American Indians long before the arrival of the white set- 
tlers in North America. Maple sirup is the sap or sweet water 
yielded by the trees, The extraction of this juice is a commercial 
enterprise in the North-eastern United States and Eastern Canada. 
The sap contains one and a half to three per cent of solids, mostly 
sucrose. It is concentrated bv evaporation in open pans, thus im- 
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parting good colour and flavour to the product. From thirty to 
ftfty gallons of the maple juice will provide one gallon of saleable 
sirup. bfodern methods, including the pstablishment of central 
evaporation plants serving whole communities of sap tappers and 
producers, have placed the industry, which is a good example of 
a forest production system, on a sound basis in North America. 
Maple sirup is used in table sirups. in confectionery manufacture, 
in ice-cream toppings, and as a flavouring in cigarette tobacco. It 
can also be substituted for molasses in stock feeding. 

SAL (Shorea robustu) 
Indigenous to India and popularly known as the sal tree, this 
species can be called a multi-purpose type. The ground-up husk 
of the seeds makes a good animal feeding-stuff. Other products 
include oil for confectionery and fat for soap making. The leaves 
are suitable for forage. The related species of S. tuluru, called jalla 
or jalari, is a!so of importance. -. S ob!orr$fnlia is a native of Sri 
Lanka and yields a clear resin or damar, used in varnishes. These 
trees belong to the Dipterocarpeae and grow mainly in moister 
forested areas or at lower elevations. The sal tree is now being ex- 
ploited commercially in Eastern India. 

SAL~-T-B~.~H (A triplex species) 
There are several valuable fodder shrubs belonging to these spe- 
cies, including A. semibuccuta and A. nummularia. They thrive on 
sandy soils in arid districts and provide useful forage for livestock, 
especially at times of drought. The plants are palatable and free 
seeding. A. rcpens is another good species often seen on sandy 
shores. They are members of the family Chenopodiaceae. 

WEEPING WILLOW (SdiX bClby~OniCU) 

This graceful tree is frost-resistant, with drooping branches, and 
though it grows well on stream banks it can also withstand drier 
conditions in sub-tropical regions. The species originates in Asia 
Minor. It is easily propagated by cuttings. The foliage makes ex- 
cellent livestock fodder. S. subserrata is similar but smaller, and 
flourishes on stony sites along gullies and watercourses. S. persicu, 
which spreads freely from suckers, can be found in many areas 
of Persia and Iraq. All the species belong to the family Salicaceae. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

BOTANICAL NAME 

Lit&i chinensis 

Semecarpus anffcar- 
dium 

Custanosperum aus- 
trule 

AIeurites montana 

Myristicu fragrans 

Teifairia occidentaiis 

Elueis guineensis 

Garcia nutans 

Canarium ovutum 

Fusanus acuminatus 

Ravensara aromatica 

Lecythis zabucajo 

POPULAR NAME 

Ly cheenu t 

Marany or marking- 
nut 

Moreton bay 
chesrnut 

Muyuoilnut 

Nutmeg 

Oysternut or tabui 

Palmnut 

Pascualitonut 

Pilinut 

Quandongnut 

Ravensaranut or 
clove nutmeg 

Paradisenut or 
sapucaianut 

ORIGIN AND USES 

South China. Grown in 
many areas. Foodstuff. 
The raisin-like pulp sur- 
rounding the seed. is eat- 
en as a fruit, but the 
whole can be dried and 
milled into feeding-stuff. 
Much esteemed in China 

Indian species. The juice 
of the nuts is used for 
making in’k and varnish 
or caulking material. 
Edible seed which yields 
oil 

Australia.. Useful food 

South China. Oil for 
manufacturing purposes 

East Indies. Spice 

African species. Useful 
food 

West Africa. Oil 

Central and Northern 
South 14merica. Yields a 
hard and quick drying 
oil 

Tropical Pacific areas. 
Useful foodstuff. Nuts 
have excellent flavour 

Australian species. A use- 
ful foodstuff 

Malagasy. This is a spice 

Indigenous to tropical 
South America. Useful 
foodstuff 
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DOTANlCAL NAME 

Ocoteu spp. 

POPULAR NAME 

Sassafrasnut 

ORIGIN AND USES 

South America. An aro- 
matic nut. Spice 

Butyrospermum 
pnrkii 

Sheanut African species. Valuable 
for foodstuff and oil for 
soapmaking. Grows in 
west tropical parts of the 
continent. Medium sized 
tree bearing large fleshy 
nuts with high percent- 
age of stearine fat. Used 
locally in cooking, for 
chocolates and for 
candles. Popularly called 
shea butter 

Snpindus sapcnaria Soapnut 

Phytelephas macro- Ivorynut 
carps 

Sagium sebiferum Tallownut 

Caribbean area. Can be 
used for washing pur- 
PO= 
Central America. For 
making buttons 

China. Yields wax for 
soap and candles 

Aleurites for&i Tungnut Indigenous to south 
China, but grown com- 
mercially elsewhere. 
Yields tung oil for paint 
and varnish making. Not 
edible 

Trapo natans s Water chestnut South China. Used for 
food 

Eleocharis tuberosu Waternut South China. Useful 
foodstuff 

The lists in this chapter and the two previous chapters are not, 
of course, exhaustive and further valuable species may be avail- 
able in different areas, often of some local significance. 
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II 

Fields for Expansion+ 
i. Temperate Uplands 

VAST s COPE exists for the application of forest-farming tech- 
niques in the development of those extensive areas of the earth’s 
surface which are at present unexploited or grossly under- 
exploited, as far as food production is concerned, and whose 
potentialities must be fully explored if the bulk of the world’s 
rapidly growing population are to lead tolerable lives. 

Conventional farming systems do not possess the capacity to 
make the marginal and wasted lands fully productive, while it is 
clear that the comparatively small e::isting areas of fertile agri- 
cultural land are quite unable to produce, even with better strains 
of crop plants and improved cultural techniques, the huge quanti- 
ties of nutriment which will be required to feed a world popula- 
tion that is expanding at the rate of some seventy-six millions a 
year. Harvests from trees tend to be far more abundant than those 
from conventional annual crops of cereals and vegetables, and in 
every continent there can be found immense regions where the 
growing of economic tree crops could well be the only practic- 
able solution to the problems of development. Trees can thrive 
and bear on ground that is unsuitable for field grains. The path 
towards future extension work has been pointed out already by 
the trials and experiments of recent years. What is now wanted 
is much greater international effort, preferably coordinated 
through the United Nations Development Programme, particu- 
larly in the backward countries and in marginal areas. This should 
include the opening of stations for the further investigation of 
specific aspects of multiple-use forest farming, the intensive dis- 
semination of advice and information, the provision of large quan- 
tities of high-quality seeds and planting material to farmers and 
foresters, and the establishment of projects for the breeding of 
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additional improved varieties or cultivars of economic species. By 
such means the extension of forest farming would be greatly 
accelerated. 

In developing arid areas, such as deserts, eroded agricultural 
wastelands, barren uplands, regions of primeval forest, bush 
or scrub, an early necessi:y is to create shelterbelts, so as to pro- 
tect and conserve the soil and water supplies and provide favour- 
able conditions for livestock, crops and human beings. In recent 
times several very large shelterbelts have been created. Some 200 
million trees were planted in the Great Plains shelterbelt project 
conceived by Franklin D. Roosevelt and carried out between 1934 
and 1943 in North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Texas 
and Oklahoma, to save those areas from complete devastation in 
the Dust Bowl crisis. China has planted a shelterbelt 1,000 kilo- 
metres long and fifty kilometres wide to protect farmland in the 
north-east from encroachment by- the Gobi Desert. Algeria is de- 
veloping a thousand-mile shelterbelt in the east of the country to 
contain the Sahara. Already 30,000 workers have planted thirty 
million trees over an area of more than a million acres, mainly 
on the denuded flanks of hills, and the scheme envisages the plant- 
ing of between ten and twe).ve million trees a year - a truly monu- 
mental anti-desert campaign. 

While shelterbelts must of necessity comprise hardy species, 
there is no reason why, in many cases, economically valuable 
trees, including food-bearers, should not be included. Roosevelt’s 
Great Plains shelterbelt included many honey locusts, and these 
in fact showed the highest percentage of survival, while India’s 
Rajasthan shelterbelt, mentioned in chapter IV, consists largely 
of algarobas. There is no reason, in fact, why the belts of trees 
which are the principal feature of a forest farm should not be 
planted on shelterbelt lines. 

British forestry experts, especially J. M. Caborn of Edinburgh 
University, have made many valuable suggestions as to the form 
and layout of shelterbelts. A well-designed shelterbelt should be 
an interlocking complex of diverse trees and shrubs, adapted to 
the topographical, climatic and soil conditions of its site. It should 
not be too dense, the aim being to filter the wind rather than 
checking it Abruptly. Complete obstruction, forcing the wind up 
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wards, causes turbulence and eddying, which may be particularly 
damaging to corn crops. A mixture of different species makes for 
resistance to disease, frost, drought and fire and is more bene- 
ficial to the soil than monoculture. Conifers alone lead to acid 
conditions in the soil, but associated hardwoods are said to en- 
courage the formation of microfungi which help the root hairs 
of conifers to absorb soil nutrients. A diversity of species also en- 
sures that the belt is not of uniform height; an irregular profile 
and canopy break up the air-stream and reduce eddying. The best 
form for the belt is generally considered to be that of a house- 
roof, with a matrix of tall hardwoods at the centre and short, fast- 
growing, wind-firm conifers on the edges. A lower storey of 
shade-tolerant shrubs should also be included, to ensure that gaps 
do not develop in the lower layers of the belt as the trees grow. To 
ensure wind-firmness a belt should be reasonably dense; timber is 
then of better quality than that from a narrow belt. 

In planting a shelterbelt, advantage should be taken of land- 
forms, such as ridges or spurs, which already provide a measure 
of protection: the saplings should be planted in the lee of these, 
so that they will establish themselves more rapidly and vigorous- 
ly, as well as providing supplementary shelter. Hardy shrubs and 
small trees of indigenous species can be used as pioneers, to nurse 
the more slow-growing and sensitive species. Leguminous trees 
and shrubs are also commonly planted, so that their nitrogen- 
fixing nodules can enrich the soil and thus aid their neighbours. 
The development of a shelterbelt should in fact be treated as an 
ecological progression, while the completed belt, including the 
wild-life which will inevitably colonise it and much of which will 
perform biological control functions beneficial to the farm as a 
ivhole, can be regarded as a man-made ecological community. 

In siting the belt a careful study must be made of the region’s 
prevailing winds. Shelterbelts may be of many shapes; one which 
is favoured in British upland areas is a triple block of ‘Manx-leg’ 
form. which provides protection against winds blowing from any 
direction. 

In clearing virgin bush on undulating ground, P. A. Yeomans of 
Sydney, Australia, originator of the well-knoXVvn Keyline system 
of cultivation, advocates leaving shelterbelts of the indigenous 
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trees on contour lines at Eipproximatelv fifty-foot vertical inter- . 
~~1s. llnder Australian conditions, Yeomans reckons that the tree:;, 
when fully grown in the increasingly fertile soil which the Key- 
line system ensures, will provide almost complete wind protec- 
tion to the entire area, as a line drawn from the top of one belt 
\vi!l touch the ground level of the next belt higher up. The system 
could of course be modified to suit conditions in any area, by 
adapting the intervals to the estimated maximum heights of the 
trees comprising the belts. 

\Lrhen new shelter-belts are created under the Keyline system, 
they are sited along lines parallel to the contour passing through 
the knickpoint - the geologicnl term for the lowest point on a strip 
of undulating land bvhere the gradient begins to flatten out and 
groundwater tends to gather, forming a spring. The reason for the 
choice of this layout is that the Keyline system provides for chisel- 
ploughing along those lines, as it has been found that this creates 
a multitude of narrow channels in the soil, which enables soil 
water to be spread out evenly and move freely, thus counteract- 
ing both waterlogging and desiccation, as well as erosion. This is 
the secret of the ‘absorption fertility’, which is the fundamental 
Keyline aim. Yeomans has proved incontrovertibly that the free 
circulation of mineral-laden groundwater, as well as radiation 
from the sun, oxygen and soil-organisms, for which his system 
provides, can lead to a rapid build-up of fertility, without any 
application of fertilisers or manures, simply by releasing the large 
quantities of soil nutrients which are normally locked up. On one 
of his farms, a foot of dark, friable topsoil was built up after only 
three years’ Keyline treatment of land which had been so eroded, 
starved and compacted by bad husbandry that experts declared it 
incapable of restor- Iation. In his latest book, The City Forest, Yeo- 
mans recommends the growing of trees and shrubs for stock fod- 
der. 

The planting OF shelterbelts on livestock farms also aide, the 
build-up of fertiiityr, as animals tend to gather in their lees in bad 
weather, their droppings mingling with dead leaves, rich in min- 
erals drawn from tree roots deep in the subsoil; to create a natur- 
al compost, the benefits of which gradually extend to a wide area 
of the surrounding land. On a forest farm, however, it is important 

vi.-K 
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to avoid over-stocking, as large quantities of animal manure can 
lead to excessive nitrogen, which tends to cause crop-bearing trees 
to grow timber at the expense of fruit. 

Shelterbelts provide barriers against soil erosion by both wind 
and water, especially if ‘brash’ is left in windrows when bush is 
being cleared. 

No part of the world would benefit more from the integration 
of agriculture with silviculture than the neglected uplands in 
many temperate areas of Europe and North America, such as Mid- 
Wales, the Pennine moors of Northern England, the Highlands of 
Scotland, the Auvergne in France and the abandoned farmlands 
of the Appalachians. 

VVhile many farms in Norway, Finland and the Alps include a 
forest component, British hill farmers in general seem unaware 
of the value of trees, though, in the days of ‘high farming’, the 
planting of shelterbelts was a recognised feature of upland devel- 
opment. Grid-shaped shelterbelts still existing in Scotland’s south- 
ern uplands are memorials of reclamation schemes which formed 
part of the Agricultural Revolution of the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century. 

Trees, whether in the form of belts or blocks of woodland, can 
perform services of great economic value to the hill farmer. First 
and foremost, they provide protection against storm, wind and 
extremes of both heat and cold, without which neither livestock 
nor crops can really thrive. They thus lead to substantial economic 
benefits in the form of improved liveweight gains, increased milk 
and more abundant crops. In the case of sheep, shelter is especial- 
ly important at lambing time and when a cold spell follows 
shearing. On upland pastures better strains of grass and clover can 
be sown, thus enabling cattle to ‘i: kept as well as sheep, and this 
mixed stocking leads in turn to pasture improvement. Protected 
pastures provide the ‘early bite’, which farmers greatly prize, as 
it enables economies to be made in corn feeding. Arable crops are 
less likely to be ‘lodged’ by wind or storm: it has been proved that 
far higher cereal yields can be obtained from tree-surrounded 
fields than from open, wind-swept prairies. In Russia increases of 
four hundred per cent have been recorded where wind-breaks 
have been provided for cereals. 
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Blocks of forest and shelterbelts are best sited on ground that is 
unsuitable for conventional cultivation, such as steep, rocky 
slopes or dingles. It is highly desirable to plant deep gullies with 
trees, otherwise they can become death-traps for sheep in bliz- 
zards. On sheep-walks a number of small blocks of woodland is 
preferabie to long, linear belts, as these tend to interfere with the 
natural rhythms of the movement of sheep when grazing, known 
in Scotland as ‘rakes’. Frost-pockets should be avoided when plant- 
ing trees, as young saplings terd to be damaged by frost; also 
shelterbelts, copses or woods should not be sited below areas 
where it is intended to plant orchards or sow arable crops, as they 
hold up the downward flow of cold air and form frost-pockets on 
their upper sides 

Almost all trees require well drained soil. For this reason British 
foresters recommend the digging of open ditches above the site, 
though if Keyhne ploughing or other methods of cultivation 
which improve soil structure are employed, ditches should not 
in general be needed. If ditches appear to be desirable, a second 
feature of the Keyline system could be introduced : a series a 
small reservoirs linked by open channels, which could be tempor- 
arily dammed and used for sheet irrigation in the event of drought. 
The reservoirs could be used for watering livestock, for ducks, for 
fish-culture and possibly for watercress beds. One of the aims of 
the Keyline system is to absorb all the rain that falls on a farm 
and make it ‘work’ : the American Soil Conservation Service has 
demonstrated conclusively that a humus of good structure will 
absorb very large quantities of rain - even a tropical storm - 
without getting waterlogged or causing floods. Water that is ab- 
sorbed and circulates freely in the soil is a valuable insurance 
against drought, whereas piped drainage removes water from 
where it is needed : under the crops. Also, it is useless to lay pipes 
beneath land where trees are to be planted, as they will be blocked 
and shattered by the trees’ roots. 

It is sometimes possible to plant trees in peat bogs without 
draining them. In Finland, where the practical uses of peat have 
been widely studied, nine types of bog have been &ssified as suit- 
able for tree-planting, but only one, the ‘herb-rich spruce bog’, is 
considered capable of growing deciduous trees as well as conifers. 
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In Jreland bamboos have been grown on peat. The bamboo, \vhich 
has many uses, including the production of asparagus-like edible 
shoots, is extremely quick-growing and can be harvested every 
five years. One Chinese bamboo, the moso, attains its full height 
of up to ninety feet in only a month and a half after the shoots 
break out of the earth - a growth rate of two feet a day. 
For general purposes, there is a wide choice of trees for cool and 
temperate climates, such as that of the British Isles. Provided suit- 
able types are selected trees may be established in almost any area. 
The choice of species should be governed by considerations of local 
soils - whether they are extremely acid, such as peat; or alkaline, 
as for example chalk and limestone. Then, the effects of atmos- 
pheric conditions must be kept in mind. Industrial pollution or 
close proximity to the seaside will influence the choice of particu- 
lar tree species. 

Species recommended by the British Forestry Commission for 
planting include : 

ACID SOILS : 

Birch Betula pendula. silver birch: B. pubescens, brown birch, 
common on damp heaths; sub-species odoruta, found 
in the Scottish Highlands; B. ~JURU, the dwarf birch, a 
mountainous species of mid and north Scotland 

Hornbeam Curpinus betulus 
Sco Cs pine Pinus sylvestris 

R;EtJTRAL AND SLIGHTLY ACID SOILS : 

Maple 

Syrnmorc 
Horse 

Chestnut 
Birch 

Ash 
Hawthorns 

Crab 

Cherry 

Accr plutunoides, Norway maple; A. cumpestrc, com- 
mon maple 
Acer pseudoplutanus 

Aesculus hippocustunum 

Fruxinus excelsior 
Crutuegus lu~igutu, two styled hawthorn; C. mono- 
g)‘no, the common hawthorn; C. medid. a hybrid type 
A4ulus sylvestris, crab apple; A~lolus domr’stica, the cul- 
tivated apple, has also become naturalised as a wild 
species 
Prunus luurocerasus, cherry laurel; P. muhaleb; P. scro- 
Gnu, rum cherry; P. uvium, gean or wild cherry; P. 
pudus, the bird cherry 
Also \,arious flowering cherries 
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Oak 

Lime 

SE.GIDE : 

Oak 

Holly 

Pines 

Qucrcus robur, common oak; Q. petruc-a, sessile oak; 
Q. rosaceu, a hybrid type; Q. borealis, the red oak or 
Q. rubru 
7’iliu plutyphyllos, broad-leaved lime; Ti!iu vulgaris, 
common lime; T. cordata, the smal!-leaved lime, and 
hybrids of these species 

Quercus ibex, Turkey oak; Q. cerris, evergreen or holm 
oak 
Eryngium muritimum, sea holly; Eryngium cumpestre; 
Zfex oquifolium, holly 
Pinus nigru, Austrian pine: P. pinaster, clustered pine: 
P. rudiuta 
(Piceu dies, the Norwegian spruce, and Lurix deciduu, 
the European larch, belong to the Pinaceae) 

OPEN COUNTRYSIDE : 

Oak, ash, horse chestnut, lime 

DAMPER AREAS : 

Alder Alnus glutinoscr, Alnus incunu, often planted in Scot- 
land. The berry-bearing alder is called Frangulu ulnus. 
It suits peaty heaths and damp hedges 

Poplars Populus ulbu, lobed or white poplar: P. tremulu, aspen; 
P. nigru, black poplar; with sub-species P. betulifoliu 
and P. nigru x cunudensis, a hybrid, P. serotinu and P. 
i&ulicu, the Lombardy poplar 

Willows Sulk pentundra, bay willow: S. triundru, almond wil- 
low; S. frugilis, crack willow; S. ulba, white willow; 
S. purpureu, purple willow; S. viminulis, common 
osier; S. tupponum, downy willow; S. au&u, eared wil- 
low; S. cupreu, great sallow; S. cinereu, fen sallow, 
with sub-species S. oleifoliu, common sallow and S. 
utrocinerea; S. reperw, creeping willow; S. nigricuns, 
dark-leaved willow; S. phylicifoliu. tea-leaved willow; 
S. hibernicu; S. arbusculu, little tree willow; S. lunutu, 
woolly willow; S. myrsinites, myrtle-leaved willow: 
S. herbuceu, least willow; S. reticulutu, reticulate wil- 
low. The last eight species may be found on wet moun- 
tainous and rocky situations in the northern parts of 
Great Britain. 

DOMESTIC GARDENS : 

Where soils are rich, slightly acid and moist, maples, 
flowering crabs and cherries, birch. false acacia or 
Robiniu species, including R. pseudoacacia, the Ameri- 
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can black locust tree, hawthorns, mountain ash or 
rowan (Sorbus uucupuriu) are appropriate types to 
plant. 

L.I\RGER GARDENS, VILLAGES, OPEN SPACES AND NEW DEVELOPh=NTS : 
Cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus Zibuni), Mt. Atlas Cedar (C. 
atlantica); and Deodar (C. deodura). 
Beech (FU~US sylvuticu) and other species: ash, lime, 
oaks, and false acacia 

It is necessary to select sites for tree planting with care so that 
the mature trees will not interfere with drains, buildings and 
other facilities. Room for future development of the trees should 
be allowed. Do not plant trees when the land is waterlogged or 
frozen. The best times are normally during the months of Kovem- 
ber to March. In the case of less hardy species, planting in spring- 
time is best. With deciduous types, it is most advisable to plant 
specimens after the leaves have fallen and before any buds come 
out. This avoids shock to the young seedlings or trees. Evergreens 
should be set out in late September or in late April or early May 
in cool climates. This information refers generally to seedling 
trees removed from the ground in nursery beds or self-seeded. 
Container-grown specimens, raised at home or bought from nur- 
serymen and arboriculture establishments can be planted out at 
almost any period, except when it is frosty. 

After planting out, water the trees as may be necessary, until 
they are establisheci. It is vital to ensure that holes for tree plant- 
ing are large enough to take the roots well spread out. A stake 
should be put in before positioning the young tree, The soil is 
then replaced in the hole and firmed down well around the plant. 
This can be done with the feet. Tie the tree firmly but not too 
tightly, and in proper upright position, to the stake. As it grows, 
loosen the tie to allow for increase in the girth until it is strong 
enough to stand alone and unaided. Never let the tie rub against 
the tree which it can do if it is too narrow or moves in the wind, 
so causing damage to the bark. The ground around the base of the 
stem should be kept free of weeds in a small circle until the tree 
is growing well. In dry weather a mulch of grass cuttings, leaf 
mould or similar material, should be put around the tree and 
watering giver1 as reqUircd for ti,:, first f&t’ moilths dftcr plallti:lg 
or settirig wt. 
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Further interesting trees for general ornamental and cnviron- 
mental plantings include the larch (Larix decidua) suited to moist 
but well drained soils ; the Scats pine (Pinus sylvestris) and the stone 
pine (P. pinea) ; the juniper (Juniperus communis) ; yew (Taxus baccata) 
the female trees of which should be kept away from livestock and 
children, owing to their poisonous berries; spindle tree or 
Euonymus europaeus ; London plane or Platanus Y hybrida; the elm 
(Ulmus procera), though this may be affected by endemic disease 
and falling branches are often a hazard ; hazels or filberts (Corylus 
species) ; sweet or Spanish chestnut (Costanca sativaj ; and the 
strawberry tree or Arbutus unedo, found in southern England and 
South West Ireland, as well as others. 

A most valuable tree for the early stages of a shelterbelt is the 
Japanese larch, one of the fastest growing trees in existence which 
can provide early shelter for stock, while its thinnings supply 
useful timber for fences and gates. Another fast-grower, also highly 
wind-firm and resistant to pollution and a salt-laden atmosphere, 
is Leyland’s cypress. Hardier still and suitable for the highest 
elcvati:;ns and poorest acid soils are lodgepole pine and mountain 
pine, while Sitka spruce is a vigorous tree which can provide quick 
shelter in regions of high rainfall. Criticism has been aroused by 
extensive growing of exotic conifers in the British uplands, and in 
fact conifer mono-culture in regimented blocks is most undesir- 
able, both from the aesthetic standpoint and because it lclds to 
soil impoverishment. But conjfers have vital functions in areas 
where no other trees will grow and as pioneers and nurses for 
hardu oods. However the tree most tolerant of adverse conditions 
in the British uplands is not a conifer but the rowan or mountain 
ash.1 

The ro\van produces an edible berry, and no doubt a more 
prolifically fruiting species could be bred. In Britain the possible 
role of shelterbelts as a food source appears not to have been 
considcrcd, but the Russians recommend pear trees and crab- 
applf>s as suitable for she~terbclts. Gcans, or wild cherries, and 
hazels can also be planted, and ihere is no reason why black cur- 
‘Sclrhu\ cru~uprw’. Ilo\\di~ i,r I Iirc1I)1’.311 ~IIIIIII~.IIII d\l~. l)r~~\~(l~,\ uIII~!(~ Irhill\ .LIII! llic, clrlcii 1wrril.s 
3P’ 3 ~irl~~l~l~~lt Ior, ~1111~~~ \I\(* 119 11 III /~~jo~~~ur 31111 .I\ lll~,r~~cllt~lil 11, \‘l,ll( I!II\~I.~II \t~lh.~\. g i1llt.r 
\p’t II’\ .Ir(’ S. tim7kurtu or Al~rllt~t.ll~~ .I>II. Irllll\ L~III~>IIB)U~ III l~~r~~~r~o~~.~l/i~~ rc,ilic.cII(,\. S. uru 
(Wltrtl~ lh.3111) III~. Ih,rriI.\ 01 ~III( !I .in III.I(I~, llltlj I)r.irlil) 611fl b~ri~~g.~r .IIICI VIIII(‘~IIIICY t)dkc3l in 
lm~.hl. .Ilvr \\II(.II ~lr:ul II~IIIW~I ,I\ .I ri’flif 11) icbr- ~$III~I!\ .IIII! c.lt.tl-rJii 
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rants and cultivated blackberries should not be included in the 
shrub layers, prol.ided that they are well fenced against stock. 
Philip Oyler, in his Feedirlg Ourselves, advocates the terracing of 
southern slopes for the growing of fruit trees, as is done in so 
many parts of Europe and .4sia. and was commonly practised in 
England in earlier ages. The terracing of upland areas can be still 
seen from. the ‘strip lynchets’, which survive in mCmy areas. Ter- 
races not only prevent erosion, but their walls conserve and re- 
flect sunshine. 

Oyler also suggests growing fruit trees in hedges. The potential 
of the traditional English hedgerow as a source of food for both 
human beings and livestock seems to have escaped most modern 
farmers, and yet such typical hedgerow plants as the elder, the 
hazel, the wild rose, the willow, the beech, the ash, the elm, the 
alder and the oak are rich in minerals and trace elements, which 
their deep roots draw from the subsoil, and are greedily browsed 
by animals, even in the depths of winter. Those farmers who have 
in recent years bulldozed thousands of miles of hedgerows, con- 
verting large areas of countryside into featureless, erosion-prone 
prairie, will surely come to realise that they have deprived them- 
selves of a resource which could have gone a long way towards 
meeting the increased cost of imported feeding-stuffs. 

Before the introduction of multiple-use forest farming schemes 
intc upland regions of Europe and America, it would be necessary 
to carry out pioneer trials in selected areas. Plantings of economic 
species yielding forage and cereal substitutes could be made in 
already established plantations of conifers. The established spe- 
cies would provide ready-made shelter and act as guard trees for 
the exotic types. In due course, as the new trees developed, selec- 
tive thinning of the conifers would commence, with grass and 
herbage seedin,g and appropriate stocking to produce fairly rapidly 
a forest-farm structure well adapted to multiple usage in terms of 
local needs. 

In practice, any such scheme would best involve certain stages. 
First. the forested land would have to be chosen. This could con- 
tain various coniferous species, probably inc!uding some larch 
trees, pines and spruce, either in pure stands or planted as mixed 
species with other trees. An area of up to 500 acres would make a 
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reasonable trial sector. During the initial year the forest should 
be thinned to provide a range of shelterbelts or bre?ks and suitable 
pasture conditions. This would give the forest farmer open glades 
of grass and herbage, some open woodland where the thinning of 
established species, such as larch, to about 5~0 specimens or stems 
per acre, would permit moderate sward development underneath 
the trees, and further relatively lightly thinned areas of additional 
species such as pines or spruce, which because of their dense 
coverage, might be expected to give valuable timber and satisfac- 
tory shelter for livestock grazing within the plantations. In the 
second year, grasses can be sown in the heavily thinned areas of 
the project as they are formed, choosing herbage species tolerant 
of shade where necessary. During the third year, the livestock 
could be introduced. Cattle and sheep would initially graze the 
undercover and ground herbage, thus stimulating new growth. 
Such grazing would expand on a regular basis when the land 
v\*ou!d be fully developed for forest farming, covering strips left 
for open pasture between the belts or blocks of the tree planta- 
t ions. 

Hi!1 lands support pastures of such species as Molinicl caerulea 
or the purple moor grass, which is common on fens and moors, 
and flowers in July to September, and NarJus stricto or mat grass 
also widespread on heaths, which flowers in June, July and August. 
One of the problems of land under such grasses is how to in- 
crease utilisation of pastures especially for sheep feeding. At 
present, the livestock can utilise little more than thirty per cent 
of the herbage, so low is its general quality. Nevertheless, these 
grasses do conserve the uplands and prevent erosion and offer a 
minimum sustenance to animals. But if supplemented and in- 
creased by the planting of suitable tree and shrub species of eco- 
nomic type which will yield appreciable quantities of cereal- 
substitutes and forage, the picture could be changed substantially 
for the better. 

The native pasture species would continue to thrive under the 
canopies of the new trees and shrubs, and in due course it would 
become practicable to replace the indigenous grass species with 
better-quality grasses and clovers, including the deep-rooting herbs 
advocated by Elliott in the Clifton Park system which he pio- 
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ncered in the Southern Uplands of Scotland. Pasture herbs such as 
chicory, burnet, sheep’s parsley and birdsfoot trefoil are not only 
exceptionally rich in nutrients, but their roots penetrate to sub- 
soil water and minerals; so that Elliott could report that, in times 
of drought, his fields were oases of green in a brown landscape. 

Eventually the whole condition of many upland areas could be 
vastly improved by the practice of forest farming. 

Useful species for growing in multiple usage farm schemes in 
Great Britain would include : 
SPB- PRODWXS AND USE REMARKS 

Caragana arborescens Small pods or beans Very hardy shrub, thrives 
(Siberi2m peatree) in Manitoba 

Castcfneff species Nuts for meal Four economic species, 
(Sweet chestnut) including the Japanese 

and Chinese chestnuts 
which are hardier 
1 ban the European 

Suitable for secondary 
layers under fairly open 
upper canopies of taller 
species. There are eleven 
useful species, of which 
at least half a dozen will 
thrive in cold regions 

Crutaegus species Dried fruits for grind- Numerous species, many 
(Hawthorn) ing into meal, Fodder resistant to cold. 

Fagus species Nuts or ‘mast’ Both European and Ameri- 
(Beech) can species are hardy 

Gleditsia txiacanthos Pods for meal Rich in sugar. The species 
(Honey locust) is tolerant of frost 

@glans species Nuts for grinding There are some eighteen 
(Walnuts) into mcai economic species, of 

which several thrive in 
cold temperate regions 

Pinus species 
(Pinenut) 

Nuts for meal Eighteen species are 
known to produce edible 
nuts. Many are tokrant 
of severe cold 
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SPECIES 

Prunus am ygdahs 
(Almond) 

PRODUCTS AND USE 

Nuts for meal 

REMARKS 

Many varieties. 
protection from 
expsed sites bY 
wea. Rich jn calcium 

Quercus species 
K% 

Acorns for grinding Several useful sPecieso 
into meal Furnish impOrtant 

for wild-life, but kari% 
often slower and Perhaps 
irregular 

It is essential to select improved strains whit fl quickly an 
give higher yields. These are now i&y available 
from plant breeding stations in several countries. 
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Fields for Expansion 
ii. Deserts 

‘1,~s forth pricedent Irs cib,i!isations, les d&errs Its 
suivent’ -CHATE.~UBRIA~~D 

NEARLY ONE THIRD of the earth’s land surface is desert, The 
evidence of abandoned cities, choked wells and cisterns, rock 
paintings and ancient records proves that large areas were once 
fertile and populous. One of the supreme challenges of the twen- 
tieth and twenty-first centuries must be to find ways of regener- 
ating a considerable proportion of the world’s deserts so that they 
may again support human beings under decent living conditions, 
and thus ease the pressure on the cities and other densely in- 
habited regions caused by the population explosion. 

In recent decades important schemes of desert reclamation and 
research have been carried out in several countries, notably the 
North African states, Israel, the South-West United States and 
China. China reclaimed nearly two million acres of desert in 
about twenty years. These achievements demonstrate conclusive- 
ly that, by a combination of modern and traditional techniques, 
it is possible to carry farming and horticulture to desert areas on a 
large scale. 

In dealing with the crucial problem of water four main ap- 
proaches have been evolved : 

I. conveying water by canal or pipe from the nearest river, 
lake or mountain range: 
2. tapping underground sources by sinking wells or bore- 
holes: 
3. catching rain by means of bunds or cisterns: 
4. planting drought-resistant bushes or trees. 
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Generally a balanced combination of at least three of these 
methods has been employed where projects have been successful. 
Increasing emphasis is being laid on the importance of finding the 
most suitable varieties of trees and shrubs which shall perform 
the multiple functions of stabilising the soil; tapping and control- 
ling any underground water that may be available; attracting pre- 
cipitation and causing its absorption into the ground; retarding 
evaporation, and providing nurse conditions for more sensitive 
economic crops; while also supplying food, fodder, fuel, timber 
and possibly other products. Once tree belts have been established, 
including forage species, it is possible to consider the introduction 
of hardy livestock, and irrigation channels are sometimes stocked 
with fish. In order to gain the fullest benefit from all factors in 
the environment, a scientifically planned desert-reclamation pro- 
ject should involve multi-use resource development on forest- 
farming lines. 

One of the great advantages of making tree-planting the spear- 
head of desert reclamation is that trees, especially of drought- 
resistant species, are less dependent on water than annual crops; 
and this reduces the need for expensive irrigation schemes, which 
often involve the construction of large dams drowning thousands 
of acres of land and lead to alkalisation problems. Trees seek out 
their own water supplies, sending their roots sometimes hundreds 
of feet into the subsoil, and creating their own local irrigation 
systems, which benefit their shallow-rooting neighbours as well 
as themselves, and which, being underground, are not subject to 
evaporation, whereas, especially in tropical climates, at least half 
the water trapped behind a big dam may be evaporated. 

For supplying the modest moisture requirements of young trees 
before their roots tap sufficient subsoil sources, various devices 
have been employed. In Algeria a system known as potet masqu6 
h as been evolved . 

A rim of topsoil is removed round the seedling, which is then 
surrounded by dried vegetation, cut for the purpose in the spring, 
2nd stones are placed on top. Two litres only of water are applied 
when planting: the mulch of vegetation acts as a sponge for re- 
taining the moisture and the stones impede evaporation. (A some- 
what similar system known as ‘box-bunding’ has been applied to 
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Fig 16. Potet Masque system of planting 

tung oil trees in Malawi. Each tree was planted in a rectangular 
basin in which litter from the trees was accumulated and rotted 
down, forming a natural compost and absorbing rainfall and dew.) 
In undulating areas, contour ditches or slightly sloping terraces, 
known in Algeria as banquettes (see p, 50) can be constructed to 
collect and distribute to trees any rain that may fall; while the 
system could be made still more effective by the method em- 
ployed in rubber plantations of digging silt-pits close to each tree, 
to trag the fine soil carried by the water. Bunds, or small earth 
dams, are commonly constructed to trap rain falling into wadis 
or depressions, the water then being conveyed to cultivated areas 
by leats. A practice followed by Berbers on a limestone plateau in 
Tunisia was to build dry-stone dams across erosion gullies, and 
plant olive trees in the silt which piled up behind the dams. 

Important research into ‘runoff agriculture’ has been carried 
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out by Prof. Michael Evenari, of the Hebrew University, Jerusa- 
lem, in an area of minimal rainfall of the Negev, south Israel. 
Copying methods employed by the Nabateans nearly 2,000 years 
ago, Evenari has succeeded in growing thousands of nut and fruit 
trees and fodder shrubs in an area that sometimes receives no rain 
fe <Ieven months. The methods he employs includes the con- 

tion of bunds (which he calls Zimanes), of contour catch- 
<&&, and of microcatchments, which are si-nail rain-collecting 

are: . each one serving only a single tree. His system has been so 
suc,e.;sful that it is being adopted on a much larger scale under 
the auspices of a German relief organisation in Afghanistan. For 
livestock Evenari has employed the very hardy Awassi sheep 
which are capable of surviving under desert conditions. 

A problem affecting certain arid areas is that water supplies, 
both subterranean and on the surface, may be high in salinity. 
Recent work undertaken in several regions has shown that, in cer- 
tain circumstances, it is possible to employ salt waters, even with 
a T.D.S. (total dilution of solids) as much as that of sea water.’ At 
present, the employment of highly saline water for irrigation is 
confined to sandy soils, where there is good drair: age. Much re- 
search has been done into the subject at the Negev Institute for 
Arid Zone Research in Israel, where there are large supplies of 
brackish waters underground, notably in a semi-artesian aquifer 
some 500 metres below the western Negev desert. Investigators 
are exploring two solutions to the problem : the development of 
economical desalination processes and agricultural techniques per- 
mitting the use of untreated brackish water for irrigation. Three 
desalination techniques have so far been investigated : reverse 
osmosis, electrodialysis and ion exchange, anti a nlimber of pilot 
p!ants have been constructed. Much work has also been done in 
Israel into techniques for re-cycling industrial and municipal 
water. The use of brackish water for irrigation must involve 
methods that avoid the build-up of salinity in the soil, and also 
finding or breeding salt-resistant plants. 

A simple method for growing plants. including trees, in arid 

‘Su!ine irrigation for agriculture and forestry. U.N.E.S.C.O./W.A.A.S. Itallv 
Symposium, edited by H. t3oyko (W.A.A.S. series, World Academy of 3:i: and 
Science. Voi. IV.. pp. xii. 350, W. Junk, The Hague, 1968). 
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areas with salinity problems has been developed by the Central 
Soil Salinity Research Institute at Karnal, India. It involves sink- 
ing baked porous earthen pitchers, about twelve inches in dia- 
meter, in pits fihed with soil and .manure, and planting the trees 
close to the pitThers, which are filled with water by hand every 
day. Research indicates that this method, which is very suitable 
for areas whfk’: e there are no agricultural labour problems, involves 
far less water than conventional irrigation systems. The water 
issuing from the par-ox walls of the pitchers should displace salt 
in the immediate ne!:$ bourhood of each plant, therefore desalina- 
tion techniques entJi.lg the soakinc of an entire area, which is 
very wasteful of water, can be dispensed with. 

The location of underground v:l’atercourses in arid areas can 
often be discovered by -study ,j-.;t a erial photographs for the lines 
along which surviving in&genous vegetation is growing. 

For the stabilisation of dunes, so that trees and bushes can be 
succesZully established, spraying with petrol or emulsions has 
been found a satisfactory solution in north Africa. In Chinese 
deserts, shiftir.2, saxk are covered v:ith grids made by hand of 
soil, weeds, tr,?,: branches and pebbles, saplings being planted in 
the middle of ~;lch square. The l:.ees which have been found most 
suitable for stabilising dunes i7~ the Negev and North Africa have 
been the tamarisk, which car; withstand very severe droughts, and 
various species of ;Icac -s,1 3 :,d eucalyptus, which rapidly send out 
deep roots to tap t!x groundwater. It is important to remember, 
however, that the eucalyptus requires large quantities of water - 
it has been estimated that a single tree can transpire eighty gal- 
lons in n day. Eucalyptus plantations have been employed on a 
large scale in Israel for the reclamation of swamps. Therefore it 
is important to avoid using eucz!yptus in areas where groundwater 
supplies are known to be limited, otherwise the risk exists that 
they will cause wells and springs to dry up. 

Sometimes, if all grazing is prohibited in an arid area being re- 
claimed, there will be suff%zient regeneration of the natural grasses 
2nd other vegetation to stabilise the sands. The wild species can 
then be used as nurse crops for economic trees. 

In some parts of the Negev and north Africa it has been found 
possible to plant trees without any watering on earth ridges, as 
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the loose earth conserves moisture, allows the free circulation of 
oxygen and minerals, and thus encourages the trees to mesh out 
rapidly into a well developed root system. However a new system 
of watering called ‘pulsed irrigatison’, devised by Dr Benjamin Zur, 
of Technion, the Israel Institute of Technology, can give the most 
efficient results with a low expenditure of water. 

Probably the most widely used tree for the early stages of desert 
reclamation projects is the acacia, many species of which are 
highly drought-resistant. In a project sponsored by Oxfam de- 
signed to halt the advance of the Sahara in the Niger area of the 
Sahel zone, large quantities of acacia seeds have been sown, some 
encased in the droppings of goats which had browsed on acacia 
bushes. The goat, whose uncontrolled grazing has been one of the 
main causes of the spread of desert conditions, was thus being 
used to help the process of regeneration by means of its manure. 

Two other trees that will stand highly arid conditions are the 
olive and carob, though Prof. Evenari has found that, for the pur- 
poses of his desert ‘runoff’ scheme, the most efficient trees have 
been almonds and pistachios. Prof. Evenari has also successfully 
grown apples, peaches, apricots, vines and boysenberries, while 
Wendy Campbell-Purdie, in her desert reclamation scheme at Bou 
Saada in Algeria, succeeded in establishing citrus trees, figs, pome- 
granates and honey locusts. In China many orchards have been 
planted i\-- desert areas following pioneer plantings of drought- 

such as the sand sagebush and the sand willow, 
llts of trees which, in more temperate zones, in- 

irches, elms and cypresses. In the Gobi desert large 
inese dates have been established. 

Date pahms are, of course, a feature of many oases in the Sahara I 

and the Middle East. In Tunis, oases exist where dates are believed 
own continuously since Roman times. The tall 
I suited to a twtlstorey or three-storey system, as 
3s olives, apricots, figs and citrus varieties, can 

grow beneath it, with beans and other leguminous crops on the 
ground level, to inject nitrogen into the soil for the benefit of the 
entire plant community. By this type of ecological cultivation, a 
very high degree of productivity can be achieved, even in arid 
areas. Tall-growing trees with open canopies suitable for the top 

FF-L 
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storey of multi-storey systems in non-arid areas include the wal- 
nut and pecan. 

Other food-producing trees which will withstand arid concli- 
tions include the persimmon and nut-bearing pines, of which large 
numbers grow on otherwise barren hillsides in New Mexico. 

The Negev Institute for Arid Zone Research has experimented 
with hundreds of types of perennial bushes which have proved 
their value for fodder production. Many species have been im- 
ported from Australia, which, as a relatively new continent, has 
not undergone the history of overgrazing which has impoverished 
desert vegetation in Asia and Africa, and therefore offers a wide 
selection of drought-resistant fodder bushes. After experimental 
plantings in the institute’s nurseries, the most successful species, 
which included salt bushes and blue bush acacias, were planted in 
larger plots in various parts of the Negev, and, following a further 
period, during which improved species were bred, a big planta- 
tion was established in the Beersheba area, where rainfall rarely 

t inches a year. Though no irrigation was applied, 
this plantation grew into what has been described as a ‘verdant 
jungle’, which was grazed by both sheep and cattle. The animals 
throve on the drought fodder, needing no additional feeds. Desert 
soils are often very rich in minerals, so that any crops that can 
be established in them are often of outstanding quality and nutri- 
tional value. 

This has been amply demonstrated, according to St Barbe Baker, 
in the desert-colonisation schemes inaugurated in Egypt under 
Colonel Nasser. In the Tahrir province, for example, first-class 
vegetables are grown in orange groves on five-acre holdings distri- 
buted to colonists and irrigated by channels from the Nile, stocked 
with edible fish. 

Multiple land-use techniques, including widespread tree plant- 
ing on forest-farming lines, would not only alleviate the problems 
of food shortages in many stricken areas, but would also help to 
conserve natural resources and provide pleasant and stimulating 
environments, thus contributing to a reversal of the present drift 
of rural populations to the towns. 

Three-dimensional forestry is the antithesis of destructive one- 
crop farming or the planting of single-type trees, which being 
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monocultures, have to be isolated from natural factors. On the 
contrary, forest farming aims to create ecoiogicaiiy baianced corn-- 
plexes, working in harmony with Nature, but capable of profit- 
ab!e returns. For this reason, the methods are fully compatible 
with the principles and practice of conservation and the protec- 
tion of wild-life. Those who presently oppose or dislike nature 
reserves will have much of the ground cut away from under their 
feet when it becomes general knowledge that here is a way of 
integrating economic results with the preservation and indeed 
improvement of the countryside. Not only can three-dimensional 
forestry makes possible the conduct oi agri-silvicultural operations 
inside nature reserves, without damaging their essential purposes, 
but it can also open up new avenues of employment and land 
usage, offering a means of developing immense acreages of 
marginal ground, now lying neglected and providing a powerful 
counter-attraction to the menace of persistent industrialisation 
and the evils of spreading megalopoli cut off from the life of the 
soil. 

In these days of widespread pollution, bees can perform a valu- 
able service in purifying the atmosphere of regions close to indus- 
trial conurbations. Trees that are especially helpful in this respect 
are the honey locust, certain species of pine (the Black Forest in 
Germany is known for its salubrious atmosphere) and the balsam 
poplar, whose delicious scent, under favourable wind conditions, 
can be wafted over a wide area. Tree planting, especially for 
stabilisation purposes on river banks, could also do much to pre- 
vent the floods that cause devastation in many parts of the world. 

Forest-farming schemes would offer favourable conditions for 
the alternative-technology devices. which cause minirnal pollu- 
tion and depletion of non-renewable resources. For example, in 
creating a shelterbelt system, it would be possible to leave a gap 
within a belt or between two belts, lined with exceptionally wind- 
firm trees and facing in the direction of the prevailing wind. This 
would have the effect of funnelling and therefore greatly intensify- 
ing the strength of the wind; and the leeward end would be a 
suitable site for an electricity-generating or pumping windmill. 
If small dams are built in connection with irrigation schemes, 
waterwheels could be inserted, for the generation of electric 
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power or for forage-grinding mills. In Israel, desert outposts are 
provided with small one-kilowatt turbo-generators powered by 
solar energy, capable of providing light for twenty-six families 
and irrigation for eight acres of farmland. Solar heating devices 
could also be constructed for homes and greenhouses, and the 
dung of housed livestock could be converted into methane gas for 
heating and power. 

These are a few examples of the technical installations that 
could be built into a forest-farming scheme. Others are : sawmil1.s. 
papermills. canning factories, animal-feedingstuff plants, factories 
for the processing of fibres, gums, oils and other forest products, 
furniture factories, and cooperative workshops for the manufac- 
ture and maintaining of farm machinery, especially machinery of 
the intermed’ :atetechnoIogy t ypej suitable for decentralised com- 
munities in relatively undeveloped areas (see literature of Inter- 
mediate Technology Publications Ltd, 9 King Street, London 
WCzE 8HN, England). 

Forest farming itself involves a number of skilled tasks, such as 
pruning, grafting and the breeding of improved species of trees 
and livestock, while there is room for specialised research insti- 
tutes to investigate the many avenues for development which the 
3D concept opens upI especiahy the ecological relationships he- 
tween various trees and other plants. For example, it is known 
that if plum-trees are interplanted with blackcurrants, the associa- 
tion is mutuaIIy beneficial, but the scientific reason for its efficacy 
and for that of many other multiple-cropping systems found in 
traditional husbandry has never been investigated. 

By the development of forest-farming projects, both on a small 
and a large scale, incorporating ecological and conservationist 
techniques, it wouId be possible greatly to increase the productiv- 
ity of almost any area where trees will grow. Numerous oppor- 

tunities could be opened up for the self-sufficiency schemes which 
are arousing so much interest today; families could subsist, 
providing all their own essential needs of food, fuel, clothing and 
shelter -without excessive expenditure of labour, on vepJr small 
plots, from, say, two acres upwards. 

Within a forest-farming complex, new rural communities could 
be estabiished, catering for all the physical and cultural needs of 
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mankind, and involving skills of all kinds which would give their 
inhabitants status fully comparable with that of urban workers. 
This might well prove a powerful attraction to the technically 
minded young men and women of today, reversing the drift to the 
towns, solving unemployment problems and countering all the 
undesirable effects of excessive urbanisation. 

Another great attraction of such schemes would be the oppor- 
tunities of attaining far higher degrees of health than are avail- 
able to towndwellers. The products of a forest farm are capable of 
providing all the nutritional needs of both human beings and ani- 
mals, and the inhabitants of communities, subsisting on fresh, 
locally grown produce, in unpolluted surroundings, might well 
enjoy levels of positive health which are seldom known today. 
Tree-products are especially rich in the minerals and vitamins in 
which so many diets of both town-dwellers and country people 
are deficient. 

Civilisations have been born out of the immense fertility and 
wide power of satisfying human needs provided by forest condi- 
tions. Later the same civilisations have succumbed to the devasta- 
tion and erosion caused by excessive and uncontrolled tree-felling. 
without provision for natural regeneration, and the sites of many 
ancient cities are now uninhabited deserts. Out of a widespread 
movement for the establishment of forest farms in many parts of 
the world, it is possible to envisage the establishment of new 
ecologically based civilisations, more vital and rnore profoundly 
satisfying to all man’s deepest needs than any known before. 

The table over-leaf lists the average food values of a number of 
important tree products. 



COMPOSITION AND NUTRITWE VALUE OF SOME FEEDING STUFFS 
PRODUCED BY TREE CROPS 

Carbo- 
Protein hydrate Fat Calcium Iron Vitamic A Bi B2 Niacin Vitamin C 

69 (Ed (Ia b-M (w) UtJ) (mg) (mg) 0-u) 0-w) 

African locust beans (Parkia spp) 

Algaroba pods (Prosopis spp) 

Almonds (Prunus arny~dulus) 

Brazil-nuts (Bertholletia exceka) 

Breadfruit (Artocorpus i.?cisa) 

Carob beans (Cerusltonia siliquu) 

Cashew-nuts (Anoc3rdium occidentale) 

Cassava leaves 

Cassava meal and flour 
(Munihot utilissimu and M. palmata) 

Chestnuts (Castanea spp) 

Coconut meat (Cocos nuciferu) 

Cates (Phoenix buctylifera) 

Hazel-nuts or filberts (Corylus spp) 

26.0 50.0 10.0 90.0 6.3 - 0.06 0.20 

17.0 65.0 2.0 2,60x1 4.0 - - - 

18.6 19.5 54.2 234.0 4.7 - 0~24 0.92 

14.3 10.9 66.9 186.0 3.4 trace 0.96 0.12 

I.3 21.5 0.3 28.0 0.5 20 0.09 0.06 

21.0 66.0 1.5 130.0 3.8 - - - 

17.2 29.3 45.7 38-o 3.8 100 0.43 0.25 

6.8 9.6 1.1 175.0 I.7 10000 0.16 0.30 

1.5 60.5 0.6 12.0 1.0 trace - - 

6.7 78.0 4.1 53-o 3-4 - 0.32 0.38 

3.5 9-4 35.0 13.0 1.7 - 0.5 0.2 

2-5 73.0 0.6 73.0 2.7 80 0.12 0.11 

12.8 17.0 62.0 210.0 3.5 trace 0.46 0.25 

3-o trace 

- - 

3.5 - 

I.6 trace 

0.8 22.0 

- - 

1.8 - 

1.8 265.0 

1.0 - 

1.2 - 

0.5 - 

1.6 trace 

0.9 - 



Hickorynuts or pecans (Curya spp) 

Honeylocust pods (Gleditsia triacanthos) 

Jack-fruit (Arfocarpus intqrifoliu) 

Olives (C)lea europro) 

Palm kernel cake (Elneis guineenis) 

Persimmons (Diospyros spp) 

Pignolias 

Pinons (Pinus spp) 

Pistachios (Pistaciu veru) 

\Valnuts (jugluns species) 

West Indian cherry (,Clalpighiu spp) 

9.4 

16.0 

o-4 

I-5 

19.0 

0.6 

31.0 

14.0 

16.0 

16.0 

1.6 

15.0 

60.5 

21.8 

- 

73.0 

20.0 

13.0 

20.5 

I 8.0 

IS-5 

13-7 

71.0 74-o 2.5 

7.5 200 3.8 

0.2 8.0 0.2 

24.0 

6.0 

0.2 

47.5 

6o:o 

58.0 

64.0 

0. I 

58.0 2.6 

- - 

7.0 0.4 

11.0 4.5 

12.0 5.2 

100.0 3.0 

99-o 3.2 

16.0 8.0 

130 

- 

490 

200 

- 

1900 

- 

3a 

trace 

30 

30 

0.86 

0.05 

0.03 

- 

0.05 

0.62 

1.28 

0.32 

o-33 

0.02 

0.13 

- 

o-9 

- 

0.03 

0.24 

- 

0.05 

- 

0.2- 5 

0.25 

0.13 

0.04 

0.4 

1.0 

- 

trace 

- 

- 

3-o 

- 

9-o 

4-5 

1.5 

0.9 

a.5 

- 

trace 

- 

1000.0 

Note: The figures given are average ones, and variations occur according to the locality of growth and the strain or cultivar. 
Food composition per loog dry matter. 
se )urces : 
Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations (F.A.O.), Food Compnsitioll Tables for Internutionrll Use, Rome, 1949. 
F.A.O., Food Composition Tables - Minerals and Vitamins - for International Use, Rome, 1954. 
United Kingdom hfedical Research Council, Tubles of Representative Values of Foods Commonly Used in Tropical Countries, rev. 
cd.. B. S. Platt. London, 1962. 
Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama - Interdepartmental Committee on Nutrition for National Defense, Food 
Compusith Tubles for Use in htin America, ‘Washington, D.C., 1961. 



Appendix 1 

Ancillary Species for Fodder, Conservation 
and Other Purposes 

AP AKT F ROM the main task of tree-cropping programmes, which 
is to produce foodstuffs for use as cereal-substitutes and for manu- 
facturing, ancillary developments also assist in raising total out- 
put. In helping to achieve a varied and satisfactory series of har- 
vests and products, the species listed in this Appendix perform 
many useful functions in addition to that of yielding crops, in- 
cluding making available green manures, checking erosion, ensur- 
ing land conservation, bearing flowers and blossoms for honey- 
gathering bees, providing timber, fuel, firewood, charcoal, in some 
cases gum, resins, and similar items, as well as fruits, fibres and 
materials of all kinds, both for farm maintenance and use and for 
sale. In short, selections have been made, generally speaking, with 
the object of choosing species that have multiple uses. Many other 
plants do offer services in land conservation and reclamation or 
yield crops, but often their scope is limited to a single product. 
Therefore it is better to ignore such species and concentrate on 
the more versatile types. 

There are numerous browse plants and other miscellaneous 
products of vegetation’ which can provide useful sources of sup 

l Botanical names of noted species not given in the text are : 
Cabbage broccoli hybrid between Brassica oleracea, var.. and Brassica 

oleracea botrytis 
Soya beans 
Sulla clover 
Alfalfa or lucerne 
Lyon bean 
Berseem 
Prick.ly pears 
Sisal 
Rubber 

Clycine hispida 
Nedysarum coronarium (also called Spanish sanfoin) 
Medicago sativa. Numerous varieties and strains 
Mucuna deeringianum 
Trifolium alexandrinum 
Opuntia dillenii 
Agave sisakana and Agave fourcroydes 
Hevea species 
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plementary green food for eating fresh or making into hay and 
silage on forest farms. Outstanding species of this type include 
Desmodium gyrans, an erect leguminous perennial, enjoyed by 
cattle; cabbage broccoli or kale; certain varieties of soya beans; 
sulla clover which yields up to as much as fifty tools per acre and 
is widely valued; alfalfa or lucerne, where some irrigation is avail- 
able in dry regions; the lyon bean, an excellent source of fodder; 
and berseem, well known throughout the Middle East, which 
thrives on saline land. Prickly pears are good, too, but are best 
ensiled, the succulent spiny growths if present being well crushed 
and flavoured with salt or mixed with other fodder before putting 
into pits. The silage so prepared is very fattening. The spineless 
forms are superior for cultivation. The foliage and flowers of the 
common elders (Sambucus nigrcl et al.,) the berries of which are 
used ior wine-making and the leaves as substitutes for spinach, 
also form good livestock fodder. The by-products of sisal planta- 
tions, the leaves of rubber trees, gorse (Ulex spp.), tea-bush cut- 
tings, and palm fronds, to mention only a few lesser known items, 
can all, after processing, be employed for the efficient feeding of 
farm animals as supplementary rations and roughage. Species such 
as Fraxinus ornus, some Tamarix spp., certain Erythrinas and 
some types of Poly~onum also yield useful products. With the 
exercise of a little ingenuity, a number of indigenous, but current- 
ly neglected local plants may often be turned to good account 
and commercial exploitation. These can help out at different sea- 
sons with benefit. 

Various Acacia spp., including A. baileyana, A. cyanopkylla, 
A. arabica, and A. melanoxylon, are very satisfactory for poor 
soiis or sandy localities. Valuable legumes, like hairy vetch (Vicia 
villosa); clovers; and lucernes; as well as nurse plants such as oats, 
sesame, barley, rye, and Sudan grass also have useful parts to play 
for fodder production on open strips. For green manuring, Adha- 
toda vasica; AIeurites triloba; Azadirachta indica or margosa; 
Croron lacciferus; Erythrina lithosperma; Cliricidia maculata or 
madera; Grevillea robusta, the silky oak; lnga laurina or Spanish 
ash; nlyroxylon toluifera: Tecoma leuco~ylon, also called white 
cedar; and Tithonia diversifolia, the Mexican sunflower, are im- 
portant, while some of these species additionally make good wind- 
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break types, Foresters and farmers should also bear in mind the 
usefulness of various Albizzia “pp.; different hedge plants for 
barriers, boundaries, and the safeguarding of burz~7~t~ttes or 
ditches; Salix alba or the golden willow, for holding up the banks 
of gullies: Amorpha fructicosa, or bastard indigo; sisal; safflower; 
castor bean p1ant.i;; figs, poplars: many EucaI~~p~us spp.; Pani- , 
c-urn antidorale; Cenchrus ciliaris; osage oranges; Russian mul- 
berry: comfrey; and other types. These notes are not exhaustive, 
and reference should be made to detailed literature when choos- 
ing species for different soils and climates. Many new hybrids, 
strains, and cultivars have been produced, which give superior 
results, and whenever possible such planting material should be 
used in preference to unimproved lots. 

Amaranrus spp., including especially A. frumentaceus, A. 
gangeticus, A. melancholicus, A. oleraceus, A. paniculatus, and A. 
tricolor, yield both green foliage and edible seeds, which can be 
ground into meal. There is scope for the planting of catch crops, 
like cassava (Manihot utilissima) of the sweet varieties; or fruiting 
bamboos (Melocunna bambusoidesj, which bear fleshy fruits and 
have edible pericarps; and the culture of numerous kinds of vege- 
tables, small fruits, edible flowers, root crops and other products 
in forest farms, particularly before trees attain enough height to 
occupy the ground completely. In addition, several different sorts 
of cash crops which give quick returns may be employed to bring 
in temporary income. Trap bicornis, or the water chestnut, be- 
longing to the family Onagraceae, can be cultivated on dams or 
stretches of still water for its nuts, which make excellent and 
nutritious livestock feed after milling. Perusal of appropriate 
literature on economic botany will enable readers to discover 
many more suitable ancillary species of productive value, at pre- 
sent little known amongst farmers and foresters. 

The following species are also worthy of consideration, after 
trial in new localities : 

N4MII FOOD PRODL’CT 

Acal,vpho in&m Leaves for fodder 
Achvranthes aspcra Leaves for fodder 
Acrostichum aurc’um Fronds for fodder 
.4rrvo lana ta Stems and leaves for fodder 
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NAME 

AI/mania nodiflora 
Alternanthem triandra 
Argyeia populifolia 
Asparagus falcatus 
Asplenium esculcntum 
Astragalus sinicus 
Boerhaaviu diffusa 
Cassiu uuricu la ta 
Cassia occidentalis 
Cassia tomentosa 
Cassia tora 
Celosia argeneea 
Ceratopteris thafictroides 
Cicer arietinum 
CommeIina cluvutu 
Drcgia volubilis 
Hibiscus furcatus 
F!ydrocotyZc asiatica 
Impatiens flaccida 
Klugiu notoniana 
Lasiu spinosa 
Leucas zeylanica 
Lippia nudiflora 
Lupinus species 
IUa rsilea q uudrif olia 
3fonochoria hastaefolia 
Nasturtium officinale 

Nelum bium spcciosum + 
Kymphaca Lotus+ 
Oxalis corniculuta 
Phaseolus species 
Portulaca oleracea 
Portuiaca quadrifida 
Portulaca tuberosa 
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus 
Psoralca species 
So/unum indicum 
Solanum nigrum 
Solunum xanthocurpum 
Stizolobium deeringiunum 
Typhonium trilobatum 
Viciu species 
Vigna sinensis 

FOOD PRODUCT 

Leaves for fodder 
Leaves and stems for fodder 
Leases for fodder 
Shoots for feeding 
Fronds for fodder 
Legume for wet land 
Leaves for fodder 
Pods, leaves and flowers for fodder 
Pods, leaves and flowers for fodder 
Pods, leaves and flowers for fodder 
Pods, leaves and flowers for fodder 
Stems and leaves for fodder 
Fronds for fodder 
Legume (Chickpea) 
Stems and leaves for fodder 
Leaves for fodder 
Leaves for fodder 
Stalks and leaves for fodder 
Stems and leaves for fodder 
Leaves for fodder 
Leaves for fodder 
Leaves for fodder 
Leaves for fodder 
Mostly L. alba for fodder 
Stalks and leaves for fodder 
Stalks and leaves for fodder 
Stalks and leaves for fodder 
Also useful for grazing 
Edible seeds 
Edible seeds 
StaIks and leaves for fodder 
Beans of various kinds 
Edible stems and leaves; grazing 
Edible stems and leaves; grazing 
Edible stems and leaves; grazing 
Bean 
Grazing and fodder 
Frtiits and leaves for fodder 
Fruits and leaves for fodder 
Fruits and leaves for fodder 
Bean 
Leaves for fodder 
Vetch 
Cowpea 

l Grows in watrr. suitable fcr tanks or small lakes, where bvaterl‘owl arc kept 
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There is a perennial bush form of the sword bean (Canavalia ensi- 
formis) which can be grown under young trees. The plants yield 
both green forage and pods with beans. Centrosema plumieri, the 
butterfly pea, also forms a good ground cover under newly planted 
blocks or belts, or in open strips, and cattle or other livestock 
relish the cuttings of foliage. Another species is Centrosema pubes- 
tens, with similar value. Pueruria thunbergiana, a herbaceous 
creeper, is much cultivated as partial food crop in China and 
Japan, the leaves and shoots being edible, while the roots yield 
starch and the stems a satisfactory fibre. Muss species can also be 
planted, if the conditions are suitable. 

FURTHERSPECIES 

LEGUMES 
NAME REMARKS 

Amorpha ccmescens (lead plant) Drought-resistant, good in pastures 
Cujanus indicus (pigeon pea) Drought-resistant, can be sown in 

pasturage 
Co janus species Drought resistant 
Cyumopsis tetrugonoloba (cluster Fodder 
bean) 
Desmunthus virgutus Pastures, hardy, prefers moist 

conditions 
Desmodium discolor (horse marma- Excellent browse; subtropical or 
lade) 
Besmodium usperum 
Desmodium pubuluris 
Desmodium heterophyllum 

Desmodium triflorum 

Desmodium uncinutum 
Desmodium wrightii 
Dolichos biflorus 

GJycine juvanica 
Hedysurum coronurium (Spanish 
sainfoin) 
Indigophera urrectu 
lndigophera spicatu 
Lespedezu sericeu 

Lespedezu stipuluceu 

summertime in cold areas 
Excellent browse 
Excellent browse 
Herb, suited to warm and moist 
areas 
Drought-resisting, with small 
clover-like leaves 
Browse 
Browse 
Creeping habit, drought-resistant: 
fodder 
Pasture legume 
Likes deep moist soils, high-yield- 
ing herb 
Browse; hardy 
Pasture bush 
Drought-resistant, pasture plant; 
perennial species 
Drought-resistant; grows on poor 
soils; fodder: annual type 
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NAME 

Lotus corniculatus (Bird’s-foot 
trefoil) 

Lotus uliginosus 
Medicago orbiculari (button clover) 
Medicugo tribuloides (barrel clover) 

Melilotus ulliu (Bokhara clover) 
Onobrychis viciifolia (sainfoin) 

Ornithopus sutivus (serradella) 

Puchyrhizus tuberosus 
Petuloslemon candidum (prairie 
clover) 
Petulostemon purpureum 
Puerariu thunbergianu (kudzu) 

Trif olium hirt urn (rose clover) 

Trifolium subterruneum (subter- 
ranean clover) 

FORAGEANDFODDER 

NAME 

Carpobr otus edulis 

Cichorium intybus (chicory) 

Cryophytum crystallinum 
Mesem bryan themum species 
Mikania scandens (mile-a-minute) 

Portulacario afra (elephant food) 

Phoenix ductyliferu (date palm) 

REMARKS 

Adaptable, can grow under wet 
or dry conditions. Prefers cool 
areas; fodder or pastures 
Adaptable 
Annual 
Frost-resistant; grows under’dry 
conditions on alkaline soils 
Good for renovation, biennial 
Likes chalky soils, resists drought, 
dislikes waterlogging; pastures 
Annual, reseeding itself; fodder 
plant 
Vigorous grower; fodder 
Pasture legume 

Pasture legume 
Fodder; needs good soils and 
moisture 
Grows on thin dry soils; fodder; 
good coloniser 
Drought-resistant; annual but self- 
seeding; fodder, pastures, grows 
on poorer land 

REMARKS 

A creeping succulent; good on 
sand and colonising bare land: 
forage 
Drought resistant, deep-rooted 
herb; grows on poor soils; fodder, 
can be mixed with legumes and 
grasses 
Creeping succulent 
Hardy and succulent; fodder 
Hardy, but prefers moister condi- 
tions; excellent livestock forage; 
not suitable for conventional 
farms, as it can spread rapidly 
and become a weed, but sa:isfac- 
tory in agri-silviculture 
Succulent, drought-resistant; fod- 
der: tolerant of frost 
Fruits for drying: commonly fed 
to stock in desert areas 
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There is a perennial bush form of the sword bean (Canavalia ensi- 
formisj which can be grown under young trees. The plants yield 
both green forage and pods with tians. Centrosema pfumieri, ehe 
butterfly pea, also forms a good ground cover under newly planted 
blocks or belts, or in open strips, and cattle or other livestock 
relish the cuttings of foliage. Another species is Centrosemu gubes- 
tens, with similar value. Pueraria thunbergiana, a herbaceous 
creeper, is much cultivated as partial food crop in China. and 
Japan, the leaves and shoots being edible, while the roots yield 
starch and the stems a satisfactory fibre. Muss species can also be 
planted, if the conditions are suitable. 

FURTHERSPECIES 

LEGUMES . 

NAME REhtARKS 

Amorpha cclnescens (lead plant) Drought-resistant, good in pastures 
Cajunus indicus (pigeon pea) Drought-resistant, can be sown in 

pasturage 
Ca jan us species Drought resistant 
Cyamopsis tetrugonoloba (cluster Fodder 
bean) 
Desmun thus virgatus Pastures, hardy, prefers moist 

conditions 
Desmodium discolor (horse marma- Excellent browse; sub-tropical or 
1 ade) 
Desmodium asperum 
Dcsmodium pabularis 
Desmodium hererophyllum 

Dtsmodiurn triUorum 

. . Desrnodium uncinatum 
Dcsmodium wrightii 
Dolichos biflorus 

Glycine javonica 
Hedysarum coronorium (Spanish 
srlinfoin) 
lndiaophera arrecta 
lndigophera spicata 
lxspedeza serkeo 

Lcspedeza stipulacea 

summertime in cold areas 
Excellent browse 
Excellent browse 
Herb, suited to warm and moist 
areas 
Drought-resisting, with small 2 
clover-like leaves 
Browse 
Browse 
Creeping habit, drought-resistant; 
fodder 
Pasture legume 
Likes deep moist soils, high-yield- 
ing herb 
Browse; hardy 
Pasture bush 
Drought-resistant, pasture plant; 
perennial species 
Drought-resistant: grows on poor 
soils; fodder; annual type 
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NAME 

Lotus corniculutus (Bird’s-foot 
trefoil) 

Lotus uIiginosus 
Medicugo orbiculuri (button clover) 
Medicago tribuloides (barrel clover) 

Melilotus albu (Bokhara clover) 
Onobrychis viciifoliu (sainfoin) 

Ornithopus sutivus (serradella) 

Pachyrhizus tuberosus 
Petalostemon ccndidum (prairie 
clover) 
Petalostemon purpureum 
Pueruriu thunbergiuna (kudzu) 

Trifolium hirtum (rose clover) 

Trifolium subterruneum (subter- 
ranean clover) 

FORAGEANDFODDER 

NAME 

Curpobrotus edulis 

Cichorium intybus (chicory) 

Cryophytum cr)*stallinum 
Mesembryanthemum species 
Mikunia scundens (mile-a-minute) 

Portulaca& ufru (elephant food) 

Phoenix ductyliferu (date palm) 

REMARKS 

Adaptable, can grow under wet 
or dry conditions. Prefers cool 
areas; fodder or pastures 
Adaptable 
Annual 
Frost-resistant; grows under dry 
conditions on alkaline soils 
Good for renovation, biennial 
Likes chalky soils, resists drought, 
dislikes waterlogging; pastures 
Annual, reseeding itself; fodder 
plant 
Vigorous grower; fodder 
Pasture legume 

Pasture legume 
Fodder; needs good soils and 
moisture 
Grows on thin dry soils; fodder; 
good coloniser 
Drought-resistant; annual but self- 
seeding; fodder, pastures, grows 
on poorer land 

REMARKS 

A creeping succulent: good on 
sand and colonising bare land; 
forage 
Drought resistant, deep-rooted 
herb: grows on poor soils; fodder, 
can be mixed with legumes and 
grasses 
Creeping succulent 
Hardy and succulent; fodder 
Hardy, but prefers moister condi- 
tions; excellent livestock forage; 
not suitable for conventional 
farms, as it can spread rapidly 
and become a weed, but satisfac- 
tory in agri-silviculture 
Succulent, drought-resistant; fod- 
der; tolerant of frost 
Fruits for drying; commonly fed 
to stock in desert areas 



THERE ARE many types of excellent high-yielding grasses and 
herbage plants suitaYe for providing pasturage and extra fodder 
between or around trees on forest farms. Selection should follow 
normal agricultural practice except that it pays wherever possible 
to use local species of indigenous origin. In the majority of cases, 
once land has been freed from useless scrub the native grasses will 
raoidly increase their output and spread quickly. If deficient in 
nutritional value or requiring supplementation, additional exotics 
can be sown as long as they have been chosen with care to suit the 
particular climatic and soil conditions. 

Grasses normally fall into different classes: those adapted for 
fodder purposes, others ideal for grazing and some useful for con- 
servation and reclamation tasks. However, certain species com- 
bine two or more of these qualities. For feeding purposes it is 
necessary to take into account such matters as moisture availabil- 
ity, compaltibility, nitrogen level, digestibility, palatability, and re- 
lated factors. The standard of production is also vitally important. 
The merits of different species and varieties can be assessed by 
drawing up a short table like this : 

PALATABILITY 

(Species Timothy 
arranged in 
order of Tetraploid rye- 
merit) grass 

Diploid ryegrass 
Meadow fescue 
Cocksfoot 
Tall fescue 
Sainfoin 
White clover 
Red clover 
Lucerne 
(alfalfa) 

FF-N 

Characteristics 
DICEST’IBIL1l-Y 

Tetraploid rye- 
grass 
Diploid ryegrass 

Meadow fescue 
Timothy 
Cocksfoot 
Tall fescue 
White clover 
Red clover 
Sainfoin 
Lucerne 
(alfalfa) 

AGGRESSIVENESS 

Diploid ryegrass 

Tetraploid ryegrass 

Cocksfoot 
Timothy 
Meadow fescue 
‘Tall fescue 
White clover 
Red clover 
Sainfoin 
Lucerne 
(alfalfa) ’ 

. _. - 
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Such comparisons do not, of course, show whether any particular 
type will succeed in an area, since that depends upon appraisal of 
its additional characteristics and responses in the field. There are 
numerous species and cultivars or hybrids available, so the choice 
is very wide. 

GRASS SPECIES 

NAME 

Acrocerus mucrum, Nile grass 
Agropyron cristatum, Russian 
wheat 
Agropyron distichum, sea wheat 
Agropyron, quack grass 
Agropyron smithii, western wheat 
grass 
Agrostis stolonifera, red top 

Agrostis tenuis, New Zealand 
brown top 
Ammophila arenaria, marram 
grass 
Andropogon appendiculatus 
Andropogon durcatus, bluestem 
Andropogon geradi, big bluestem 

Andropogon halapense, Cuba grass 

Andropogon halli, sand bluestem 

Andropogon pertusus, Barbados 
sour grass 
Andropogon sorghum. Sudan 
grass 
Andropogon scoparius, little blue- 
stem 
An thepora pubescens 

REMARKS 

Rhizomatous and water-loving 
Creeping rhizomes, f airly drought- 
resistant 
Rhizomatous, hardy, but coarse 
Strong rhizomes, hardy 
Creeping, deep-rooted and quick- 
growing, drought-resistant 
Creeping, frost- and drought- 
resistant 
Prefers moist and cool areas 

Extensive creeper, good on sand 

Rhizomatous, likes wetter land 
Vigorous and drought-resistant 
Deeprooted, drought-resistant, 
but tolerant of some moist areas 
Creeping Idhizomes and edible 
SXdS 

Rhizomatous, drought-resistant, 
grows on poor soils 
Heavy yielder, tolerates frequent 
cutting, suited to poorer land 
Tall, heavy yielder, but not quite 
as strong as Cuba grass; annual 
Deeprooted and hardy 

Drought-resistant, grows in sand 
Anthistiria australis, kangaroo grass Subtropical 
An thistiria cym baria, karawata Subtropical, higher ground 
Aristida amabilis Drought-resistant, grows in sand 
Aristida brevifolia Very drought-resistant 
Aristida namaquensis Drought-resistant, thrives on 

sandy ground 
Aristida obtusa Very drought-resistant; palatable 
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NAME 

Aristidu sabulicola 
Aristida uniplumis 
Arundo donax, Spanish reed 
Astrelba pectinatu. Mitchell grass 
Asonopus compressus, carpet grass 
lleckeropsis unisetu, silky grass 

Zh-uchiuriu murlothii 

Bruchiuriu muticu 
Brachiuriu species, Tanner grasses 

Sromus incrmis, smooth brome 

Bromus unioloides, prairie grass 
Boutelouu grucils, blue grass 

Boutenlouu curtipendulu, side-oat 
grama 
Boutelouu eriopodu, black grama 
Boutelouu hirsutu, hairy grama 
Berchlo2 ductyloides, buffalo grass 

Cenchrus ciliuris, blue buffel 

Chloris guyunu, Rhodes g-r-ass 

Chrysopogon uciculatus, love grass 
Coix lucrymu-jobi, 

Cr).sopogon montunus 

Cynodon dactylon, Bermuda grass 

Cynodon plectostach)ws. star grass 
Dactylis glomerufu, cocksfoot 

Ducryloctenium aui;:rale, coast 
grass 

REMARKS 

Robust and drought-resistant 
Grows in warm semi-desert areas 
Rhizomatous and water-loving 
Drought-resistant: good pastures 
Stoloniferous and hardy 
Creeping rhizomes, prefers moist 
and shady places 
Stoloniferous, likes moist, but 
tolerates some dry periods 
Spreads rapidly, likes moist places 
Strong, extensive creepers, but 
needs moist sites 
Vigorous, with creeping rhizomes; 
will tolerate poorer soils; hardy 
Needs moist heavy soils 
Drought-resistant, grows on poor 
land 
Hardy for arid areas 

Hardy for arid areas 
Hardy for arid areas 
Stoloniferous, deeprooted, and 
quite drought-resistant 
Drought-resistant, grows in sandy 
and stony soils 
Stoloniferous, vigorous and 
drought-resistant, but cannot tol- 
erate poor soils indefinitely 
Prefers moister districts 
Suits warm areas with adequate 
moisture, or summer months in 
colder regions; often ranked as a 
cereal 
Strong rhizomes, drought-resist- 
ant, suited to stony ground 
Hardy, aggressive, and very adapt- 
able 
Robust and drought-resistant 
Drought-resistant to some extent: 
also tolerates poorly drained land; 
robust and leafy 
Stoloniferous, frost- and drought- 
resistant, tolerates shade 
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NAME 

Desmodium heterophyllum, maha 

Digitaria diversinervis, Richmond 
grass 
Digitaria penrzil, woolly finger- 
grass 
Digitaria scalarurn 

Digitaria ubyssinicu 
Digituriu seriutu 

Digitaria smursii 

Digitaria swuzilundensis, Swazi 
finger-grass 
Echinocloa pyrumidulis, antelope 
grass 
Ehrhurtu gigunteu, pyp grass 

Ehrhurtu villosu 
Ehrhurru culycinu 

Eleusine indicu 

Elymust rrircoides, beardless 
wild rye 
Elymusr cunudensis, wild rye- 
grass 
Elymusr ~luucus, blue wild rye 

Erugrostis ubyssinicu, Teff 
Erugrostis chloromelus 

Erugrostis curvulu 
Erugrostis tenellu 

Eriochlou michuuxii 
Euchluenu luxrlriuns, Teosinte 

Fesrucu prutensis 

Festuca urundinuceu, tall fescue 
Hemurthriu ulrissimu, swamp 
couch 

REMARKS 

Thrives up to 2,000 feet above sea 
level in tropics; perennial herb 
Stoloniferous and tolerant of 
shade 
Stoloniferobs. hardy; covers bare 
ground 
Rhizomatous, hardy, difficult to 
eradicate once established 
Khizomatous 
Very drought-resistant, suits 
sandy soils 
Drought-resistant and creeping 
habit 
Creeping habit, hardy 

Robust, suits wet areas 

Rhizomatous, tall, drought-resis- 
tant 
Grows on pure sand 
Tall and also frost- and drought- 
rrcjctant . -0 UC 
Suits low and medium tropical 
elevations; annual 
Quick-growing, likes cool areas 

Quick-growing, likes cool areas 

Quick-growing, likes cool areas 

Suits dry regions; annual 
Hardy, suits drier areas, but can 
tolerate some wet conditions 
Hardy. suits drier areas 
Thrives in low tropical areas; 
annual 
Spreads rapidly, prefers moist soils 
Suits warn-r areas, if adequate 
water available. Prolific yielder 
Resistant to some drought, as well 
as cold, tolerates wetness 
Resistant to some drought 
Rhizomatous, spreads rapidly, 
hardy and moisture-loving 
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NAhli 

Heteropogon contortus 

HiJuriu belungeri, curly mesquite 

Hilar l0 jamesii. galleta grass 
HiJurja muticu, tobosa grass 
HoJcus Janatus, Yorkshire fog 
H/k-purrheniu uuctu 
Hj*purrheniu cymburiu, boat grass 
I-JyJxrr:lenio hirtu, thatch grass 
Jmpcaruta cylindricu, cotton-wood 
grass 
Jschucmum urcuutum 

Jsclauemum bruchyutherum 

Jschwmun: ciliure, rattana 

lschuemum muticum 
Jsclluemum timorense 

]usticiu procumbens, mayani 

Leersia hexundru, rice grass 
LoJiur:: perenne, perennial rye- 
grass 
11Ic~Jini.v minutifloru, molasses grass 

REMARKS 

Quick-growing and hardy, suits 
drier conditions 
Very drought-resistant, strong 
roots 
Very drought-resistant 
\!ery drought-resistant 
Moisture-ioving; suits cold winters 
Robust and hardy; tolerates wet 
Rhizomatous and moisture-loving 
Drought-resistant, tufted 
Tough and adaptable, but prefers 
moister conditions 
Rhizomatous; aggressive and 
moisture-loving 
Rhizomatous and moisture-loving, 
prefers heavy soil 
Tropical, but fairly tolerant of 
rainfall 
Tropical 
Suits damp and shady places, 
noted for its aerial roots 
Prefers moist areas, and grows 
amongst other species; herb 
Rhizomatous and moisture-loving 
Frost-resistant with strong roots; 
good for winter use 
Subtropical; repellent to tsetse 

Miscunrhidium sorghum, tambootie Robust and moisture loving: 
Punicum coloruruti 

Punicum burmunni. Pagister grass 

Punicum curvutum 
Punicum crusgulli (var.), cockspur 
grass 
Punicum composilus 
Punicrrm muticum, Mauritius grass 
Punicum Junipes 

Punicum muximum, Guinea grass 

Punicum prostratum 

Stoloniferous and drought resis- 
t3nt 
Grows mainly on wet land, pro- 
lific 
Suits warm moist areas 
Both temperate and tropical varie- 
ties; good fodder 
Suits shady places in warm tropics 
Spreads rapidly in moist ground 
Grows in dry places with under- 
ground water; hardy 
Hardy and heavy yielding, needs 
adequate water and manuring in 
warm areas 
Suits drier districts 
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NAME 

Panicum repens, couch grass 

Panicum spectabile, African won- 
der grass 
Panicum virgatum, switch grass 
Panicum obtusum, vine mesquite 
Paspalum dilatu~um, Golden 
Crown 

Pas@um conjugatum 

Pasplum distichum 

Paspalum Jongiflorum 

Paspalum not&urn 

Paspalum obtusifolium 

Pusplum scrobiculatum, amu; 
koda millet 

Pusplum sunguinule, guruwal 

Paspalum urvillei, vasey grass 
Puspulum vaginaturn 
Pusplum virgutum, upright pas- 
palum 

Pennisetum cencrhoides, congayam 
grass 
Pennisetum clundestinum, kikuyu 
grass 

Pennisetum huareri, swamp Napier 
grass 
Pennisetum purpureum, elephant 
grass 
Pennisetum typhoideum, Napier 
grass 
Poa nevudensis 
Pea secundu 

REMARKS 

Tolerant of conditions, will with- 
stand both wet and drought to a 
large extent; difficult to eradicate 
Prefers moist localities; spreads 
rapidly once established 
Extensive roots, drought-resistant 
Extensive roots, drought-resistant 
A low spreading species, drought- 
and frost-resistant; likes moist 
conditions 
Suited to moist shady places in 
warm areas 
Vigorous, likes moisture, but can 
resist some drought 
Resists drought well; a good colon- 
iser 
Rhizomatous, short and aggres- 
sive 
Suits moist shade under trees in 
warmer regions 
Resists drought well, and will 
thrive up to 6,000 feet above sea 
level in the tropics 
Often considered as a cereal; 
suited to warmer regions 
Frost-resistant, likes moisture 
Prefers saline soils and sand 
Suited to medium and high eleva- 
tions in the tropics, or for sub- 
tropical areas 
Thrives in dry districts 

Rhizomatous, vigorous, prefers 
reasonably moist conditions, but 
can withstand some drought 
Grows in water along stream 
banks or gullies; good fodder 
Drought-resisting, but iikes some 
moisture, or more fertile soils 
Withstands drought well; tall 
species 
Extremely drought-resistant 
Extremely drought-resistant 
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NAME 

Phalaris urundinucea. reed canary 
grass 
Phufuris tuberosu, Canary grass 

Phaluris stenopteru 
Phrugmites communis, common 
reed 

Phrugmites muuritiunus 

Pou compressa, Canada bluegrass 

Poa prutensis, Kentucky bluegrass 

Puccinellia maritimu, sea poa 

Ruellia ringens, nilpuruk 

Schmidtiu bulbosu, sand quick- 
grass 
Seturiu macro stachyu, Plains 
bristle grass 
Secariu sphacelatu, kazungula 
Sorghum ulumum, Co!umbus grass 
Sorghum sacchurutum, sweet sor- 
ghum 

Spartina pectinutu, sloughgrass 

Spartina townsendii 
Spinifex syuurrosus, water pink 
Sporobolus diander 
Sporoboius fimbriatus 

Sporobolus smutsii 

Sporobolus tenellus 

Sporobo;us virginicus, beach drop- 
seed grass 

REMARKS 

Frost-resistant; for winter grazing 

Frost- and drought-resisting, 
grows on poor soils 
Suits cold conditions 
Aquatic and very tolerant; can 
resist drought and frost; grows in 
sand 
Tropical, suited to sandy places of 
varied kinds near water 
Tolerates poor soils, and can re- 
sist some heat and drought 
Needs fertile land and moisture; 
unsuited to hot places; frost- 
resistant 
Drought- and frost-resistant, will 
stand saline and sandy conditions 
Herb, often found amongst pas- 
tures in low elevations in the 
tropics 
Stoloniferous, rapid spreader, 
frost- and drought-resistant 
Very adaptable and drought- 
resisting 
Robust and drought-resistant 
Drought-resistant and tall-growing 
Cultivated for fodder, yielding 
first cutting at two and a half 
months after sowing 
Grows in waterlogged land, espe- 
cially tidal and muddy salt 
marshes 
Tough, suited to marshy ground 
Hardy, grows in sand 
Common in the hot tropics 
Drought-resistant, thrives in poor 
soils 
Stoloniferous, hardy, suited to 
sandy ground 
Rhizomatous, likes moist sandy 
soils 
Drought-resistant, but stands wet 
conditions, tolerant of saline areas 
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NAME 

Stenotuphrum compkrnutum 

Stenotuphrum umericunu, pimento 
IF= 
Stenotaphrum secundatum, seaside 
quick-grass 
Stipa comutu, needle grass 
Stipa spurtea 
Stipa namaquensis 

Themedu uustrulis, kangaroo grass 
Themedu triandru, blue grass 

Tricholaenu rosea, red-top grass 
Urochlou stoloniferu 
Zoisiu mucrun thu 

REMARKS 

Thrives under partial shade and 
has creeping habit; subtropical 
Subtropical, prefers shade 

Prefers sandy soil, hardy, good 
winter grazing 
Hardy, withstands frost and snow 

Very drought-resistant, grows on 
dry sandy soils 
Hardy, covers ground rapidly 
Tolerates a wide range of condi- 
tions; use with care since is often 
pyrophorous 
Subtropical; seeds freely 
Grows in sandy soils near water 
Stoloniferous, drought-resistant 
and succeeds on sand 

Most of the species mentioned above are perennial in habit un- 
less otherwise stated. Before finally deciding upon any particular 
types, advice should be sought from local agricultural advisory 
services regarding their suitability for the area in question, especi- 
ally as far as factors like heat, rainfall and soils are concerned. 
The list is not exhaustive. 

Note: Readers may refer to the books listed in the Bibliography for 
more detailed examination of different species and varieties 
because it is not possible, owing to limitations of ~-pace, to give 
fuller descriptions in this work. Plans for furtiler studies should 
normally concentrate on the particular trees, shrubs and ground 
cover plants that are nlosl suited to the area or localiry in which 
operations are being conducted. 111 that way, special knowledge of 
management, cultural practices and ge~~eral crop care, applicable 
to individual circumstances and conditions, for the selected types, 
will be built up. 



THE FOLLOWING list contains the names of some little known 
oil-producing species of eucalypts, as well as those of the popular 
and extensively used types. 

E. bailcyana. Bailey’s Stringybark. A very good al!-round tree for 
subtropical cult. :P. Prefers poor sandy soils containing ironstone 
gravel. Yields 0.84 per cent oil. 

E. tesseflaris. Carbeen. Suitable for tropical forestry. Kino contains 
53.2 per cent tannin, arabin and metarabin 5.5 per cent. Oil yield 0.16 
per cent. 

E. caloph~lla. hlarri or red gum. Prefers laterite gravelly soil. Oil 
yield about 0.25 per cent. 

E. tmchyphloio. White bloodwood. Likes sandy soils with light clay 
subsoils, in dry hot districts. Yields 0.20 per cent oil. 

E. gumnlifew. Bloodwood. A hardy and widely distributed coastal 
species, tolerates sandy soils or deep loamy sand. Oil yield about 0.07 
per cent. 

E. inrernwdio. Pink bloodwool. Tolerates considerable rainfall. 
Yields 0.14 per cent oil. 

E. eximia. Yellow bloodwood. Grows on poor coastal sandstone 
and in rocky soils. Oil yield 0.46 per cent. 

E. citriodoru. Lemon-scented spotted gum. Fairly tolerant of condi- 
tions. Average oil yield 0.90 per cent but may give as much as I .5 per 
cent from fresh leaves and 3 to 4 per cent from dry ones. Citronella 
content of the oil is 70 to 85 per cent. 

E. mcculata. Spotted gum. A fine coast range species, quite tolerant 
of soils. Yields 0.23 per cent of oil. 

E. diversicolor. Karri. Prefers deep loamy soils. Rapid grower. Yields 
up to I.2 per cent of oil. 

E. gmncfis. Toolur. Suitable for coastal forestry. Oil yield is 0.27 
per cent; 

E. salignn, Sydney blue gum. Prefers heavier soils with good drain- 
age. Oil yield about o. I 3 per cent. 

E. deanei. Deane’s gum. Likes sandstone and granite slopes. The oil 
yield is generally 0.60 per cent. 
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E. botryoides. Bangalay. Thrives on subsaline areas and moist allu- 
vial soils. Yields 0.12 per cent of oil. E. Botryoides, var. Lyneii, very 
similar. 

E. robusta. Swamp mahogany. Likes saline areas near the coast. 
Yields 0.17 per cent oil. 

E. resinfera. Red mahogany. Excellent for light sandy soils in shel- 
tered positions with moderate rainfall. Oil yield is about 0.45 per cent. 

E. kirtoniana. Bastard mahogany. Useful tree for mud flats, in moist 
saline places. Yields 0.26 per cent of oil. 

E. pellita. Large-fruited red mahogany. Thrives in light welldrained 
sandy soils. Yields 0.38 per cent oil. 

E. pun-da. Mallee grey gum. Suits clay soils. Yields 1.65 per cent 
of oil. 

E. propinqua. Small-fruited grey gum. Occurs both on slightly clayey 
and sandy loam soils. Good for subtropical forestry. Oil yield is about 
0.25 per cent. 

E. punc~ta. Grey gum. Suits poor rocky sandy soils and tolerates 
exposed positions. Oil yield is 0.82 per cent average. 

E. fongifolia. Woollybutt. Suits deep alluvial land, Oil yield is about 
0.55 per cent. 

E. cosmophylla. Cup gum. Suits drier conditions. Oil yield is 0.63 
per cent. 

E. cornuta. Yate. Common on gravelly loam soils. The oil yield 
averages 1.25 per cent. 

E. lehmanni. Bushy yate. Very adaptable species. The oil, yield is 
0.86 per cent. 

E. gomphocephala. Tuart. Likes sandy loam overlying limestone. 
Oil yield 0.04 per cent. 

E. platypus. Round-leaved moort. Favours low hills and sandy loam 
flats with adequate moisture in soil. Useful for tanning. Oil yield is 
about 3.83 per cent. 

E. occidentalis. Swamp or flat-topped yate. Prefers clayey loam soils. 
Oil yield is 0.96 per cent. 

E. wandoo. Wandoo. (E. redunca, var. elata.) Likes granite with clay 
subsoil. Oil yield is 1.25 per cent, and the bark provides tannin. 

E. dumosa. Congo mallee. Suits dry, barren and sandy wastes. Yields 
at least 1.00 per cent of oil. 

E. ongulosa. Ridge-fruited mallee. Likes dry conditions. Oil yield is 
about 0.90 per cent. 

E. exserta. Bendo. Prefers sandy and basaltic soils. Oil yield is 0.83 
per cent. 

E. morrisii. Grey mallee. Likes semi-arid places. Yields 1.60 per cent 
of oil. 

E. umbellata. Forest red gum. Useful for subtropical and tropical 
work. Oil yield is 0.6 per cent. 
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E. umplifoliu. Cumbora or cabbage gum. Suits shallow alluvial soils 
with heavy clay subsoil. Oil yield is about 0.10 per cent. 

E. deulbatu. Tumble down gum. Grows best on well drained slopes. 
Yields 0.86 per cent of oil. 

E. purrumuttensis. Calgaroo. Likes sandy soil with clay subsoil or 
poor alluvial land. Yields 0.57 per cent oil. 

E. seeunu. Narrow-leaved cabbage gum. Prefers well drained acidic 
sandstone and poor granite soils. Yields 0.80 per cent of oil. 

E. buncrofti. Orange gum. Common on sandy soils and granite, 
often at higher elevations. Yields 0.55 per cent oil. 

E. rudis. Moitch. Likes warm and moist situations. Yields about 
1.20 per cent oil. 

E. ovuru. Swamp gum. Likes sandy flats with clay subsoils and 
swampy land. Tolerates moderately cool areas. Yields 0.25 per cent 
of oil. 

E. cumphoru. Broad-leaved sally. Likes very cold and damp situa- 
tions. Yields 1.35 per cent oil. 

E. ugpeguta. Black gum. Useful on fresh-water marshy flats, at high 
elevations. Yields 0.05 per cent of oil. 

E. ucuciaeformis. Wattle-leaved peppermint. Suits clay soils. Oil 
yield is 0.20 per cent average. 

E. purvifoliu. Small-leaved gum. Tolerates poorer soils. Oil yield is 
about 0.75 per cent. 

E. muculosa. Red spotted gum. Likes acidic sandstone and granite 
soils. Oil yield is 1.15 per cent. 

E. an~ophoroides. Apple-topped gum. Likes granite and sedimentary 
deposits. Oil yield is 0.20 per cent. 

E. stuurtiana. But but. Likes alluvial flat lands. Oil yield is about 
0.70 per cent. 

E. elueophoru. Bundy. Suits poor slaty and granite soils. Yields 0.75 
per cent of oil. 

E. rubida. Candle-bark tree. Prefers alluvial flats and granite soils, 
at higher elevations. Oil yield is 0.07 per cent. 

E. dulrympleuna. Broad-leaved kindlingbark. Suits higher lands on 
basaltic and granite soils. Yields about 0.50 per cent oil. 

E. irbyi. h-by’s gum. Subtropical. Yields 0.15 per cent of oil. 
E. gunnii. Cider gum. Suits subalpine conditions. Yields 0.70 per cent 

of oil. 
E. urnigeru. Urn-fruited gum. Likes cooler climates. Oil yield aver- 

ages i. I 5 per cent. 
E. perriniunu. Round-leaved snow gum. Suits high elevations. Yields 

I.10 per cent of oil. 
E. cordutu. Heart-leaved silver gum. Likes low elevations in cool 

climates. Yields 2.35 per cent of oil. 
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E. pulverulenta. Silver-leaved mountain gum. Grows on slate and 
mica formations. The oil yield is about 2.25 per cent. 

E. mepcurpu. Bullich. Prefers swampy land and moist sandy loam 
soils, near coastal areas. Yields about 0.50 per cent of oil. 

E. bicosrata. Eurabbie. Likes moderately heavy soils and higher 
mountainous regions. Yields 0.95 per cent of oil. 

E. maideni. Maiden’s gum. Suits medium elevations, good for affores- 
tation purposes. Yields about 1.00 per cent of oil. 

E. goniocnlyx. Spotted mountain gum. Prefers poorer but deep sandy 
soils. Yields about 1.00 per cent of oil. 

E. vernicosu. Varnished-leaved gum. Suits subalpine places. Yields 
0.80 per cent oil. 

E. johnstoni. Johnston’s gum. Also likes subalpine conditions. Yields 
about 1.30 per cent oil. 

E. baeuerleni. Baeuerlen’s gum. Subtropical at higher elevations. 
Yields about 0.35 per cent of oil. 

E. puodrangulata. Soft white box. Likes volcanic or basaltic soils. 
Subalpine. The oil yield is 0.70 per cent. 

E. macarthuri. Camden woolly butt. Prefers heavy alluvial land. 
Yields 0.2 I per cent or1 of fine odour. 

E. smithii. Blackbutt peppermint. Suits alluvial flat land and vol- 
canic areas. The oil yield is about 1.80 per cent. 

E. viminalis. Ribbon gum. Suits mountain valleys. The oil yield is 
about 0.55 per cent. 

E. cirrereu. Argyle apple. Subtropical. The oil yield is about 1.20 per 
cent. 

E. nova-anglico. New England peppermint. Subtropical. Yields 0.52 
per cent of oil. 

E. intertexta. Gum-barked coolabah. Suits semi.arid regions. Yields 
c.20 per cent of oil. 

B. RENANTHEROIDEAE 

E. diversifolia. Soap mallee. Suits moderately dry regions, and poorer 
sandy soils on limestone. Oil yield is about 0.42 per cent. 

C. RENANTHERAE 

E. morginata. Jarrah. Thrives in ironstone gravelly soils. The oil 
yield is 0.25 per cent. 

E. muellcriana. Yellow stringybark. Likes stiff, rather moist clay 
soils at low elevations. The oil yield is 0.90 per cent. 

E. umbra. Bastard mahogany. Suits saline flats near the sea, and salt 
ridges, doing best in mildly salt-laden air. The oil yield is 0.60 per cent. 

E. carnea. Thick-leaved mahogany. Subtropical. Yields 0.17 per cent 
of oil. 
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E. microcorys. Tallow wood. Suits rich loamy land with good rain- 
fall near the coast. Yields 0.52 per cent of oil. 

E. wjlkinsoniana. Small-leaved stringybark. Likes subtropical coas- 
tal districts. Yields 0.98 per cent of oil. 

E. laevopinea. Silver-to stringybark. Flourishes in elevated and shel- 
tered positions. Yields 0.62 per cent oil. 

E. macrorrhynchu. Red stringybark. Suits acidic poor soils. Yields 
0.30 per cent oil. 

E. blaxfundi. Blaxland’s stringybark. Likes sheltered ridges and 
higher areas of sandy or granite soils. Yields 0.85 per cent of oil. 

E. alpha. Grampians stringybark. Alpine. Yields 0.36 per cent of oil. 
E. capitehta. Brown stringybark. Thrives on sandy land, near the 

sea. Prefers sheltered positions. Yields o. 12 per cent oil. 
E. ligustrina. Privet-leaved stringybark. Suits exposed places and 

very hardy. Oil yield is 0.15 per cent. 
E. penridmks. Bastard stringybark. Likes sandstone regions. The 

oil yield is 0.70 per cent. 
E. laseroni. Laseron’s stringybark. This tree thrives in moist and 

colder areas. Oil yield is 0.40 per cent. 
E. obliqua. Messmate. Common in hilly country on good loam in 

sheltered sectors. Yields 0.70 per cent of oil. 
E. fustigata. Cut tail. Suited to cool mountain valleys with fair and 

deep soils. Yields 0.12 per cent oil. 
E. regnans. Giant gum. Also thrives in cooler areas, with adequate 

water and deep well drained loamy soils. Yields 0.90 per cent of oil. 
E. giganteu. Gum-top stringybark ash. Suits high elevations. Sub 

alpine. Yields average 1.80 per cent oil. 
E. sieberiana. Mountain ash. Satisfactory on poorer sandy land, often 

over friable clay. Yields 0.50 per cent oil. 
E. taeniolu. White-topped ash. Similar to E. sieberiuna and gives 0.68 

per cent oil. 
E. consideniuna. Yertchuk. Thrives on poor siliceous soils. The oil 

yield is about 1.25 per cent. 
E. plunchoniana. Bastard tallow wood. Subtropical. Yields 0.05 per 

cent oil. 
E. virptu. Yellow-top ash. Likes cold damp regions with sandy soils, 

or rocky sites. Yields 0.35 per cent oil. 
E. oreudes. Blue ash. Suited to good sandy soils at moderate eleva- 

tions. The cil yield is 1.25 per cent. 
E. frwinoides. White ash. Thrives on light, well-watered soils of 

moderate elevations. The tree will withstand some wind and snow. 
Yields up to 1.00 per cent oil. 

E. stricta. Blue Mountain mallee. A hardy species suited to moun- 
tain areas. Yields 0.50 per cent oil. 

E. apiculuta. Boree. Likes sandy soils. Yields 0.70 per cent of oil. 
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E. vitreu. White-top messmate. Prefers colder conditions, with light 
soils. Yields as much as 1.65 per cent of oil. 

E. puuciflora. Cabbage gum. Withstands severe cold, as well as wind 
and snow. Alnine. Yields 0.70 per cent oil. 

E. stelluluth. Black sally. Likes light but moist soils and moderate 
elevations. The species will withstand frost and strong winds. Yields 
about 0.30 per cent oil. 

E. moorei. Narrow-leaved sally. Subalpine. Yields 0.80 per cent of 
oil. 

E. iineuris. White peppermint. Suits poorer, light soils. The oil yield 
is 1.50 per cent. 

E. lindleyunu. River peppermint. Suits sheltered areas of quite mod- 
erate elevation. The oil yield is 1.70 per cent. Aromatic. 

E. sulicifoliu. Black peppermint. Thrives in poor, light soils. The ai1 
yield is 1.90 per cent. Aromatic. 

E. rudiata. Grey peppermint. Likes light sandy soils, with stiffer sub 
soils. Yields about 3.50 per cent of oil. 

E. austrulianu. Australiana. Subtropical. The oil yield is about 4.0 
to 4.5 per cent. It is rich in cineol and has no phellandrene. 

E. dives. Broad-leaved peppermint. Suits poorer land and sandstones. 
The oil yield is up to 3.00 per cent. 

E. coccifera. Mt Wellington peppermint. Subalpine. The oil yield is 
about 0.62 per cent. 

E. tasmunica. Tall silver peppermint. Subtropical and temperate 
species. Oil yield is x.45 per cent. 

E. andrewsi. New England blackbutt. Likes poor granite soils at med- 
ium elevations. Oil yield is 1.30 per cent. 

E. piperitu. Sydney peppermint. Confined to sandy ground and 
cooler localities. Oil yield averages 0.80 per cent. 

E.haemastoma. Scribbly gum. Well suited to very dry places. Yields 
0.45 per cent of oil. E. Haemastomu, var. Sclerophylla, has an oil yield 
of 0.65 per cent. 

E. micrantha, var. siputu. Peppermint-leaved white gum. Sub 
tropical, prefers better land. The oil yield is about 2.00 per cent, and 
it contains b-” phellandrene 40 per cent and pipe&one 40-50 per cent, 
as well. as some piperitol. 

E. rossii. White gum. Likes sandstone regions. The oil yield is 0.75 
per cent. 

D. PORANTHEROIDEAE 

E. leptophyllu. Slender-leaved white mallee. Grows on stiff red loam 
and clay soils. Oil yield is 1.45 per cent. 

E. odorata. Peppermint box. Withstands dry conditions and droughts. 
The oil yield is 0.90 per cent. 
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E. fruticetorum. Blue mallee. Prefers sandy and clayey soils, in sub 
tropical areas. The oil yields vary from x.50 to 2.70 per cent. 

E. viridis. Green mallee box. Suits clayey-loam soils and is remark- 
ably drought resistant. The oil yield is about 1.20 per cent. 

E. bicolor. River black box. Suits river flats, but can withstand 
drought. Oil yield is 0.90 per cent. 

E. bosistoana. Bosisto’s box. This species prefers mild climates and 
limestone formations or loamy soils with a heavier subsoil. Oil yield 
is about 1.00 per cent. 

E. behriana. Broad-leaved mallee box. Suited to hot and dry districts. 
Yield of oil is 0.63 per cent. 

E. E_e.miphloi~. Grey box. Likes a moderate climate, neither too 
warm nor too cold and heavy clay soil, but can thrive in light soils 
with clay subsoil. Oil yield is 0.60 per cent. 

E. albens. White box. Common on limestone and basaltic soils. 
Yields oil at the rate of 0.12 per cent. 

C coolabah. Coolabah. Common on black soil plains. Drought resis- 
taitl Yields 0.48 per cent of oil. 

E. rucemosc7. Narrow-leaved ironbark. Suits varied conditions, but 
does best in moderately hot areas. Yields 0.16 per cent of oil. 

E. staigeriuna. Lemon-scented ironbark. Tropical. The oil yield is 
2.50 per cent, of attractive scent. 

E. siderophloiu. Broad-leaved ironbark. Very adaptable as regards 
soil requirements. Oil yield is 0.07 per cent. 

E. melanophloia. Silver-leaved ironbark. Thrives best on loamy soils 
or sandy clays. Very hardy, withstanding a good deal of cold. Oil yield 
is 0. a2 per cent. 

E. TERMINALES 

E. puniculuta. Grey ironbark. Likes shale and sandy loams. The oil 
yield is of the order of o. IO per cent. 

E. affinis. Bastard box. Subtropical. Yields 0.26 per cent oil. 
E. sideroxylon. Mugga. Prefers sedimentary formations. Yields 0.65 

per cent of oil. 
E. Jeucoxylon. White ironbark. Likes heavier alluvial soils. The oil 

yield is about 0.80 per cent. 
E. melliodoru. Yellow box. Suits good alluvium and granite soils, at 

very moderate altitudes. The oil yield is about 0.88 per cent. 
E. duwsoni. Slat-y box. Prefers stony ridges. Tropical. Yields 0.20 

per cent of oil. 
E. polyanthemos. Red box. Grows on poorer lands, in moist or 

moderately dry regions. The oil yield amounts to 0.85 per cent. 
E. baueriuna. Blue box. Suits river flats and lime-containing loamy 

soils. The oil yield is about 0.30 per cent. 
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F.GRACILES 

E. cuZyco~onu. Gooseberry rnallee. Fairly drought-resistant. Yields 
I .oo per cent oil. 

E. gracilis. Yorrell. Useful for arid and semi-arid places. The oil 
yield is about 0.95 per cent. 

GMICRANTHERAE 

E. cneorifolia. Kangaroo island narrow-leaved mallee. Suits arid 
coastal zones, with limestone soils. The oil yield is 1.80 to 2.00 per 
cent. 

KPLATYANTHERAE 

E. squumosu. Scaly bark. Thrives on barren sandy soils. The oil yield 
is 0.60 per cent. 

E. oleosu. Giant mallee. Drought-resistant, prefers red loam soils or 
sandy loam. The oil yield is about 1.15 per cent. 

E. websteriunu. Webster’s mallee. Suits dry regions. The species is 
rich in oil, but no definite figures are available. 

E. sulmonophloia. Salmon gum. Suits good red clay soils. The oil 
yield is about 1.45 per cent. 

E. sububris. Gimlet gum. Prefers semi-arid land. The oil yield is 1.40 
per cent and the bark produces tannin. 

NOTE: 

The figures for oil yields given for the different species are aver- 
age ones and may be subject to variation in local conditions. More- 
over, improved and selected strains and varieties under plantation 
culture often exceed the average yields for the types in question. 



easuring Devises 

RAINFALL 

RAINFALL IS measured by means of a pluviometer or raingauge. 
To calculate the number of cubic feet per acre, multiply the depth 
of rainfall in inches by 3630, or, to give the number of gallons per 
acre, by 22623. 

RAINFALL IN 
INCHES 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

CUBIC FEET 
PER ACRE 

3,630 
7,260 

I 0,890 
14,520 
~8,150 

GALLONS 
PER ACRE 

22,623 
42,270 
671905 
9oJ492 

rr3,174 

TONS PER 
ACRE 

101.1 
202.2 

303.3 
404.4 
505.5 

I cubic inch of water weighs 3/5 oz. 224 gallons of water weigh 
I ton. 

TREE HEIGHT 

To prepare a dendrometer for measuring the heights of trees, take 
a staff six feet in !ength, with a sharp point at one end. To the 
centre of this fix with screws a piece of board twelve inches 
square. Now nail a lath diagonally across the board, and attach a 
plumb line to the staff for obtaining the perpendicular. Have a 
piece of string available for attaching to a hook placed at the 
lower end of the diagonal lath. 

To carry out the measurement, position the staff in the ground 
some distance from the tree so that with the plumb exactly per- 
pendicular the diagonal lath points to the top of it, the sight being 
taken by placing the eye to the bottom of the lath. Then extend 
the sight line to the ground by means of the string. The point 
where this touches the ground level to the centre of the trunk at 
the base of the tree will represent the actual height of the subject. 

PF-N 
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TIMBER 

Take the girth in inches at the middle, divide by four, then square 
the result. This gives the mean sectional area of the trunk. Multi- 
ply the product by the length of the log in feet, divide by 144, and 
the quotient is the sum of the contents in cubic feet. Where there 
is bark, an allowance should be made for it, usually varying from 
yz to I ‘/2 inches to every foot of quarter girth. If the total quarter 
girth is 24 inches with thick bark, a deduction of from 2 to 3 
inches is necessary, the quarter girth being taken at 21 or 22 
inches. 

ROADS 

One cube of road metal measures 18 feet at the base by 5 feet 
broad, and 2 )$ feet high at the centre. It is 14. feet in length along 
the top ridge. This is sufficient for metalling about 5oo square feet 
of road surface. 

SOILTEMPERATURE 

This can be measured by using a thermistor. The device consists 
of a small capsule containing a compound of which the electrical 
resistance falls quickly with increasing temperature. Thermistors 
can be left buried in the ground with only the leads projecting. 

CAPILLARYPOTENTIALOFTHE SOIL(PF) 
A soil tensiometer is employed to determine the capillary potcn- 
tial of the soil. It is filled with water, and as soil dries it will tend 
to draw out moisture from the vessel until the suction force is 
balanced by the mercury column in the capillary tube. Two 
tensiometers, with different depths of placement, can provide in- 
formation about water movement in the land, such as the pene 
tration of rainfall, or the region being exploited by the roots of 
crops. 

EIGHTINTEN~IT~ 

There are various exposuremeters available which are calibrated 
to give direct light readings. Light measurements in plantations 
are normally expressed as percentages of full light in the open. 
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EVAPORATION POWER OF AIR 

By using tables from the readings of a wet and dry bulb thermo- 
meter it is possible to measure by derivation the saturation deficit, 
the result being in absolute terms. An atmometer gives the com- 
parative measure from assessing directly the rate of evaporation 
from an exposed surface. There are many types of atmometers, 
both for rapid determinations of water loss, and for determining 
the weight of water withdrawn over considerable periods. , 

POTOMETER 

Potometers al!ow simultaneous measurement of transpiration and 
water uptake to be assessed. There are numerous designs available. 

MANUAL LAE~~IJFL' 

A labourer should be ablle to complete the following tasks dur- 
ing an average working day : 

Engaged in making planting holes: I IO t0 150 holes, ac- 
cording to the nature of the ground. 

En.gaged in planting out : 250 to 300 young trees. 
Making planting containers from grass or other materials : 

I50 containers. 

STOCKING RATES 
I large beast (bull or cow) requires as much forage as 5 smaller 
animals (sheep or goats). 

On first class pasture land one or two bullocks can be grazed 
rotationally on one acre of herbage. The poorer the grazing condi- 
tions, the lower the stocking rate will b& until rates of one beast I 
to 20 or even 40 acres may be necessary (nomadic pastoral prac- 
tice). V’v’ith tree crops in good condition, the collective produce 
may provide adequate feed for one, two or more large beasts per 
acre of bearing or fruiting surface, depending on output required. I 

i 
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These Centres may be able to give 
or institutions within their areas 

rrcddq 2446, Buenos Aires. 

es D6bouch&s Agric 

du Burundi, B.P. 

%ed Unit, PC~~WTLI fiorest Experiment Station, 
i&partrncnt bf the Environment, Chalk 



I 3. Central African Republic: Minister-e des Eaux, For&s, Chasses et 
P&&s, B.P. 830, Bangui. 
14. Chaci : Ministitre des Eaux, For&, P&he et Chasse, B.P. 8, Fort 
L2ITly . 
I 5. Chile: Instituto Forestal, Valenzuela Llanos I 06 I, Casilla 3085, 
La Reina, Santiago de Chile. 
I 6. Colombia: Banco National dc Semillas, Divisi 
Instituto de Dcsarrollo de 10s Recursos Naturalcs R 

, E. Car& r 4, No. 24A .66, Apartado Acre0 I 3458, 
I 7. Congo: Direction des Eaux et For&s, Ministcrc d 
et des Eaux et Forets, R.P. 98, Brazzavillc. 
I 8. Costa Rica: Banco de Scmillas Forestales, Ccntro Tropical de 
Ensenanza c Investigation, Apartado 74, Turrialba. 
I 9. Cuba: Presidentc, INDAF, Virtudes 680 y Belascoain, Havana. 
20. Cyprus: Department of Forests, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources, Nicosia. 

_a* -?I I. Czechoslovakia : Foreign Department, Federal Ministry of Food 
and Agriculture, Prague. 
22. Dabomey (Benin: Service des Eaux, Forets et Cha.&, Minis&e 

, F du Diveloppemcnt Rural et de la Cooperation, B.P. 593, Cotonou. ,P 
23. Denmark: Joint Committee for Selection and C/Ontrol of Forest 
Reproductive Material, Springforbi‘vcj 4, D-2939 Klampenborg. 
24. Dominican Republ& : Direction General Forestal, Secretaria de 
Estado dc las Fwrzas Armadas, Centrq de 10s Hcros, Santo 
Dompgo. I 

25. Ecuador : Department0 ‘de Capacitation y Experimentation, 
Direction de Desarro/lo Forestal, Ministerio de Agricultura y 
Ganadcrfa, Quito. 
26. El Salvudor: Departamcnto de Conservacirjn de Rccursos 
N&n-ales, Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganaderfa, San Salvador. 
27. Fiji : Department of Forestry, Suva. 
28. Finland: National Board of Forestry, Section of Silvicuiture, 
Erotttjankatt: 2, SF-001 20 Hc!sinki I 2. 
29. France: @omit& National Intcrprofcssionel de J’Horticultur 
Florab et &ncrncntalc et des Pepinicres, I o- I 2 R’w du Scminair 
B.P. #309 94 I 5/r Rungis. r 
30. Gabon: Direction dcs For&, B.P. 2275, Librcville. / 

‘3 I. Gambia : Forestry DcveJopment Of&e, Forestry Division, 
Department of Agricu!ture, 
Yundum, W,estcrn Division. 

Yundum Eqwrimcntal Station, 



3 2. Germany (Federal Republic) : I. Bundesamt fur Ernahrung und 
Forsilvirschaft, Adickesallee 40, 6 Frankfurt/Main ; 2. Bundesver- 
band Forstsamen und Forstpflanzen C.V. Kolner Strasse I 42-148, 
53 Bonn-Bad Godesberg. 
33. Ghana: Department of Forestry, Silvicultural Branch, P.O. Box 
I 9 r 7, Kumasi. 
34. Greece: Direction G&n&ale des Forets, Ministere de 1’Economie 
Nationale, Rue Menandrou 22, Athens I I 2. 

35. Guatemala : I. Arg. Jose A. Lewald Capouilliez, Exportation des 
Semillas, Apartado Postal 543, Guatamala ; 2. Francisco Sagastume 
O., Semillas Forestales Tropicales, Apartado Postal I 700, 
Guatamala; 3. Tomas Zepeda Guzman, Poptun, Peten. 
36. Guinea: Direction G&&ale des Eaux et For&s, B.P. 624, 
Conakry. 
37. c;uyana : Forest Department, P.O. Box I o I 7, Georgetown. 
38. .-Honduras : Direction General de Recursos Forestales, Secretarfa 
dc 1 [ado en el Dcspacho de Recursos Naturales, Tegucigalpa. 
3 9. iionflkonfl : Directorate of Agriculture and Fisheries, Canton 
Road Government Offices, 393 Canton Road, I 2th Floor, 

40. Hungary: Hungaroflor, Budafoki u. 79, I I I 7 Budapest. 
4 I. Iceland : State Forestry Service, Grettisgijtus, Reykjavik. 
42. India: Office of Central Silviculturist, Forest Research 
Inht!:ute, P.O. New Forest, Dehra Dun. 
43. .ildonesia : Bureau of Foreign Economic Relations, Ministry of 
Fort ~grl Affairs, Jakarta. 
44. iraq : Direction General of Forests, Ministry of Northern 
til i r-s, Baghdad. 
45. Ireland: Department of Lands, Forest and Wildlife Section, 22 
Upper Merrion Street, Dublin 2. 
46.’ Ireland, Northern : Forestry Division, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Dundonald House, Upper Newtownards Road, Belfast BT4 3SB. 
47. i,rael: Forest Department, Land Development Authority, P.O. 
Bos ~-5, Kiryat Hayim, Haifa. 
48. kaly : Ufficio Administrazione per la Produzione dei Semi 
Forestali, Picvc S. Stefano, Arezzo. 
49. Ivory Coast : Ccntre de Cote d’Ivoire du Centrc Technique 
Forcstier Tropical, B.P. 803 3, Abidjal:. 
50. Jam&: Forest Department, 144 Constant Spring Road, 
Kingston. 
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5 I. JQPQII : All Japan Federation nf Forest Seeds and Seedlings 
Cooperative Association, Midori r,uilding, 9-9 4 chome, Lidabashi, 
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo. 
52. Jordon: Directorate General, Department of Forests, P.O. Box 
860, Amman. 
53. Kenya: Forest Department, P.O. Box 305 I 3, Nairobi. 
54. Khmer Republic (Cambodia) : Service des Eaux, Forcts et Chasse, 
Vithei Pracheathipatai, Phnompenh. 
55. Korea (South) : Office of Forestry, Ministry of Home Affairs, 
Sam Young Building, 50-2 Susomoon-Dong, Sudaemoon-Ku, 
Seoul 
56. Laos: Service des Eaux et For&s, Ministere de 1’Economie 
Nationale, Vientiane. 
57. Lebanon: Minister-e de l’Agriculture, Direction des For&s et des 
Resources Naturelles, Beirut. 
58. Libya: Forestry Section; Department of Forests, Range Manage- 
ment and Natural Resources, Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian 
Reform, Sidi Mesri. Tripoli. 
59. MQlQflQSy (MadQgQscQr) : Service des Graines, Direction des Eaux 
et Forets et de la Conservation des Sols, B.P. 243, Tananarive. 
60. Malawi: Malawi Forest Research Institute, Private Bag 6, 
Dedza. 
6 I . MQlQySiQ : East : Forest Department Headquarters, Kuching, 
Sarawak ; Peninsular : Department of Forests, Swettenham Road, 
Kuala Lumpur. 
62. Mali: Service Forestier, Bamako. 
63. hhIltQ: Department of Agriculture, 9 3 Archbishop Street, 
Valletta. 
64. Martinique : Office National des For&s, Direction Regionale, 
97 207 Fort-de-France. 
65. Mexico: Banco de Germoplasma Forestal, Instituto National de 
Investigaciones Forestales, Avenida Progreso 5, Coyoacan 2 I, D.F. 
6 6. Morocco : Station de Recherches et d’Experimentations 
Forest&es, Avenue du Docteur Bonjean, B.P. 763, Rabat. 
67. Netherlands: State Forest Service, Division of Seeds and Plants, 
Museumlaan 2, Utrecht. 
68. New Culedocic: Service dss Eaux et For&, B.P. 285, Noumea. 
69. New Zealand: Directorate General of Forests, New Zealand 
Forest Service, Private Bag, Wellington. 
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70. NiCQrQflUQ : El Departamento Forestal, Direction de Recurses 
Naturales y Renavables, Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganaderfa, 
Managua. 
7 I. Niger: Direction du Service des Eaux et Forets, Minjst& de 
1’Economie Rurale, Niamey. 
72. Nigeria: Federal Department of Forest Research, Federal 
Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Private Mail Bag 
No 5054, Ibadan, Western State. 
73. Norway: Forestry Directorate, Ministry of Agriculture, Oslo 
Dep Oslo I. 

74. Pakistan: Inspectorate General of Forests, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Works, Isiamabad. (Provinces: I, North West 
‘Frontier; 2. Punjab ; 3. Sind ; 4 Balucbistan.) 
75. PQPUQ New Guinea : Forestry and Timber Bureau, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Port Moresby. 
76. Peru: Direction de Servicio Forestal y de Caza, Ministerio de 
Agricultura, Calle Cuba 552, Lima. 
7 7. Philippines : Forestry Research Division, Bureau gf Forest 
Development, Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources, 
Diliman, Quezon City. 
78. Poland : Foreign Trade Enterprise “Rolimpex”, al. Jerozolimski 
44. Warsaw. 
79. Puerto Rico: Institute of Tropical Forestry, Forest Service, P.O. 
Box AQ, Rio Piedras. 
80. R&rmQnia : Institute of Research, Design and Silvicultural 
Documentation, SOS. Pipcra No 46, Oficiul Postal 30, Bucharest. 
8 I. Senegal: Service des Eaux, ForSts et Cliasse, B.P. I 83 I, Dakar. 
82. Sierra Leone: Forestry Department, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, Tower Hill, Freetown. 
83. Somalia: Forestry, Range and Wildlife Department, Ministry of 
Livestock, Forestry and Range, Mogadiscio. 
84. Spain : Section de Coordination y Rclacioncs, Institute 
National para la Conservacitin de la Naturalcza, Ministcrio de 
Agricultura, Passe Infinta Isabel I r Madrid 2. 

85. Sri Lanka: Forest Department, P.O. Box 509, Colontbo. 
86. St Kitts, Nevis and Anfluillir : Dircctoratc of Agriculture, 
Basseterre, St Kitts. 
87. St Lucia: Forest Department, Government Building, P.O. Box 
196, Castries, St Lucia. 
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88. Sudan: Forests Department, Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Rural Development, P.O. Box 658, Khartoum. 
89. Surinam: Forest Service, Departlment of Development, P.O. 
Box 436, Paramaribo. 
90. Sweden : National Board of Forestry, Fack, I 6 2 I o, Vallingby. 
y I. Syria: Directorate of Forests, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Agrarian Reform, Damascus. 
9 2. Switzerland : Inspection Fed&ale des. For&s, Section Structures 
et Questions Economiques, Postfach, 3000, Berne I 4. 
93. Tanzania: Forest Division, Silviculture Research Station, P.O. 
Box 95, Lushoto. 
94. Thailand: Royal Forest Department, Bangkhen, Bangkok 9. 
95. Togo: Direction G&&ale de 1’Economie Rurale, Office 
National de Developpement et d’Exploitation des Resources 
Forest&es B.P. 334, Lome. 
96. Trinidad and Tobago: Forest Division, Long Circular Road, 
Port-of-Spain. 
97. Tunisia: Direction des For&, Ministiere de l’agriculture, 
Avenue H&di Chaker No. 86, Tunis. 
9 8. Turkey : Ministry of Forestry, General Directorate of 
morestation, Orman Bakanligi, Agacladirma Gene1 Miidiirliigii, 
Adtie Sokak No. 85, Ankara. 
99. Uganda: Forest Department, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, P-0. Box 3 I, Entebbe. 
I 00. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: Foreign Department, State 
Committee on Forestry, Council of Ministers of the USSR, 
Moscow. 
I o I. United Kingdom : Forestry Commission, Alice Hoh Lodge, 
Wrecclesham, Farnham, Surrey, England. 
I 02. United States of America: U.S. Forest Tree Seed Center, U.S. 
Forest Service, P-0. Box 8 I 9, Macon, Georgia 3 I 202. 

I 03. Upper Volta (Bourkina Fasso) : Direction des Eaux et Forsts et 
de la Conservation des Sols, Minister-e de 1’Agriculture et de 
1’Elevage. B.P. 4, Ouagadougou. 
I 04. Uruguay: Direction Forestal, Pargues y Fauna, Ministerio de 
Agricultura y Ganaderfa, Maldonado I 276 &Iontevideo. 
log. Venezuela : Estacion de Semillas Forestales, Ministerio de 
Agricultura y Cria, Direction de Recursos Naturales Renovables, 
Division de Bosques, Region 5 - MAC - Maracay, Estado Araguay. 

FF-o 
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I 06. Vietnam : Ministke de la Reforme Agrairc et du 
Dkveloppcment de l’Agriculturc, de1 la P~chc c\t I’Elcvagc, 
Direction C&kale de l’hgriculture, Direction des Eaux ct For&s, 
Saigon. 
107. Virgin Islands: Institute of Tropical Forestry, Forest Service, 
P.O. Box AQ, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico. 
I 08. Western Sumoa: Forestry Office, Department of Agriculture, 
Forests and Fisheries, P.O. Box 206, Apia. 
I 09. YugosIavia : Yugoslav Centre for Agriculture and Forestry, 
Service for Forest Production, Bul. Revolucije 84/1 I, I I oo I, 

Belgrade. 
I I o. Zaire: Direction des Eaux et Forets, Ministke de 1’Agriculture 
et du DPveloppement Rurale, B.P. 87 22, Kinshasa. 
I I I. Zambia: Division of Forest Research, Ministry of Lands and 
Natural Resources, P.O. Box 2099, Kitwe. 
I I 2. Zimbabwe: Forest Division, Ministry of Agriculture, Harare. 

In cases where countries do not yet appear to have established 
national Seed Centres, it is appropriate to write to the Forestry 
Division of the Ministry of Agriculture of the particular state 
concerned, in the capital city. Requests and enquiries should be 
sent at least six months before the seeds or planting materials are 
needed, because delays in international correspondence are con- 
siderable. Quite often, catalogues of tree and shrub seeds may be 
available or country lists of seeds dealers and suppliers. The 
Department of Forestry, Pretoria, Transvaal, South Africa can 
advise on seeds sources in that area. 



Appendix VI 

List of Institutions and Organisations 
concerned with Forest Farming 

A number of institutions, organisations and societies, having as 
their general objectives the promotion and expansion of forest 
farming methods have been established in recent years. These 
different authorities and groups are serving most useful purposes. 
The various titles and designations that have been adopted 
illustrate the wide scope of the agri-silvicultural concept and its 
practical application as agroforestry, tree crop farming, silvo- 
pastoralism, permanent culture and farm forestry, based on 
multiple-usage patterns of land management. Here is a list of some 
names and addresses : 

I. International Council for Research in Agroforestry, 
P.O. Box 30677, Nairobi, Kenya. 

2. Centro Agronomic0 Tropical de Investigation y Ensemanza 
(CATIE) 
Turrialba, Costa Rica. 

3. Coordination ofAgroforestry Activities Section, 
United Nations University, 
29th Floor, Toho Seimei Building, 
I ,s- I Shibuya 2-chome, Shibuya-ku, 
Tokyo I so, Japan. 

4. Forestry Section DSE, 
Food and Agricultural Development Centrc (ZEL) 
Wielingerstrasse 52, D-8 i 3 3, 
Feldaftn-g, Federal Republic ofGermany. 



5. International Centre for Arid and Semi-arid Land Studies, 
Texas Technical Universit;‘, Lubbock, 
Texas 79409, U.S.A. 

6. Agri-silviculture Institute, 
P.O. Box I 04, 
Salome, Arizona 85348, U.S.A. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

IO. 

International Tree Crops Institute U.S.A. Inc., 
Route I, Box 378, Woodland, California 95695, U.S.A. 

International Tree Crops Institute, 
Convent Lane, Backing, Braintree, 
Essex, CM7 6RN England, U.K. 

New Zealand Tree Crops Association, 
Glenshane, R.D. I, Ashburton, New Zealand. 

Agroforestry Trust, 
Rusbury, Near Church Stretton, Shropshire SY6 7DE, 
England, U.K. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

Various pamphlets and bulletins are issued from time to time by gov- 
ernment departments, experimental or research stations, and other 
organisations on the growing of particular tree crops. Amongst maga- 
zines and journals, the following often contain useful information for 
tree farmers : 

Commonwealth Forestry Review, Commonwealth Forestry Associa- 
tion, Northumberland Avenue, London W.C.2, England, U.K. 

Farm Forestry, P.O. Box 2721, Wellington, New Zealand. 
Quarterly ]ournal of Forestry, Royal Forestry Society, 49 Russell 

Square, London W.C.1, England, U.K. 
Scottish Forestry, Royal Scottish Forestry Society, 7 Albyn Place, 

Edinburgh 2, Scotland, U.lc 
Trees, Journal of the Men of the Trees Society, Stansted Park Estate 

Office, Rowlands Castle, Hants, England, U.K., or local branches. 
Unasylva, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, 

Via delle Terme di Caracalla, Rome, Italy. 

Trrc hrmcr. q-f York Street, Ca~~ll~~~l~i Soutli ‘3 I (-, 2. Victr)ri;l, :\\Istrdli.l. 

I.(‘.R..4.f;. r\jwh~cr. ,jvaildhlc f;olli III,. I~~tc~r~~;ili,)~:al C‘orlrlc-il for I\c\caJ.rCl~ 

iI1 \grofcrrcGry, P.C.). t30~ 30677, NJirohi. Kcny~. 

Internclridndl Agricultural Ihwlopmrnt. Pll,lrch t’tlt)li\llillg Sc,r\ iccT’4 I td., ‘;- I I 

Lavirigtorl Street, 1.011ti011 21:. I) I~Ilglal;d, U.K. 



SEED DIRECTOKY 

Fore\t Tree Sceti IIirectory, published by Focjd & Agricultttre Orgattisatiotl, 
Distribution and Sales Section, Via dc~llc Term di Caracalla, OOIOO. Konte, 
Italy. 

Some very useful works have been issued by :he National Academy of 
Sciences. 2 I o I Constitution Avenue, Washington D.C. 204 I 8, U.S.A. These 
include Underexploited Tropical Plants and Tropical Le~umcs as well as a book on 

firewood and fuel yielding species. Notes 011 seed sottrces are coutained iu 
each volume of the series. 

ADDITIONAL READING 

Sholto Douglas J. Alternative Foods: A World Guide to Lesser Known Edible Plants. 
Pelham Books Ltd., W.C.1 England U.K. 1978. 
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Enquiries for further information on qri-silvicuhure from 
readers may be addressed to: 

J. Sl~olro Douglas, 
C/O Intermediate Technology Plr !>I icati 

9 King Strwt, 
01 

London wc2E 8~w, UK. 

lS, 

Comments and information on work in progress will also be 
welcomed. 

ADDEND.4 

The publishers wish to acknowledge with thanks Miss Wendy Campbell- 
Purdie’s permission to quote from her book Woman Against the Desert 
(London: Gollancz, 1967). 

Pagr5 The examples of annual yields mentioned refer to the 
conditions noted in the text. Less favourable circum- 
stances or quality of trees will result in lower production. 

Page 21 
lines 13-3 3 

The original comments upon which these passages are based 
were kindly supplied by Miss W.Campbell-Purdie to the 
author J.S.D. some years ago and appeared in Blueprint, the 
Appendix to the book Woman Against the Desert, written 
jointly by her and Lord Fenner Brockway. (Publisher: 
Victor Goilancz Ltd., London 1967.) More detailed and 
recent evidence on the general expansion of the Sahara 
Desert, compiled by the United Nations Organization, 
indicated that in certain regions, such as the northern 
Sudan, the zone of aridity and desiccation has spread out- 
wards.by as much as 200 kilometres during the past twenty 
years. 

page 142 
lines 4-6 

The Chinese bamboo referred to here is not the same 
species as those tested in Ireland and noted in the preceding 
sentences. It is a warmth-loving type and its attributes are 
recorded as a matter of interest only, since it would need 
protection in colder localities. 
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Acacia spp. 27‘41.88 et seq., 154-6, 
164, 169 

Acer spp. 131 ct seq. 
Africa 5, 8, 14. 17, 33.34. 3% 88.09.90. 

93%. 102, 103. 107, 109,121, 1248. 
13O.I34.135,1371 15*2.154,155 

African locust bean 5, 41, x60 
Agrocoenoses 22 
AIbizia spp. 91 
Alder 143 
Abroba 5.8. r3126-% 32. 33. 39. 40. 

68. 71, 91 et seq., 137, 160, 169 
Almond 6. 32, 100, 149, 155 
America, Central 89, 93, 96, 99, 102, 

112. 114, x15, 117, 120, 121, 124, 130, 
134. I35 

America, North 5, 13, 15, 28. 29, 36, 91. 
5. 100. 103,105 et seq., 121,123, x31- 
4. 140, 141. x46. 150. 156 

America, South 5, 13, 92, 97, IOI, II~- 
SnIl7.126. I2kI34.135 

Apple 41 7. II. 120. 142. 143, 1451 155 
Apricot I 55 
Arboreta 57 
Argentina 5, 28.29,92 
Arid areas 6 et seq., 32, 7c. 93, 130, 

133. 137 
Amcarpus spp. 122 
Ash 142 
Asia 5. 12, 25, 27, 95-7, 102, x0.4, 105, 

112-6, 120, 121, 124, 1268 
Atriplex spp. 42, 133, r7o 
Australia 27, 8891, 93, 107, dog, 112, 

Baker. R. St. Barbe 7, 17, 156 
Bamboo 142, 165 
Banguettes 50, 51, 56. 152, 165 
Bauhinia g3 
Beech 13. x00, I@ 
Biocoenosis 17 
Biological control 18, 22 
Birch 142. 143, 155 
Bochara plum 120 
Brazil nut IOI, 160 

Breadfruit 122, 160 
Breadnut 7x, WI, 118 
Breeding 33,34, 3686 
British Isles 17, 19, 23, 137, 140-2, 145, 

146. I& 149 
Budding 72 
Butternut IIS, 117 

GbOrIl, 1. hi. 137 
Candle tree 120 
Carob 5. 6.8. 11-13, 27, 28, 31. 32, 39, 

40. 42, 67.68, 71, 93 et seq.. i55, 160 
Carya spp. 107 et seq. 
Cashew-nut 102, 160 
Cassava 160, 165 
Castanea spp. 29, 102 
Castanopsis 103 
Casuarina spp. I 12, 170 
Cedar 144 
Ceratoria spp. 27 
Cereal equivalents 5, 26, 29, 35, 39, 42, 

43. 91, 92, 95. 130, 14 
Cheronji 102 
aeW 142. 143. 145 
Ckmm 5. 13, 27. 29. 31, 32, 34, 35. 

42, 102 et seq., 148, 160 
China 27,35, 103, 105. 107, 1~8, 113. 

115-7, 122-4. r3o2, 134, 135, 137, 142, 
150, 154~155, 167 

Chinquapin 103 
Citrus spp. 12, 13, 155, 156 
Coconut 12, IO+ 160 
Coit. Dr. J. Eliot 28 
Conifers 138, 141, 145,146 
Conservation 17, 23, x57 
Coryhs spp. 32, 104 et seq., 148 
Country Almond roq 
Cow-tree 130 
Crataegus spp. 41, 42, 121, 148 
Cypress 145, 158 

Dams 151, 152, 153, 157 
Dates 5. II. 13, 155, 160 
Dattock, see Tallow-tree 
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Deserts 15. 21, 25.56. 80.g5, 137, 150 
et seq. 

DiOSpyrOS Spp. 5, 13. 27. 29. 71. 123 
Drainage 57, 141 
Drought 6, 20, 21,47,g2.& 102,130. 

141. x48.151 

Ecological associations xg, 22, 23, 45, 
138. 155.158 

Egypt 156 
Elm 155 
Erosion IO, 15. 20, 21. 26, 35, 36, 54, 59, 

139.144 I53 
Eucalyptus 7, 12, 128 et seq., 154, 179 

et seq. 
Europe 5, 12,3x, 32,94. 103, 105, 112. 

1x5-7, 121-3, ,132, 1452, 146 
Evenari, Prof. M. 153, 155 

Factory farming 6 
False acacia 143,144 
Fig 11-13, 120, 155 
Filbert. see Hazel 
Fish 141, 151, 156 
Floods 157 
Fodder trees 120. 130 et seq., 146, 153, 

163 
Forest farming 89, 25 et seq., 35 et 

seq.. 47 et seq., 63 et seq., 146. 156 et 
seq. 

Forests 13, 14.. 17-19 
Fruit 120 et seq., 153, 155 

Gardiner. Rolf 23 
Gingko 131 
Gleditsia spp. 5, 7, 28, 33, 4x.42,94, 

137.148 
Gnetum Gnemon 130 
Grafting 71 et seq. 
Grasses 42. 147,171 et seq. 
Green manuring 164 
“Green Revolution” 4 
Guard trees, see Shelterbelts 

Harvesting 82 
Hawaii 5, 27, 33, 92, 126 
Hawthorn 41.42, 121,142~ 144, 148 
Hazel 5.32, 10q et seq., 145, 160 
Heartnut I 15, I 16 
Hedgerows 146 
Hickory, see Pecan 
Holly 143 
Honey hxuSt 5, 7. 28, 32, 33.4~42, 

584. 137.1481 155, 157, 161 
Hormones, rooting 70,7r 

Hornbeam 142 
Horse chestnut 142, 143 
Horseradish tree 127 

India 12,25,89,93~ 95, $3, 102, 124 
1258. 133. 134, 137, 154 

Indian beech 95 
Inga. food 94 
lnternational Biological Programme 3 
Israel 150, 1536, 158 (and see Pales- 

tine) 
Jack-fruit 12, 121, 161 
Japanese larch 82 
Java almond IIO 
Jeheb-nut 95 
Jering-tree 27,41, g6 
juglans spp. I 14 et seq., x49 
jujube 130 

Kagawa, Toyohiko 7.36 
Kei apple 130 
Keyline cultivation 138 et seq., 141 

Larch 145 
Legumes 18,3g, 41, 7g,87 et seq., 13% 

155, 163, 164, 167 et seq. 
Lettuce-tree 13 1 
Lime 143, 144 
Limpopo valley 33c 38 et seq. 
Livestock 54, 139, 140, 147, 151, 153, 

156. 158 
Lucena gg 

Maidenhair tree I 3 I 
Malaysia 5, 96, 10q, 123, 125, 126 
Mango 12 
Maple 131, :42, I43 
Marula 38 
Measuring devices 187 et seq. 
Mesquite, see Algaroba 
Mow spp. 5, 13, 27,2g, 122 
Mulberry 5, 13, 27, 29, 122 
Multiple usage 23, 24, 156, 158, 163 

Namnan g5 
Ness, Prof. H. 30 
Nursery, tree 57 
Nutrition 6, 39, 159, 160, 161 
bhXS 100 et Seq., 134, 135, 153 

Oaks 5, 14, 18, 19, 302. 110, 143, 144. 
149 

Oil-producing trees 124 et seq., 134 
Okari nut 104 
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Olive 5,6, 18. 19. 30-2, 110, 143, 144, 
I49 

Ornamental trees ~45 
Owala g6 
Oyler. Philip 16 

Pacific area 27. 96, 134 
Palestine I I et seq. 
Palm kernel 161 
Palmyra palm 112 
Pangi 123 
Paradise nut IOI 
Parkia spp. 41, g6 
Pastures 140, 147. 148, 165 (and see 

Grasses) 
Peach 155 

Pear 145 

Pear, prickly 163 
Pecan 5. 31, 107, 156, 161 
Persimmon 5, 13, 27, 29. 71, 123, 156 
Pignolia 113, 161 
Pine. nut 12, 31. 32. 42, 113, 149, 156 
Pinon 161 
Pinus sPP. 32, 113. 142. 143, 145, 147, 

149, 157. 160 
Pistachio 114. 155, 161 
Plans 48 et seq. 
Planting 73 et seq., I* 
Plato 10 
Plum r58 
Pollution 7, 19 
P~bfgonum spp. 42 
Po!ynesia chestnut g.6 
Pomegranate 13. 155 
Poplar 143. 155, 1~7 
POWt masqut! 151, 152 
Propagation 65 et seq. 
Price. Prof. J. C. C. 29 
Prosopis spp. 269, 91 et seq. 
Pruning 80 et seq. 
Purdie. W. Campbell- 155 

Queensland nut 114 
Quercus spp. 30. 32, IID. 149 
Quince II 
Quincunx 52 

Rain tree 41. ti 
Reclamation 21, 26,88, 1401 ISO et seq. 
Rowan 144. 145 

Sahara 15. 17, 21,95. 137, 155 
Sal I33 
Salinity 153, 154 
Salt-bush 133, 156 
Stiponin 18 

d 

Savannah 38 
Schumacher. Dr. E. F. 9. 12. 
Sea-coast 13 I 
Self-su%ciency 158 
Sesbania $Jxlndiffora 37 
ShckrbeIt 22, 53. 55, 58, 80 et se’q., 9. 

10. 114. 131. 137 et seq., 145-/“, 149, 
155, 164 

Siberian pea tree 28, 33, ~$8 
Silky oak I 12 
Sisai 42 
Smith, Prof. J. Russell 7, 8, 35( 
Spruce, Sitka 82, 145 . 
Squari-nut I 14 
Stabilisation, dune 154 
Surveying 48 
Sycamore 132,142 

Tallow-tree 4x, 97, 127 
Tamarind 12, $3 

, 

Tamarisk r54! 170 
Tanmania 42, xcq 

Technology, Alternative 157 
Intermediate r58 

Thar Desert x5, 25 
Tree lucerne 98 
Tulip-oak I I 2 

%land areas 36, 42, 51. 53. 57, 
94. $4 

63, 
136 et seq., 152 

Velvet tamarind g8 
Vhe 11-13, 155 

Walnut 5, I: 
seq.. 149, 156, 161 

Water 150, 151, 153 
Water chestnut 135, 165 
West Indian cherry 161 
White popinac 99 
Willow 133, 143, 165 f 
Windbreaks, see Shelterbeltr, 

/ 
Yeomarls. P. A. m3g 

Zur, Dr. B. 155 / 
if 
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